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-This publiatioff Is designed to aid teachers whowill battteachingaone-semester course in Economic§ at the high school level. Economies is
one of,the minimum electives in the Secondary Social-Studies Program,'
included'in the speciali2ed Nurses listing forigrades eleven- and 'twelve.
The curriculum for this course is. designed to develop.a cdMprehensj4e
understanding of .important economic concepts and provide students with
experiences to develop, extend and apply the learnings, and.to make,
reasoned judgments about major economic questions facing ,the
the individual
and society..

At

.
.

.

,

.

.

a

,

.

...--

,

This curriculum resource guide is presented in thirteen units of
,study.
Each unit contains a seriet.of lessops that follows the follow-,
ing format: '(11 tntroduction;_12) time required; (3) concepts; "(4}

,

.

,

instructional objectives; (5) materials requiredr(6) suggested procedures;
and (7)tiorksheets*or otherregburce materials. In,addition, there is a
rationalefor the' course, a recommended content outline; course objecti9es,
a samplecourse syllaWS, student worksheets-and readings, an-arnotated,
bibliography of high-schoor_economics.textbeoks, pre- and post-test copies
af the nationallyrnormed Test of Ecanomic-literacy, and a list of free
loan materials, mainly films that-are available from the Department Of
Education:film library and. the Center for Economic Education_at: the.;

.

.

.

UnfrrsAty-of-Hawaii at-MMI:7.

14

The iooseleaVfolder format will. provide for additions of lessmis,
which Will-be sent to, all users of this curriculum. resource wide.

'A

t.

.

.t.

°.
,

This guide was developed through the-cooperative efforti of-the
Hawaii State Department of Education and the Hawaii J.oint Council on
Eqpnomic Education. Implementation will ,be guided and assisted by
.'
specialists.from both organizations.
%-

a

Dr. Donnis H. Thompson
Superintendent
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There arino instructional activities included, in a few of the

its. These t411- lie forthcoming as- exemplary lessons oractiities are -tried out', adapted and-validated for classttom use.

an' -activities for the other units will also

n

e periodical ly sent to. /b e, users- of this .guide. In time, there
ihould_moc'e
be
than -sUffiVient-npmbers of lesson or activities
to -develop: each -unit; 'teachers can then selectively use those
.
best suited
thei r_-Studen tr.-

..
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INTRODUCTION...

-

I.
This.curripAlum resource guide, Economics, is.desiped for arone-

semester high school specialized elecIle. It contains a rationale
for'the course', a recommended content-outline, course objectives, a course
syllabus, sample lesson plans, student worEsheets and'readings,. an'
annotated bibliography of high school economics textbooks, pre- and posttest copies of the nutionally-normed Test of Economic Literacy and-a list
of free loan materials-, mainly films from the Depeftment_of Education film
library-and-the-Center:for-Economic Education at the Univeuity of Hawaii
at Manoa.
.

Rationale for the Course*
Social studies educators are in general'agreement that the primacy
objective of he social studies is the development of students wh9 are
responsible ci izens and effective decision makers..
High school graduates, in fact, all adults in society, wyl l be
continually exposed throughout their lifetimes to a wide variety of "
economic issues and questions. This will occur through their reading of
newspapers and news magazines, their exposure to radio and television,
their-involvement-ig political-camp-alga-and diet-Issues, and their
participation in economic life as employees, employers, consumers, union
members,.and the like. The conclusions -they reach on issues pirtheir
answers to economic questions will be reflected in how they vote; in the
actions they take as members of unions, civic organizations andebusinesses;
in their responses to appeals by the President and other public officialsi
and in economic decisions they make as individual consumers, wdrkers,
producers, savers and investors. This means that the quality of individual
decision - making is crucial to the effectiVe operation:pf our social system
and to the well -being of the individual.

That-itTsg-s-ential to help young people,.by the time they graduate
from high school, to develop .the knowledge, skills and attitudes to under-stand and make reasoned judgments about major economic que'stions facing
society and theMselves as members of that society. They will then be
better prepared to be responsible citizens and effective decision - makers.

Conjent Overview
The essence of economic understanding lies in being able to make
sense out Of the unfoldinb array of economic issues 'coming to our attention.
'
)
This requires that le various elements of economic understanding be_
combined and blended so as to provide a working,knowledge of economics.
The key elementsiof ecOncimic understanding are as follows:

* Adapted from A Framework for Teaching Economics:
Pork; skint Council on Ecohomic Educatto5;7077.

4
.

Basic Concepts, New

Practicing a reasoned approach. Students must recognize that /
economic issues can be analyzed effectively. only. by replacing emotional.
judgments with an - objective, rationab4nd systematic approach: -a
-

reasoned approach,

...7Mastering -the-basic

concepts:

Students must bave'Vt their command

a set of bisTa concepts to.give-them the-capacity to think about economic
issues irt. a reasoned way.

v:

Possessingi.on overview. of the economy. Students need a simple
overviewof how the economic system works so as to provide a structure
for examining specific issues:

./dentifying the- issues.

Students must possess the-knai1edge and

skills to recognize the various- types of ,eCtilCIDiC issues they are likely
to encounter as consumers, workers, citizens; and employers,

Appiying these iements to particular ibspea; Students must-be (given practi -ce in tising the _reasoned approach, waking'with the basic
concepts, andidentifying the = istoes, -first- on simple and thereon more,
-

codex real-world issues'.__ ite ultimate test is their ability to apply
theelementsw
to a range of naly.emerging issues.
_

decisiontilmlicancidc issues: Stidents must learn how
to 'Reaching
tokktormin
their their
in judgments of economic issues:
analySitof the issues,

This _requires_makin§::decisions_:ba

tempered-by.-their.ovm values. : _,rie last step includesknowing when'it
.
may be -iniossible to' reach a judgment:
t-

The major concepts ttiat.are included in the cow-se
are:.
%
-1.

,EcOnomi a Wants.

2.

Productive Resources

Scarcity and Choice
4; Opportunity Cost and Trade-Offs
5. Economic Incentives
6. Production
3.

.

.

7

Consumption

8.

Markets, 1)emand and Supply

'9. -Market Structlet Commtit,ton andri;nopoly
10. Market Faillires, Uternalities
4
,

11.

Government Regulation

'12.

Gross IlatiAna1Proctct

13.

Unemplayment

14.

PriceLeVel -Changes

15. Aggregate._Sup.p.ly_

16.

.

17.

Bucines,1- Cycles

18 ,fitcil .Policy:.
%,

.

,

Aggfegafe:Demand

'N.

Koney and Moneteary Policy

20.

Income rolictes

.21.

,23,..

Transfers

n

.

.

.

Eccr96mic Growth

1 nte6ati onal . Trade

4

.

.

1

22.

.

Taxes, Expenditures,

19.
_,.....

:.

'

,

.

.

Econ6 mic SyStetts

Conceits are developed thrtugh focus on.general concerns, such as the
l'ole of prica in a market. econsfmy;-the impact .of government,, an he
unemployment- inflation diltrrona
-There...is-al so focus on teaching students
something:about personal -economic .decisiotilmakinhow to .earn an income,
invest their -saVingsi,budget personal,/ expenditutles-;. and: the.
The
imphasis-.througbout..the,,lessons-AsJoriYpreparfngJOung people to grapple
with -both -social- -and-personaliSsuts,a64-qUettions; ,To -to so, they must,

i

_each:76ase, become :familiar with -the__coneePts.;and apprdach_ of _economics,

d

so as to

-infoymed--cleci
.

.

.

to

_

,Students,
also 4s steel iri__
intelligent- revers of the
newSpapers; careful_ watcher an I i Stenersof_-televi si on :and radio-, an d_

's

cri ti cal .:-obtervers of
-6andidateCand--1
res a
.Variety` Of ktiafedge-and-'Skills;446ieldping:tti5ability to(4dentify the
economic aspetts of ;pattick1*)
taking
isnenotional
apprOgh to theie.-issuetitiliaiifig-tiOlable:A'_frameWork for _understanding

the4conomic -system__;-knocw_ineth*.lipti.Oontinf6?.:ponCepti.,, and- being able

to

these' severil::elernints df-economic.zunderstanding in. addressing
0:the -timeAhe-fccairst = i s completed,

a variety of speci fit Auesti

young, OOP e Should -be t
.WaddreSs
ng -6tonomic *issues
which- need revolution-aS=Will
new economic; issues which require them

to 4
move intelligently on less fmniliar:gr-ound.
,

4

)

e.

cs,

11.

,%

.

,

.
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CONTENT OUTLINE AND COTE OBJECTIVES

I.

The Economic Problem

1

-

.

'1

(1)- Explain the economic' concept of scarcity in terms of wants and
resources and relate howit underlies all economic decision's.

(2)

Classify.productiVe resources according to the categories of land,
labor and capital.

..

1\..

B.

4

Opportunity,Costi,

No

n action.'

Determine the opportunity cost of a g

(1)

Eiplain why the cost of an act, is th

(2)

,

b

.

alternative,4Iyen

up.
4

.1
'

II.

. __

The Market System
A.

Production-and Allocation
(I)

Explain how a market
produce, howto-produce, ap

(2)

Explain the role of the decision maker - the entrepreneur
production.

answers the_ questions of what to
for whom to produce.

in

4

(Th
(3)
.

B.

-Explain how.prices,costs, and profits provide information for
making production and allotatiqn decisions:

Demand
(1)

State the Law of Demand.

(2)

List the deterMinants of diMand.,

()

Distinguish between demand and qudntity demanded.
A

4

\(4)
2:

i

A

.

---,......_

.

(1)

.

.

4

Explain the relationship between Changes in price and total
revenue in terms of elasticity of demand.
,..

`

Supply

C.

$

%

;

.

(5)

....

List and - explain the majorfactors influencing the degree of
price elasticity of demapd.

J
.

.,

State:Ittelavrof Stipply.\
--...._

\

_

k

`(24 Litfst the dseterminants of supply..
."

(a)

Distinguish between' supply and quantity supplied...

(4)

List and

plain the major factors influencing the Jgree of

price ela, ticity

s'Opply

Market Price
.

,

.

.

(1)

Define and illustra

(2)

Explain what- shorta

d surpl `Cses(re.

Explain

is a -ra,tinning

3)

equilibrium price.

how=-prides-irTeS.

-

.

.(4)

Identify

price.

the allocation and incomeedisteibutior functions of
6

5)Atin how price ceilings create shortages and how price
orts create urpl uses

(0
4

111.

-

46o

Predict what will happen to equilibrium price and quantity
given a change in a determinant of demand or supply.

lifirket Structure
(1) -Specify the source and meaning of competition in a market
economy,

.

.

S

-

Identify, the features of.the'major,types ofusiness organiza-

(2)

4.4

tions.

Explain 'hod competing businesses seek to maximize their profits.

(3)

,

(4)

-y

. a

Identify the four general types ofmaket structures - perfect,
-competition,'monopolistic competition, oligopoly and monopoly.

Categorize specific industries according to the four general
'- market structures.

(5)

t

15)I lain the effectiof monopoly on price and output.
.

LI'

power can be identifidd.

.Ex lain how .nit

(7)

,1
,

-

.

=i1

If.

7

.

(1)

..

Dist nguish_between private costs and benefits-;- and social costs
and b nefits.
\
1

(2)

,-

Demons rate;- using' supply in; demand curves, the effect of

_,

externOities on price and output.
.

\

(3)

ProviOe a numher.of remedies for dealing with third-party effect.

c

..,

\

,

.

,

V.

Government Regulation

commenly given for government regulation.

List reasor
,

I

.

,

(2)

Describe how government regulation affects theworkings of the
e
market for various goods and services.
1
'

(3)

1

I

4

Analyze the costs and benefits of government activitiee t the

!

4 economy .%

VI.

/

The National Econoilly
A.

Gross National Product
(1)

Define the term G

ss-National Product."

41

a

'i

'

.

/,

.

1
1

(2)

1

i

_,...

1

Explain how GPPcan be measured in terms of-Investment expenditure, government expenditure, consumer expenditure and net
'foreign

xpelidituI e.
,.

,

(3)

B ..

.

.

(1)

A

.

-

.

r

List

and explain the shortcomings of 'GNP as a measUre;of the
nation's output of goods and services.
...

Price Indides

.

-,

i
N.
.
\
+..,
Define the term "index number". and explain the usefulness of
the consumer pric index, wholesale 'priO indix,/and implicit
priceAndex.
\
I
\ .
.

0

...

"

:

04 -Describe-how the oonsumev price index is computed.

(3)
.

List and explain the sOortcomings Of the consumerprici. index,
as a measure of infl,tionideflation.
c

-

....

.

C.

%

Unemp3oyment.
s
.

,

.

A:
.

(1

Define'the'term "f011 employment" as it is most often used by
economists.
,i5.

5

'. :

t

(2)

I

Explain how labor fp rce unemployment is measured.

Determine whether a given person is employed,,unemployed or net
in the labor force.

(4)

VII.

Differentiate among frict onal, cyclical, structural, and -.' %
seasonal unemployment.

Aggregate Supply
A.

Determinants of Aggregate Supply
(1) 'Define the term "aggregate supply."

(2)

List and explain the (seven) determinants of aggregate supply.

I
B.

.a

Aggregate Supply Curve
(1)

%

Draw an aggregate supph curveyith appropriate slope.'

.

\

/

-1.

.2t

Explain, the
sippe and shape of!the aggregate supply 'curve.
.

.---(2)*

.

(3)

_

.

Label 'the x.and y axes correctly.

_

= :-

. :

,

t.
Changes1n-Aggregate-Suppir
_

C.

-

.

_

N

(1)2Explairs.the causes of shifts in aggregate supply.
(2)

leVelv-of -imploynient-,:-OutpUt and prices.

..

_

VIII.

.

.

Preitict.the%effect of :a given yhange in aggregate, supply on the

_

-

_

Aggt;e.iate .Demand

_

-

_

A. 1 Determinants'of Aggregate. Demand
_-

.

(1)

Define -:-- the
-

le

/'

."
-

"

-(2) _LiSt arsxpl'ain the determinarsts of agg-Ogate demand.

,

_-

(1) -Draw ars-aggregate- demand cu ve?th-apRropriate slope.
-"-

.

(2): :Explain the _slope and-shipe of the aggr

te dima nd cUrve.,

-

(3)

.

Label :the. x .and;y axes correct y.

Ch\inges. in Aggregate--?_eMand-f

C.-

ixPlain thecauses lot:shifis -in

(1)

Ogregate demand.

__

(2)

ict-the effict oá givin cha6e in aggregate demand on the
is .of__employment,_loutput, anti prices.

IX.; The Business

Inflation--

A.

-it) :Define the term "in

'at. on.?1

.

-(2) -Distiliguleh between examples -iii-cd-no examples of inflalion.
-

-

-

:13
7.7

:

-

t.::

Z:3

31 Identify

and explain the -various 'possible causes of inflation.,

f4) Identify ihe main cause.ofintlation:'
i !

.

-.

(6)
.

.

I.

Describe the different effects of;expected.vt: unexpected
s
inflttion.
/

*.

4. 14

/1.

.

(1) Zeilkilth

(2)

term "business cycle" and describe itevarious Oases.
e

.//

Define the-teril recession."

Identify the causes and _effects of recessions.
i

.

7(4)

-

N

Differentiate betrel! "recession" and "depressidn."

Stabilization Poi icy

i.. Piscal Policy
(1)

Refine the

,

te.t-

"fiscal policy."
.

-

(2)

Identify the 4uthorities responsible for implementing fiscal
policy.

(3)-

List_ the goals of ftscal policy as stated in thd Employment Act:
of 1946.

(4) 16stnize situationt in which actions by the fiscal authorities
are' appropriate.

(5)

Specify apOropriate fiscal policy for the various stages of the
business 'cycle.

(6)

Explain the Keynesian, or fiical, theory of the Great Depression,

O

.

Monetarylol icy

4

Cefine the ja'rinf"monetary policy!'

(1)
O

(2)

Identify the Federal --Reserve 'Sy:steinas the agency responsiblefor- U.S..,monetary.pol icy. fy
_-.

(3)

Describe and "explain the purposes
of the Federal Reserve Systent
.

.(4)

Describe the Advantages of money. Over barter.

(5)

Describe the purpose of banks and fractional reserve banking.

.

(6)

Explain Friidnian's, 'or the -monetyy, theory of the Great
Depression:.

.

_

-Wage and-.Price--conrols.

;
.

.

.

.

_

(1)

Explain why -3140iiid--price_-con. tte-g'i-)1.-i---mi'ght- be, considered an i4

(2)

Ust seVeral-Alternativis.ti wage andprice control's thatImi_ght
Id in Order-to. Attain:price-- stability.
be

(3)

Hotitify at least two drawbacks -to-wage and price controls.

4t-fiining price' stability. =__

.

ti

XI.

Economi.c Growth

(1)

4
Identify the'various factors whi.ch influence 'the economic growth
of a country..
,
- .
4,
,
.

(2)

13)

/

Describe the economic problents characteristic of deVeloping
countries, especiallY _the less developed ones.
Evaluate _proposels 'for solving the economic problems of developing

11111

--....,.

IV.: International Trade
'1.1-)

.

4
,

.,
(2

v

.

,
-,

Describe,the.benefits and costs of international 'trade.

,

:Exp3acn the meaning of tariffs, quotas, subsidies, embargoes,
nontariff baiviers, and the arguments for and against
them.
.
.

42). Describe a foreign exchange market and its
purpose and methods.
.
EconomiC System&
(I)

Describe and analyze_ the* different types of economic systems.

(2)

Identify and analyze.the values unique to- different
types of
economic systems.

:.__Aa)

Compare and 9ntrast economic systems in terms of ideology
and

practice.

1

4

-

The following films are available
from:
The if.enter ;for Econ'omic Edgcation
_

University of-Hawaif

JPorteus Hall,

1.

.

"Room 540
Phone: _4_948-7009

*

and can'be ustd in -conjUnction"with
the curriculain this guide... The
films have been lifted under.
those chapters to which they
Refer to tljg bibliography at the
have relevancy.
end. of this listing

forifilm descriptions.

Where a, film is one _in,
in parenthesis after the filma series the following abbreviations will be
name:
(FER)
(FC)

The "Fergii*Kes---

- The "Free to Moose"
(GT). - The tive and Take" Series
Series
(PMS) - The "People on,eMarket
Street" -Series
(TO) - The "Trade-Offs" Series
.

4

,,-

ti-A.**************,**.wcHApTaL . itrikoDucnoti **********printrkir*********kk
No relevant films avail able on this
subject.
11.

****-************** CHAPTER 2-- THE ECONOMICPRODLEM***********************
concept: opportunity cost

22.1 *
28.1
28.2
28,3
28.4

concept:

"Cost" (PMS)

"Nice (TO)
"Malt61-m Decides" (TO)
"We

" (TO)

"Gi-v&-641. Take" (TO)

productivity
9.6-

41.

1!A Ke

,-to.-Productiirit

17.0
22.7
28.5
28.6

(GT)
o
eac
"biages-_-and-1;Productioe. (PMS)
"Less ;and -More," (TO) .

"8.7

"rdiTIITP0:77(T0).

z8.8

rs._

"Nodal 1.A).-ti)er!!
"Learning:and

concept: ,ifarcitY
22.5
23.0

(TO)=-

l

(TO)

-/
"Scarcit and Planning' (PMS)

" carc y

*Atualog:number injilm library.
:,.

.12*

17

*****************CHAPTER
3 - MARKEY SYSTEM***t*****)t************in( *******
-... .
,
.
.
concapt: demand-.

/..

.1.5
'9-9,-.

_

lifiere ;-Do :Jobs -tome Irma?" (GT)
-!Market-LPrices'LLGT)_______::.____...

..;70:-i11-7-f 71.'1Fne--Chinging Market"__ (GY)

ADeniand"; OMS)-- '':

-22':2

l'

,

ti
.
.

... et,

.

--

=' 28:10 ..:WAWky-cirlot to -Buy": (ICT)
4

concept:, general
"Chickenomics"

3.D-

II the Fergi Fits, Heir It"

.5.4
5.2
5.3
5.4.
6.1

(FEy)

"Fergi -Goes .Iric."-.(FER)

"Fergl;_Diverstfies" (FER)..
-"Ferg Meets the Challetw"
'!Power :of the. Market " -'-(=FCC

7:0

_

(FER)
.

"Freedom 2000"

41raTriiiirEanomi c =Qui z"

18.0

.

concept:

market production,
Where It Comes From, WhAre ItGoes°
ng-Price"-(PMS)

s- None :

"Buse"
"Marke

!'How-iCould,-That Happen?'

anging -Market" (g)

e

-"supple

_

_

'or Not-to _Sell" (TO)
,..

4.-- MARKEY

-****************CHAPTER
--

`..4-

STRFURE***************************
.-.-

'

Concept: :-general:

:9:;11..:
9.12-

- akeYoLif?Chace-IGY)

-"Why= Compet-Itionr

AZT)

7--

-

.*************CHAPTER. 5-_- MARKET IMPERFECT IONS * *** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *** **

concept:

external ittes- -;

Rihisland Pollution" (PMS)

22.4
_28.14
28.15

47-

YJ

_'Innocent_.B standeres-(TO)
"He

-1

.

.

'

***frith* ***1*CHAPTER' 6 -,OVERNkENT RESULATIONP******ts*******************
concept:

gener I

.,

.
-6.5

' row radle. to:_Gra" , (FC1
'."Cfeatel--Ectuarf- 4) .7.- ?._ _.-

-6.:6,

--- "AU." s 'Wrong:M:1-

8;4 --

6:7

\.

-.Oil's; Scliools?" _"( C)

' .."Who-,Protects tb lonsumdrr-iFC)_
6.8-- ,-,--Wha.:Protects.Abe orker-IT'.-(Fc); -.:

,_,..'

-.6.10--_:---:."Hcat-to.:Stay---Frett-c;

9,1.

9.2 -,I

12.0
.15.0 ....

--

; -.

i °You-_;ChOose.-.--,(1-.):--Y:t=

"We Thi--Irewt ::-1GTy---:, ..,..:_,,_:.-,;:',-5

'- :1:-Incrediblelread _HatFttiii".
4
-- ;"Libra",k--,.:-.-_.-,. _ \

:

..

***-**********CHAPTER 7 - THE-NATIONAL- ECONOMY******

r

\

,

***S***********

V
.1

,

**CHAPTER:8

-- .AGGREGATE-.iijPPLY******.***t***i********k*******1

.

.

-

N6**********Ii*******************

HE- BUSINESS CYCLE * *************.**k** * *********

elnalatt Problem:-

ow°

6.9
10.0
_

on.

s i FC)_
_-"Hcoei-lb=z-CureA fl at4 on" -; 1-FC)
---"fibe Great-Xme -carFRobbi

afl

We Arrest In/ ail on?"

-"Onet,Co

294

;-4411-at 4 s__-Inf-

************CHAPTER 11:

STABILI2A11011.P01.1p*********************Mt*****
(6-

concept:

stabi=lity_.The--Quest -and the Oast-ion"

-_

-

f

-

,

.

-

.

12 -- ,ECONOMIC GROiTH******************************
_

concept: _econ-omici--2--_-

.

It Greed!'

25. 0

_

****A********CHAPTER *13

INTERNATIONAL:

..

No relevant -:.filinCaVaiiable .-. -oh :-.t.tits-A- SUbect o,
.

- :-:-..::-.

,- _s
.

.-

.

.

.

a

:_..

-.
..
4- -''.- :-..---.--.- ...4;/
,
************44CHWER. 11.- ECONOMIC SY5TEMS** *_ **. ****"*******************
....__
---

f

No 'relevant filias-i'aVailible on this SubjeCt-, ..
-

.

4

concept :- consumer -credit
.

_

.

!Credittvisei-i,(GT-)

.

.

.

.
_

_

..

_

---:----,.

---- --contepti----_eCiihOiri*Ii.10eati. On-.-:-;_-_:-. --.:.-.-,-.

---..

.

-7-2- -,

',::,-,:-1.2.--.;--=3::--:.,',:-,--..-:-..-,-.7,..-

_

i.- :-_

-:-.

7:;- -..---1..7

_

_ .

...-

. .

__

____

labor:-

concept. :

-.,---",

_.-. -

_

_

--7-

-

,.-..:-__,,..

_

I

,

,.-:;: -,:.-c.t.-_

_

.

27 0

.

-i--z:g-

-,-.

.

ttin

.

_

..

C0.: ::- :...f.!-Liatiiiiii' '-Games---and_ Simul-ationst.Li_::
Hawaii's Visitor Industry"
-_,
!=-8.0:'
21 if`.7_:.--i-.:-!.. "A Part of e

-"--

0,- '. ------

-:

=e"

.

.

.

con c'eptr
:2 A
,24.0,

_

=_

-,.:

-.

:

and

_- !Scrooge,-McDuck

:288,

il

:_ ,. : _-_ Z:: -,i*,' -_ ,,_- - -_-

Money

--:4__-----. 30-.0.---. __::-.--_WWorl-c1-,With6ut'Monee
---

i

:--

concept

....

.'
_

4.

s .--

: s.`.'

`4-

. stock_-market __ .....__.:_ii

_._

.

. _--..-

1

l..

-1:16 :6-`'.--.:.:-_- "Market in Motion

-:
:.-

concept :

_20-:-.0 --.

.

taxation
-1;7-

.!-!One ; Man -7.0-and!--.:: -.T.-.

-:

--

-'4

.

.

.

_

.

-tixes

"Privatvor

611.:

tc?"-r(GT)
,

_ *- ,._

-_

!Ali Aboutt-Trade-Offs".- (-TO)

28...9-_\--1: '-4!Why.-111oneetC.E0Y:-7'-.--- ----:..--= :-

.---

:

.i._

lj

.

-....,:

'..- ..-

BIBLIOGRAPHY OriECONOMICS FILMS

-"

.

;

..., -

"Anatothy of Inflation"
aw

,

McGraii-Hill

. f ...

6 .... :S

0:6

l

f

Films

c.:olo.r; ..23..minutek, . 197.0..

..

gxtel lent fi 1E- deallng-:.wi
th:wit-roots

_.:

.

-of our

_-

-4;

present- problems s -of

-inflation ancrunemployment:, Starts- With the tax-:cut of 1964
and Allows -the of. s:' economy" through the Vietnam .Wai, and its
_economic-- aftermath -.; ._ConOludes, =with Nixon' saying, !Those Mo.

bet on inflatio- will-lose,
theft- hets .-!'
1 -...

.

..

.

_ -. ,

.

College -_Level-)

-

,

..4

,,

4.

0V

.

I,

4

,-

(1113gh School- and
--.

"

,

"Business Money: ,4he're It Comes Hen; Where' ft Goes" Chevron Companies:

2.0

.Z.ranal-cal-o-r-i-1-3-mitrutes
i./

:

-

.
- -.
..,- _
Thi s-ifi lm Is-- the- story ;Of `.a but 1 nes - ifentUre entered into -by :
:-.--

.-

:

-,

-:

Saw the/Squirrel ; a -leading- -- Students learn' to

/

describe Aheitole,ora:ritk:--iwOrder- to' make' a profit) and what
deterroi yes profits ;.' (Elementaryand: Intermediate :Leve11_..
:

.-.

.

-.

:

;

.

"Chi cken-omiST: -_4-__Foiv1-.Approa6 to- iccinciaii-C" -Cinema Associaies ,
FTIns-;- 16mg
color;--approximately-20-mitlutes_-_;;19811:K
t
Ai nt
ng-Jfi-Ve-4spedts. -Of the..
_
market economy:-: ---11-:private-CoWneribi-p== -of --ecOnomit-resourcet,
consumer
tY-- 'fiitrke#;,:41 self---interest,Motive,
_

_

_

.

_

.

_

_

.

6)_,:cOMPetittoni(A11- :Ages

-

.04 .
4-2

: "The Entire 'Case Study of. -Our Present -Problem: Close-UP on Inflation:"
ABC News: Part I and -II -, -two reels) 16-mm_colpr;_ 54 minutes;-phoeni2t
F5-1ms:, 1975..__-

_.,

Views -_of: Nobel: prtlietivinning economist ;_:Pati.1--_SaimielsOn;-those
of corOdrate:husine.Ss::;%.
workers) =and= consumers----

w.

are featured in4-thi-s-,.tarefttil,r-rese_a_rched--and" clearly locuriented
presentation' of..----th-CseeMinglyr.I.:0relatek_pplitiCal-)-_:. social.;; and

natural

ifactors..whi`ch-_'--h0-tftphtbfne,tr.-t-O--f.,dreatelia,Un-ique !cirri) of
.

ground ;-:the-three--..-hasi

Its--hfObrital bask-

available f to governifentin

cOntrollin-git:_indy.thez':effectsr---Of the.: trigi are:: expl ored.
(Ni-gh:School_::and: College Leliel):- =
--`
_

FERGI- SERIES-;
_

Fergi- Fits, Wear. It" Walt Disney rddiktions:

22---, 197

16imi color;
.

.

.

StUdgntt learn ;how businesses be
with -a= conceit) .prcito.,tyPei4J-rOdUcticin',-Cailital.:4Utl- . -"and= merchandising besides

.
.

this clear,
step4y4at-evdfmon:StratioW of:the--:freeventerPrise stemilt
,Vocabul

41:ligh.?:Sdho-

7.6

t

t.

6.2'-_

,.

A
=

.`"Fergi Goes Inc'

Walt Disney Productions:

16ivm color; 23 minutes,

977.

Students learnAiow capital is- acquired, -hoir advertising increas ,s
businese'-'And.-how incorporation protects_ the businessperson best esg
.

,

explainin-g- the differences between a' partnership And a corporat on.
(Hight School- and

Level )-

, ,

c.,.

.

11

7

.

6.3

,

"Fergi Diversifies" -Walt Disney Productions: 16mm color; 25 minuteX1,977.
i

Students OM learn about.distributi-on networks, mergers, stock

.
.

5.4

-sales-w-and capital expansion loads.
Leyel)

(High School And Copege,

"Fergi Meets the:Chall'enge" WaAt.Disney Productions: 16mm color 22
minutes; 1981

As Fergi.Int._-_:tontinties-_to expand; studintslearn h

basin t_ses
.
cope-,'_With--;Produdt4u-dceties.-:40:1Ailures-, The -impor nce- o
ri sl4aking:And.:Creatiiik,rcoblem7sol ving,:_dre;_-:explored.. z Fe r
Inc.
must_.:recoirp its f. -Tosses: -.ftom77-a: weak,- ptodOct_ and:convince .st pc-:hol-deft -.--that:thelCbmitY:--wi-1-14emairt-str-ong
Students -lea
how
-b.usinesses-!,.Avoi&duplIcatton.: of: effort. _and --how -management el egatet-;_-_Authdriti-ii-_:Jest;IMArketingj-s_. explored as a-,:step to re'
matsrmarketi ng-;and-iStudehts2Jea mi.; that _fitrsi ness needs cre ti ve
.

r

peOpl 0::-.and; deta il 715 ri e add -_-piep 1 -cii _organ 1 ze rs and deci s i
makers. -...(141:gh Sthool -_Arid--, Coll ege "Level )-,
_

i

j:
FREE..TO: CHOOSE SERI ES

t

1

"The_ Power of:the -Micket" 41401 n , PUbl ic Communications,
*,16mm-color`; 30 _minutes;_-.1980.

Films :

-MiliOn-- Fr:iedmin',,--11976- _Nobel___ LaureAte in economi=cs,

.series:---Ya4:inkting-lOOk;-af hilw%.:free markets w rk.

the

Friedman: leipl alnAdam; -Smi th s -idea- that the 'free :`Orket
coordinates. the.:AttiViti.O.'of..miTI ions- of peopl e _w are
strangers- to -,orfe.'apott*r::.- Ike..-free- ritafket-,-_-combin d with
-.Jefferson' S..declaration:Of,huMani iberty.,- produced economic

9

-

-_mi r'aclei- -I n -the:..11;S::- :and A standard :of 1 tvi ng: tha,

is the

envy` of- thejWortd.--_The.SAme--mtracleils,Jaking pi' Ce today ill
-Hon g:Ong:, whee--.government has -deiibetately-cho en. npt.to.
ditectjhe,- economy : -_ 7._ (High- Sthool and Col lege Leixrel..)
z- _
1.11..

4

Woln, Publ is Cormtunications , Inc. Fi 1ms :

16mm

fi

_...

,"

.

,,,:-..

_

_

-f1

,

_

modern-_ government do to- protects its domestic
iridtiStili4s*frOm_competitibm_lwith: cheaper, fo _j_glitmade- products?
!Nothintrantlyers-iMjItort:friedMan ::;-_=The -les rr:_ or hi story is

What_shOul

_-

_

.

.2tlEart--3:--ce.e-At--,sotAttr-Aiocame,'.-'.g.rje, OV.1: only w,efiTit_Adonted free

_-trade;- ilaparkIt'r.OS

tision of a

rity:_Stems:frorn_its
-

hundred

11

years ago to follovi the British model.
.
s
Level)
i"-*

6:3

.

..

_

.
--,-.

(High School and College

_ter

.

4,.

\

4,

"Anat9ny of Crisits1.1 61n, Public Communications, Inc. Films: ..1641.
color; 30. minutes ; - _980: /- jt
I'
.
,
if
t es
_.
-sf..,.....
t.
The "Great Depre§sion"Wts directly caused by the failure
of ttie federal ReSerfe System to exercise_ its poWerand
'',
_

.

responsibility. to prevent- runs con_.binks-, bank clotings,
and a drastic- deClin-e- in the quantity of- money.'! Milton. Friedman ,,
says- that the idea that. -capitalism-- had -failed it-a myth many still
believe. Friedman also .shows how- -the- depretsion was .exported
--to Europe--and back again to the -..S.-,- through xthe.mechanism of
the gold standard. The terrible Irony-4f .bel ief- in thet-fail ure of

.

free enterprise- is that it :leads-directly-An another myth: that

government should-cure the_ economy when, in fact,- goverment
intervention is the cause of:Many economic ills-. (High School and '.
gfit

.4

_

.

College Level)

0

o

"from 'Cradle to, Grave" Woln, Public. Cbmmuni cations, Inc. Films:

color,

16mm;

minutes v-19804

-The welfare,._system-in the 1.14; -began with the best of-motives
and has -endeOp-with deplorable: reSults.....:_.,-,Wel-fare is dangerous
and .iasteful ,- says Milton Fri edman.-,:-.--Reci pients -of _wel fare are

treated like thildren_,: with their de0Sionainaking:poWer. and
personal- freedom-taken-awaYr-biwelj-meaning bureauc-ffts:---

Bureaucrats cannOtr,-.-and---do_not,spend-your Money) as wisely as

you yourself And-, welfare creates .a large pot of:money-waiting
:fot abuse. Friedinan-says-tne-best answer to the welfare mess
is a negative incontetax,.W.hicii'wouldassure a minimuni income

to all..

(High School and'College Levet).

.

"Createchl ualn Woln, Public Communications, Inc. Films). 16mm color;
-3 -m nutes;-1980. ___

From dancing girls in silks An the_marble
maharajah, to the-gritty alleys where India's poor live. 5ut
their lives, Milton Friedman questions what is fair and what
is _equal. One of our mint dangerous myths -about equality is
the belief that everyone'shouTd be -_equal in what he/she has,
that everyone should end in the same place. Frie-dman shows
how this _distortion of the cleaning- of, equality threatens our
freedom. -(High School and College Level)

6

"What's Wrong With Our Schools"
16mm color; 30.minutes; 1980.
71,

Woln, Public Communications, Inc. Films:
1

The problem with education in America has two sources,' says
Milton Friedman.
ol over their children's education has'
been taken -from paren and there i s no relationship beVreen

d

.
k.

/

4

..

;

1.
-,,,

what--iiiti66 --150 in, taxes 'and -the -*MIA ty. of, educatig,ri thei r
children receive. A cure fOr both is-a. voudher system. -As*
Friedman-explkins on a tour of American .schools, from the last
one-room- schoolhouse in Vermont- to .a Boston high school where
students are_ -frisked when -they come to school in -the morning,
the-voucher system would returp -educational deciiions to a

market basis; with schools as sellers competing for customers,:
or students, who, in.turn_erej.buying education, determined ,
to- get theirmoney's worth: (High School and College Level)

4

0

.

.

4.

.

N

0

0

.

,

.

Who Protects the Consumer?". Wol,n, Public COmmunications, Ind: Filmi:
16mm coldr;, 30 minutes; 1980..

6.7
1

Free markets- are the best protection -for the consumer; says
Milton Frieda n, not government:regulatory agencies. Taking
his proof-from hist§ry.'-angt the performance record of government-agencies, -rather than -from_what they are Supposed to have
done, Friedman _shows how government regulations and agency

watchdogs-. ead-Orectly to Increased prices. The end result
-is .proteCtion of only-special groups of produders -and increased
importance vf..bureucratic organizations. And what about-the
Corvair; the or that'led.directly to the modern',consumer

,-_

.

protection-movement? Who said you had to buy-one?1 (High School
if
and College. Level)

.

N..

-

"Who -Protects the Worker?" Woln, Public Cormunications'., Inc. Films:
16mm color; 30 minutes;- 1980.

fr 6.8

What do licenied physicians, skilled laborers and_government
civil servants- have in common? They- are-all members of closed
shops, says Miltort Friedman. Friedman shows -than when they
gain, many more-bt -us lose. Employers late; government pro-

.

r

tected unions..a 4 -minimum wage laws make-hiring economically
4

/ _.

difficult ands metimes 'impossible. Blacks, teenagers and
the poor lose they are the ones not hired. Consumers lose;
they pay high r prices _to offset higher wages. Taxpayers lose;
they pay for verly,generous fringe benefits t,for sovennient
workers. Tti best_ protection for the worker; and for society_
the wait s freedom -to--choose.
choose. .(-High School and College
.

...._

ois

Level)

1

.

.

\.,

"How to Cure Inflation" Woln, Public Communications, Inc. Films:
co or; 30 m utes; 19 0.

6.9'
i

Milt

Friedman visits a ghost town and a tobacco grower to
what money is and how it works. With film shot in London,
'To o, West Berlin rand WaShington, Friedman provides the answer
t/ inflation. "Stop-the presses:" The presses in this case
print money. Inflation, as Friedman explains,-is the inevitable
/result when the - quantity of money grows faster than goods and
services are-producer.i (4-igh School and College Leyel)
sho

yr

/

16mm

.

.

4!,

6.10

Sy_Freei" ''Woln, Public Coinunications, Inc. Films:
minutes; 1980?

16n in color;

.4

you stand-before a ci 1 servant frimi the tax offici is
here any real doubt in your mind who is the servant and'who
is the matter?" asks Mitton riedman. Concentrated power in
the hands of a few, even- elected- representatives- is the most
serious threat to-.freedom, as Friedman shows in the final
program in the'spries,. And we a
to blame ,becausewe have
"When

to-ha ppen4-witmuSt-sto

ti

the-sciurce of all go9d things:
Level)

t0

"Freedom 2000"

22 minutest.

looking7tp-government-as
(Hi IkSchool*and College

Chamber of CoMmerce of the Um ed States:

16m; color;

In thik Hanna.8arbera film, visitdrs.from another,planet obserVe
the earth, discussing atid..speculating about its 'future. This
scienceliCtiOrCvieW ofAmerica and 'its economic system by
intelligent 'beingt from:another world-brings-into focus -the
history, Problems ,--and- _priori ti esiof -America and --itp business
system as We- near=- the.last. quarter of the-twentieth century.
(High School and--College":Levil)
\441

'8.0

"Gettin'

to Know Hdwaii's Visitor Industr "- The Visitor Industry

E uca Iona

mm co or;

ounce

minutes; 1978.

Colorful film tali local entertainer Al 'Harrington, who

Pk

stresses the

induitry in te

Lance of tourism as Hawaii's leading
f employment, income,etc. (High School

and College Lev
1

IGIVE AND TAKE SERIES-

- -9;1

Agency or nstructional Television: 16mm color; 15

E "You Choose"

de ide.to earn money over vacation
painting an apart nt they find they have difficulty
budgeting their t me nd -managing) their money. They
learn an easy fiv -st decision-making !yodel that helps
them find--good so utio s to their problems./ (Secondary
When two teenagerls

Level)

"We Choose"

I
Agency for Instructional Television:

16mm color; 15

PR lu.-1-11-1-982.
.

k

luriCh-hotir- jayijalki ng accident at schqol confronts the
student coup
betWeen individual l rights

r,-reiPOSibilltlei';`::.cre*itig-'gUards are one
answer;ibtit there'siermbney to Payrfor.-them:. What to do?

.#

They discover that, when the issue is consumer protection,
reconciling conflicting goals is not an easy task. (Secoddary Leven,
.

"Cat's Save" Agency for InStructional Television:
,minutes; 1982.

9.3,

.

9.4.

AP

9.5-

4

16mm color; 15
.

A,rock trio decides it ls a. good trade-off to give,up movies,
records, and other of life's pleasure; to\save money for newoutfits ,__Tbe.n_tte spigiiiineeds_otobt.,af_thr.....go.upIs_mem=_
.bers gives them other opportunity costs to' consider' and a
(Secondary.Level)
new decision to,

"Creditwise". Agency for Instructional Television:
minutet; 1982. (
o

6

color; 15

There are many Oar thingi'about credit, and a young spendthrift has discovered most- of them. But whenjier credit
begins to run out, her parents, her4best friend, and even
herlittle.sistertry to convince her that she would be
wise to-consider the opportunity costs of credit as well..
.
(SecOdary. Level)

"Where Do Jobs Come From?"
color; 15 minutes; 1982.

Agenty fon Instructional Television:

16mm

When his mother loses her .job, because the product she help5--manufacture ls no longer in great demand, a young man is,,/
is,/
certain he made the right choice,. He will .quit his job
train for another in a field where the demand for a servIce
will keep him in demand, too. But his Sister facei,a tough
choice of whether to take a chance and begin a singing career
or try more cautious paths.
(Secondary Level)

9.6

"A Key to Productivity"
15,minutes; 1982.,

Agency for Instructional Television:

16im color;

Two friends find that learning a new jdp skill leads to
increased productivity and to better opportunities,. When
the competition comes ,-looking for skilled workers, each
boy begins a reevaluation of his career plans in .light of
his newly-acquired worth; (Secondary Leyel)
-

4,

9.7

"Private or Public?"
15 minutes; 1982.

Agency for Instructional 1ileyision: \16mm color;

Everyone likes the pew park the sophomore class has created,
Pm a privately-owned lot and now a_businessman wants. to buy
it.
Should = the-park be_sold to aprivate concessionaire for
his tht_food,trolley or should the' city try tb find the funds
to buy.it for-a_public park: should it be privqte or public?.
fSecondaty_ Le9e1)'..

...

.

--Taxes" :Agency for Instructiodal Television:

,:

m nutes;
A

tee ager losevoire -than

s

1.6nis color; 15

.

,job when the 'city reduces

servi -ces after- the voters:- approve= a---tax- cut Witholt
: ',money to' twy- a- cart-. :hc
he.;v1s.1 t his ,:girl ,..who lives
=in -another city? Rom-anCe-_recei yes, an unexpected-beriefit
when hiS -latheetizrefuse..collettfon:-losiness :expands- in
'-a-Tteduction.in_:--anothek:oity- service and a nevi
_

Set --of

.-:-.(Stcondary

Level)
.

"Market Prices" Agency _for Instructiohal Tel_eviston: 16rmt color; .15

minutes; 31127

:This cOmbi,natiOnzcof--dOcuffientari.and-dramatic -vignettes
-explores :thi.:*any::-..effects--:a -'Chinge:in --.1hie,:price of s'
_-' sugar has on 'cons_
aht-theinerketpliCe-.:-- (Secondary
-LeVel.)-:-

nstructional television: 16ran color;
:;ThieeFteens;10-inticbUsiness,forthemselves ,:anf find it .is

not
denandfcrgtheir;teklniseilipelfueikaUS.S;theierSopplie s
.

Mien =a "drast G -drop n_'demand_'has heir_ :searching=_for: nevi--Ways
:to-7.Selt:thelr7Product:(-54ConOarY.: LOOT
_

_

"Take Yotir Choice
minutes -; 1982-.

Agency for InstruCtional
Television:
=

There2are.:-Subititutions-fcit-almo t e0eryt1ing7frOm
-

1

Inn color; 15

new

iMprOveCprodOcts_3a3.:More:.4eConairi al. ones, .-..When the Only

ve6:::_plocilk-k-:Nrai::-or-fintitertio--)s.yre;ked; --a; teen-i..,

ager-linds_,:a,-viar.,-tb.-,7,..saVehts:::heloVed :kite:: He- proves

thatoIOmetimesjt,makes:*00Ornic."Sense.3to substitute old
waYelor- OW
($econdart-Level)-"Why -conipetttioot ---AgencY for -Ins'O'uctional
minutes41-.1982;-i=z-,

there

_16* color; 15

e-,schooll,_ :concession-: Stand:ind Ori ces
= A_ groupYaf students decides__
--some_coMpetitiori
---Cohld:belg(theen.tfiCs.tildery(._body= :' --It'W.-orkS;- -the: prices
a --monopoly at

=

are= high

come-dOWit

Carr the-- grOup operate

this Way Torc'vet_.7:- Secondary Wel)

busi

ss

._

10.0-1

140-2

The Great American Robbery: Can`
an We Arrest Inflation?" McGraw-Hill Films:
Part I and II, two reels, 16mm black and white; Part I (22 minutes) and
Part II (30_

The made-fot,,TV news films deal with causes and possible cures
for inflation: (High-School and College Level).
11.0

';Gross National Product"

.

16mm color; 10millutes; 1971.

McGrew-Hill F:ilms:

This- ftlm,:introducetthe:.nOtion of pi-ochiction and consumption
'of goods :and.seryi'r.es--with:alefixture:_of the kinds of products
which. are prodiketin_the -United StateS.._ -It then defines-.--the
concept:of:Gross National Product' and -examines the:contributions

,
12.0

of the tonsuMersAusinessi---and:-.goVernment..sectors of the economy
to GMP,.-- The zonceptsofimi-flation. and'-- aggregate 'demand are also
explained
and:College Level')

"The.Incredible BreadiMachineli World Research Inc.: '16nur color; 54
-minutes;:-1975-r-_

_

Regins--WitW,w_intro uction;-_by Willtam-E-. Simon, 'ecretal''ry\
::.Af-the_Triasury-.-:-Then't.":#9,.-filM:-Of32--minutes-ltself_ is
shown.":
lii0ks,:4t:I4C7conneutto4.:betWeek:per:Sonal:_:and
economic =.freidOn;_;:and'ifi_Kalli,diScussions---AreIcbhducted by
Friedman'.-igith Ar: Benjamin.

Col legelevel )

-- Rogge::
_

13.0

"The Inflation File"

.

World- Research

Inc.(

16mm color; 26 minutes; 1979.

The filmtraces---the_woric_of:idetective-.Avery Mahh.as
.

he

tackles the:30414ft' case_ :of ,hts -career;finding the cause
of!inflaticilhe-.11-Ini:.enceurages- people- to_:think,

quis ti Oh-- what --theye:_i_ieve,_-accePted-,as the.-Cabset of inflation,
r. own nvestigati.on! of the- fal se> causes and
to do

.underitand- what the-s-cfetiCei;of.:.ii)fletienil-s, and why--it will ,
continue-- as: -long- as -treatmeht.it' based- only on false causes.
(High School. --and

14.0

-:r

,LeVel-)
_

-

"Learning; Games and Simulattons". _College of St. Thomas Economic Education
te ;',351- minutes; -1972.black- -and-- white;

This .:filM-.-proVides;the4Oidel f nes-: in the _use of learning games
and,-..simUlations.,.-:_141t:-.dealS.7,40ecifi cal ly.-witti.;.the selection and

limitatioes:-:and the problems= encountered
use
during-14C Pracesses---:-=ofpl_aying:games--,,_and, -the..evaluation_ of
nts
a-: result of..game- play. The
_,-beheviore:rehahge

iii

games !Statifotier-andllarketpl ace-4re used -to illustrate-.game
-..proce-clure:--:iftlitten-guidelines accompany the film. (College
LeVel)-..

Litira"

ire color- 40 minutes

World Research Inc -

1370.

-11 free-markeVsPa0;:film-thit.Irompet the "Outrageous"
-idea-Ake -*,:free7--marketitem- is-More -huMane, and less

:001 frilteaU6ratic;:regulations mid control s .

oppre,s$1

(High School .:and- Col lege;
-16.0

"Market- in-Motion."

)

Ao

.

New.\iork:StoCkZExchaige-

16mm color; 12 minutes.

Briefli:Outlinat.the -carital-:fothiation.OroieSs. and explains

,h6w
Ufa-its =play
-- .- and- College

rs.- kabody's, Reath"

(High School-

_

Walt Disney Productions:

16wm color; 24 minutes;

1971.
_

This film .i s

practical --cOUrse;r1 nithe 1 aw.i of supply and_

demand,,capitil AnyeStmeit:.aiir depre.O1Won-i_-dtminishing-

return t
7-a Profttable- bUSinets":.,-_' (High
_

-.Cove

Me -and CasliaIty:

°Nation-at 'Economic Quiz'

16nim_color 27-30

-Iff.the__form--,=of_tAuit-k--key-T-_elerflen,ts.--.9
1

ricao:Lecononw
-.consumet.-.3pen-dt_tfifpittrerric;1411-otat
:star_te--_--,restiorCes;:---profitIOndsiA9Perti-f,"=.1taXatforf-.4114=tcOnioniitc-:balatice:_are
tuch-=-_

busineVs and -Ao_yerbilent:arefei0.410d =i ri''terMi7_effour,.7mixed"
..econ-otoy;..

.0

.

"One Co
o

an

Fights

-"-ARCWeris.: '-_-Couers Pat II of the Close-up

or;--1,-_,A nu ev;;-Phoenir.-_fil.MS,-1.975:

'Thi s fi Wrepor-t- on ,':thei_Corrent 'economic -Crisis of "stagflation"
on one company iAnt
and-=College-teVel)..

.0

"One -Man--Band"-.-New York- SiodoE X cha.n e Fil m.

1 6 nn- color; 13.minutes .

Describes--hOw;-;a---Orporatiok bel ins ;- grows , incorporates, and
_is -eientually:-listedfsbn- the.--'."titiboar.d..1!--7(11i_gh-.-Sthool .and
.00l19-.--,_Leyel)":
-

-Of 'the- Maiii"- Seart;_ _1 nmt cOor;:28 m

EctioYi ,E ducatIT n-

tes;: Joint Council on

Sea rs ,=_RO e buc k: Fo undati on 1-1967.

1:s7:film:.pOintt==o.

t

fsfm ercOnOmic_-_-edU-Ca 4-on and

, and-

affects the lives of everyone There are also sequences 'devoted
to the .Joint Council and the affiliate councils . (High School
and College -Level-).:
PEOPLE. ON -MARAT:STREET SERIES-

22.1

I

Cost" Walt--Disney,PrOdnctions; 16rmi color; 19 minutes; 1977.
.Explains, the-ctincept_ of "opportunity cost" where: the cost
:-of znY.-good; adt.--4.0er_Viceie,:the-.best 'alternative
opportunity liven. up.....-The,cost of giiingLa.-_paisty 1s used

for ill ustration.

22.2

(Nigh TSchocil',and -Col lige -Level )-.

Walt Disney Pioductions:

"Demand"

16n

color;..minutes; 1977.

-

_

Begins, the kesentati on :of ,e0Onomtc.-an.alysi s with an
-:law
the-1;0e. something'
explanation of
n- add i ti on: to the
costs

price-effect, ::thef:-.fi.161.11U-Stratev;thWlacto)*:such
as wealth, famly size, tastes,-and type of work -al
also
affect .demind::-;':;(11i§iir:SthoOrf--and.-_=.Coliege4evel).. ;

22:3

Pre4Market Price)" Walt Disney Productions:
gic57.in

16

color, 23 minutes;
Explains

the-,-.411r_t0e-of-::6.--gboCequates--- the- amount -deniandad--

eSplains

with--fthe

the role of inventbries-AW-WPfng_tdArovide _reliable-supply
at moi-e,-predidtable-:_,prites..pigh:Sehool and College, Level)
-"fro eretMghts and Pollution" _Walt Disney Productions:_ .16m co tor;
19 minutes;--1977.
.

.

Contrasts hoW.the:egchange:_of----#0_11-,:A0fined p

erty rights c n

direct goods tO,-their---highesVvalled!Uses. with_ t

difficulties

when

exchhaéabéTh'[s-;isi 1:lustratéd.Tin -the context of air and
watOr usage.
.

(High School and Col.lege Level)

1

"Stakity and Planning" Walt Disney Prodations:. 16rmi color; 1
1

minutes;

.
.

Intr'_Oduces?-the:itOncepti; scarcity--that people want mote oods
in terms--pf.-lquantity,..
thaliat'eavailableand t e
_

economic problem of .prgantzing,and___cOOrdinating the work o
many people to achieve -p-roduction.-of -desired goods. (Nigh School
and College'LeVel)-.

_

z_

" 'Walt Disney Productions:

"Su

ihows .

.

--16mn color;

19 minutes; 1977.

06doted and supplied responds to
how:anticipated- sales, telling prices,

arket

.Costs,_ and- prOfitsAuide- a :pbtenttal producer. -- (High
School and Collge-- Levet):
.

.t-

.

2.7

"Wales and
1977.

production" Walt Disney Productions: 16mmicolor; 18 minutes;
,
.

,_

APplieS demand and supply principles to 1 abOr--how wage rates
affect the kinds and 'amounts of labor services offered and'
the amount demanded _9,f -those services: Some factors affecting
wage rates -are also representidA (High School
and College Level)
23:0

"Scare

11- Center

co 911_ 2

,Economic Edication, University of
minutes; 1969.
_

Hawaii:

16ffm.

_

' --Filmed

this
presents- basi c concepts. of
udipg sCireity_:--arkPopPortUnity Costs. (High
-School and -College Level 1
..econOMi cs

"Scriio-gitieDUck, and -Mine? Wilt. Disney Productions:

mi nutes ;-197

16mm color; 16

.Students--are e4catecrcia _-,,eCotiomic.:oft--mones; ...Matters- with the
Use of ::-.songs.
ce_iand
choruses=.: The:. history :Of

net- and---a- basit::eccinoraiie.voCabialary!:are discussed. SCrooge
teache&=the--concept of--HOw mo)ier-floW-1 nfluences__-_inflation
and deflation, and: how bOth_lndi 4.idpals, and the =government
mutt bUdgettheir.r.-MOneY,:--:'Surplus .clapita) is invested 'and
wisely _used. .4Elementa0-.-And: Intermedi ate Level)

"Some Call :1i -Greed" _16M1

color; 52 minutes; two rolls;

LCA

=Perspective*of hoW_ hnerican_.tapital ism wat;_-_borfiYand
;grew.-:-1.-:14is_abiOrttiinOticOMentary

historical .-.-footage-IeldOW.Seencbitire covert:the

.

-!six-decade diveloptent
Beginning

1900.'is-;:the

tracet_-_.the

_

Impact of the economic growth of -this toUntrY on its
people and on, the

p.o

T(Hi=gh --SOW and College Level )

"Stability:

The -Quest and -the Question"
16nen Color; 30 minutes; -nut.
- ---.
.

- -.._

...

American Bankers Association:
.

_

..

.

_-Symptoms _of. economic in-Stability , definiton of
stability,
.-_- expl anatton of :_h*, a-;. steady:growing -eccin-omV.,..servis to
-b_enefit.-lhe American -poop) e', -Ind- illuitrations of how. fiscal

:zaiit:.ipoiletarjr1)01-iiiAt.,--ire!-4etigned to ;promote :stable._ prices,
'high.
employment and_ -1-g-kowiliglntonte:s--:-ate- viewed.
_._.
(High School
..ant _College
'College -.Livel)-.

.,D

r-

4,

"This is the ILWLI"

_27.0

ILK!, Local 142: 16mm color; 15 minutes;_ 1973.
-

-

.

-:fhis Efilm,:des.cribe$---the strUcfure and-goals of the IUD

in Hawaii:

Hi ti-S

1' RADE-OFFS SERIES

"All about Trade-offs" (Promotional)

28.0

Agency for Instructional Televivion:
_.

/16mn color; 1978.,_

Gives goOd Overview of all prograii components and a rationale
for-why Trade_ -Offs- can be a useful. instructional resource.
"Choice" Agency. for Instructional Television +;_ 16ro col or;,-1978.

28.1

introduces the- important concept oftopportunity cost. (Elementary Levi
28.2

Agency for Instructional Television:

"Malcolm Decides"

16nn -color-; 2

minOtes-r1978-.1

Provides 'students with w-sYstematic- Process_ fommaking
pettscinal aiiiices.'1Elementary_and High_ School_ Level-)-_
"We Decide"

28.3,

Agency

Television:

for

16am color; 20 minutes

Examines
.. . social decision making:.. (Elementary and-High 56100
Level)
.

28.4

st

,

_

_-:,-

....

-:

.

_.

"Give -and Take" Agency. for.InstructionalTilevision:_ 16am color;
minutes;-: 1.978..

.-.EXitain_es=

conflicting ohjecti vet and

indicates:that::tbute-deeltions3:0o:n0fi-ave to:Anyone an
alrtilizitOthing-dhoice(Eleatenta-ty:Leven

28.5

"Less and Mote"' Agency for. InStruction41. Television: .1tam color; 20
mfnutes;.-1978:

Introditesf.theAentral:toncept-.7Of increasing productivity
and_.,tk:atcolapanying _advantages and di sadvantages

and InterMediatele_Yel)28.6

(Elementary
.

"Working-Togethee _Agency for Instructional-Television:

16am color;,20

minutes; 1978,--

Exanii nes rspecialitatiOn an "-the :division- of labor as :One-, .
f.-(Elementary_and Intermediates,
Wai.=.cifincitioasingii.roclu4itti
_-i-Level_._ ..._
--

--

4;91,13.6..ma

'Does .it Pay?4 hiency for: Instructional TeleviAion: 16m color; 20
1978.'

28.7

-- minutes;

Ovals witn investing in, ca
-goods as one way of
increasing productivity. (Elementary and High School

,

.

4L

Level )

'Learning and Earn
20 m\nutes; 1978.

" -Agency for Instrhctional Television: 1610 color;

Examines,-investment in-human cipital--the-education and
training of wcirke-rs-;as ---one-way- of- increasing productivity..
kt(Elementary and' Intermediate LeVel)
-.28:9

"Why Money?"
1978.-

.

Agency far InstrUction-al Jelevision:

16mm valor; 20 minutes;

_

4
.

About yaluntary:exchabge-__and-_-.the icerioeniince:

-moneys' P.e6ple

-e-ichange Atrings-- beceus-ef-:bOth-gidesz:eitie0,,:tiv:biliefitfrom the

clumsy;;;_tiine-Coils-Umilig--and.ibtonvektient.' (Eleientary--:ihd
.

Intermedlite.:LiVel)--

.

_

.

_._
_

.10

- 1'6 B(Ay or Not to 116 "-r Agency
for InstrUctional Television:
__
20 -minutes _,--1978-.

,
.s,

_

16rm) color;

_

Deil s with-l!roirket =demand". and-what
and'Highs Schaal -Leven---

s a--market'.1_

(Elementary
,

=

^ea

.

28:i1

"To Sell a Not to Sell". Agency for InstrUctional Television: _16m color;

20:-m nutes;

This tilivis abbut market supply.

Lever
:12

(Elementary and Intermediati.

"At Whit Price?" Agency for Insatructional Television:
-_-minutes; 1978:

This lesson is -about -market clearing pr'ices.

Intrnediate Leven_

.13

16m color; 20.1

I

=

(Elementary and

,

"Haw"Cauld That Happen "_ Agen4 for Instructional Television:

21Y97n notes; -1978:

16ro color;

-This-lesson -.emphasitet_the interdependence of market prices-7
..-that,_,markkts,'do-not 'aperate in isalatitin._ (Elementary and
-intermediate Level)-.

$

.

oltpi5.117;;Zi.TIV

!

1%,

-28.14

..

"Innocent B standers" Agency- -for Instructional Television: 161rin color;
2

minutes;

,_.

_

,

I

This -lessori deal s with. ways of 'seducing

_

the indi rect cat

re arm u
o
other no;t dirictly _inVolved. -tElementeiy
and Intermediate
Level)

<

nstructional Tefivislen: -16om color; 20s.

This lesson deali

ways_ of increasing the indirect

benefits ;;that-- occur- where :the .actiOns :of-some people are
helpful- to 'Others
directly involved. (Elementary and

29.0

"What is Inflation?".-_:ABC_NeWs:. Covers Part Lof. the Close-up film.
161rin cor*;-,13minutesE;:--Phoeniv:Filmi;1975,.
-'
.
..
_.,
.-

.

_

Th.iS.:16---AnAeptb.:-Filiiiistigati-ljn.Tof_-.rthe ::problem of.."stag-fletion",--end: its:--historical -_'_and political -'backgroUnd._ (High

30.0

"A World Without Hone? Walt Disney Productions:
1970.

rS

mm color; 14 minutes;

uclents -are'-aiquaintedfwith!.the-eConomid,concepts underlying
crediPtardt--ClinStrOdtive:..-ccnsiMiefpatterns-Pivollyitig-. the
use:', of .creclit :Carts-;:_inCiljablifties_lnVol yid:
ridiscriminate Use ot:carelessliantIling__of such credit cards.
(High School
_

1

4
.-.

HOW ECONOMISTS CLASSIFY PRODUCTIVE RESOURCES
-

.1

-I
,
,

...

Introduction: Prlductiiie resources are utually classified aceOrding
to three
categories - larii, labor,.and,lcapital, This lesson - introduces the- concept of
productive resodiTis and,helps students discriminate amonglthe three classifications usediby economists.
.

Time ileguired:

Concepts:

ft

45-50 mirotes.

Productive resources, Land, Labor, Capital.

i_1 Objectives:

'At the end of the activity, students will be able

to:
1.

define the termOland",,"labor", andraital."

2.

Classify specffic examples of productive resources according to
whether they-are,exampleS of land, labor,..or capital.
.

Materials Required:
I.

Resources tkrksheet.

2.

Pizza Signals Worksheet.
.%

_Procedure:
I.

Remind students-thatmost of the goods-and.services thtwwe consume
must first be toroducedi and thafthe*production process involves the
transformationAof resource inputs-into.the-output of goods and services..'

2.

Ten students that we uAually divide productiye reiOurces into three,
categories, - "landr,'"18bor", and "capitat"

?.

Write the definttions of "land", "labor"; and "capital". on the chalk-

boak as follows:
.

LAND - NatUral resources or gifts of nature, such as trees -; fish,
wild 'aniMals, rainy, and sunshine.

,

,

LABOR - Human effort used_ in making something.

CAPITAL - Numarkmde things that are-lsid-to make goods and/or services,
such_as-toolsi-mechines;rfadories, and domesticated animals.
b-

!

4. ..Dravi kpicture of a:pineapple (or sole ther good) on the chalkboard.
Ask students to name the-productive:resources that are used in the
productton
pineap016..---Cueretp-Ontesif necessary; of LAND
(sunshine, r n), !ABCIft (people who_iplant; tehd-,-and. hariest the

Pineaggles), and CAPVIAL-(irrigatiOn equipment, boxes, tools, disvesting.mach4nery, tiucks, And the pineapple plant.)

I-1,
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students 5 or 10 minutes to
rksheet disiuss the answers and
a: par.ti Cuter -category.

Answers

RESOURCE-

axe

oil

if

bulldozer-

,
A

construction workers

factory.

:fish:hewer
-sthoot desk'

crei/dri ver
seaweed

teacher-

trees
si iverware

doctors
computer

4rees-- that grOw-wii4.are,tAtik tre4 that are planted by people

__,

are,-.CAPITAL:- The -Sameit_'-true OfaniMals: Wild animals ate LARD,
while dcimetpcited-Onin*Ts-4it- 1.'humatiiiade!-- and hence. classified as
cApITAL,

-

_

I

-"

_

Fars out _tie PIZZA.S.IGRASworksheet. Allow students 10 minutes to
=

finish.. Anitiers:faie:---LA40-

°

-.clerk
res_o__

CAPITAL,'

LABOR
.

chief baker

telephone
form

-

CAPITAL
delbiery-persen
farmers

dough
(Veil

cardboard.box
%electricity.

_

"%i

-:

.

Meat.
cardboard'
grain
rill
Salt
sausage
gasoline
paper

COMO the activity- hy;rivieWing_ the_definitions_of LAND, LABOR,
'-anCCAPITAnd:by-answering =any _final stOdeat-questions.
Uurce76filAciivityl

Pils-activity is `based on t-Jiesson designed by'Diane
.3teinke-and,,Margit-MCGOiteilOhe-Book:Compaly, Was,hingteniState,.Council;n

EcondOldUCitiondapted-bppermission._:'
. _ .

.

fl

9

/.
4

,

C

RESOURCES

Look at the list of resources below.
land, labor or'capital.

Then write what each of them is:.

4,

Category

ResoUrce
axe

MI

Im

oil

bulldohr:

construction workers

factory'

fish

harmer

school desk

4,

screwdriver

seaweed

r
teacher

trees,

silverware

doctors

computer

38
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PIZZA SIGNALS

`You pick up.a telephone and order a large pizza for the family. Within an
hour the delivery person arrives at your door. You pay $4.50 and everyone
enjoys the pizza. .Simple4,you say.
Yes, on the surface, but did you ever
realize that when you made the, decision to buy that pizza, you set in motion
a train of events and communicated a series of messages along the economic
line somewhaas you do when dialing a telephone number. Let's lol/ow the
sequence and see What happened to your order:

First of all, you'order the pizza 0 satisfy your needs (you were hungry).
.Immediately, you lifted the TELEPHONE-(a service supplied by a public utility)
and ordered the pizza. 'The imonly-WR took your order wrote it on a' FORM and
passed it through the windowto the CHIEF BAKER. He/She looked at it, -Ehecked
which of his/her bakers was least busy and passed it on. The baker proceeded
to mix the DOUGH and prepared his/her OVEN. Within an hour the.pizza was
ready. TheSWFir put it in a CARDBOARTIOX, called for a DELIVERY PERSON
and within-minutes it was'on iia,)ThWtsv. Still simple, you say. Yes,
it's still pretty much a process of hitting down one domino and the rest
fall. Let's look a little closer, though.
Your original order used up ELECTRICITY, FLOUR, MEAT, CARDBOARD, etc.

Every
pizza produced means so much more of theii-tEndiiiipd77066i pizza used

.

one-halltpound of flour, )00 pizzii-means a SACK of flour, which means so
much GRAIN ground at
LL and an increase Triage planting, irrigating,
and reaping activities by FARMERS.' Every single pizza is one partof a
larger decision to produce more flour.
Every pizza bought is in fact a-'
"vote°":,for the production of more flour. Every pizia bought flashes a messag which reads: "more FLOUR,-more SALT, more SAUSAGE, more ELECTRICITY,
more GASOLINE, more LABOR, more PAPER;"-and so on.
-

Classify the resources'that went into making pizza pies by writing tht
underlined words in the appropriate column:
/-

LAND

CAPITAL

LABOR

b

,L
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WHAT LSYOUR-NOI6E-?

Introduction: Scarcity requires everyone to make choices. "Opportunity
Cost" means.that every time you make a choice, you must give up something;
or you must bear a cost. This lesson introduceshe concept "opportunity
cost is opportunity lost."

Time Required:

25 minutes.

Concept,:. Opportunity cost.

In6tructional pjectivos:

At the end of the activity, students will be able

to:'

1.

la.
3.

Define the term "opportunitY,cost."

4

Determine the opportunity cost of a given action.

4

Explain why the cost of an act is the best alternative given up.
.

Material Required:
1.

'1

,

t

$2,000 Windfall Worksheet.

Procedure:
1.

introduce the term "opportunity dose to the class by writing the
definition on the chalkboard'as follows:

?

OPPORTUNITY COST.- a decision to do something resulting in giving'
up something else in order to get it.
2.

On the chalkboard write examples of activities students are familiar
with such as surfing, football practice, part-time job, homework,
hula-lessons, band practice, etc. Ask students what is themopportunity cost" of engaging in thes0-activi.ties, e.g.:
'

3.

,

2 hours surfing vs. 2 hours homework_
football practice vs.- part -time Job'
hula practice vs., band practice
.,

Draw a chart on theethalkboard. Ask for student responses for.
examples of opportunity cost and redor them on the chart.
EXAMPLE:

4. .Discuss with the class the relutionship'between their personal choices
and the opportunity cost of each activity.
.
4

5.

-Distribute worksheet:

"$2,000 Windfall."

I

i-6

40.

A

.

students to_read . the worksheet and 0 fill out the choice
Instruct
students
.
and -opportunity- cost
costcolumns-.
.

.

_

_

Allow-s itudents.-Ome to read and*complete the worksheet. .(10 minutes)
_

,._

8. Afar students-haitie-catipleied the as,signment, discos the students'
-.

9.

Review with'the--class'Ahe,definition,pf_oppuntOnity cost and a
sion

to

-is opportunitylost."-._

.

Source. -of
-of

....

opportunity cost..

deci-

Opportunity cost

_..

ActiVity: Adapted from Leison Four,
Office of
the Superintendent of,Public -Instruction, Washington-State. . Used with
permission.
In

a
O

.0

O

.
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/$2,006" INF:WALL

.

f$2000..

Your .family has' receivedia windfall

From the list of suggestions

below, :. place your _chatcesLin...theleftThand

'.
2-.-

$400 to-.pay.-inoome"Jax:owedgcan.--be deferred for another year
\,
:$800: for. braces-:for.46(ir -teeth: --.:.

_

3.. :$600 for the college education fund:

4. ..$80111or -nel--diningz06m-carpet..."--5:: :$1,000_-for:down .Payttient_-.ona-,-beath 'lot.
-6. $200 for 0,-axitOrblke-:::::---.-:".:- .,.--:_-,
7 y :-$90--:-for:i.cycle-:fOri_.j.-Our.: sister.:

..

,

.

8.--:-.$4001for vacation 'to Dishe;ylailtflor the family.
9. $900 to-IllOw-.Your-2father-to- finish his college degree.
10. - $1,500- for badfrk-needed-bedrbOni:added tOhoute.
,s
11. $850 for -op_ertit-i0ii for your mcither-she hat:_put it off for years. .
--._

--.7

-12. :..-$400 fore,tiskefball:-,Cam0:--:-.=--.. :::.?,,,:f.:--,-- :.:-, 2:.
13. $200 for ,.w-11-tires_=_'.1.6e.'family.;:car_7414 ones are not safe anymore.
14:: $450 for freetitCW O4.-.i4oign-,....OnfoOd'OoitS z:
-.
t
-_

15.

.

_

$600 .for.yacatiOit tr_iO.,,t,Oree:-,grandparents living in Bar Harbor, Maine--

hey:rare,-elderltand_:have--z-not seen the ; family for many_ years.
16. seo0;f6t.stetkijft.apefOStein&-, -7:'--- ---.---:-:?,:',---:-::- -- :-: --._-----_17. 41,000'30.7::seiideltim.:.ancl: Dad: ta l.:as Vegas for their silver wedding
-.:---

AnniVOrta.rY(---------:....__
.
: .:-.
.
-.

_

-_
:

-._
7... .

.

s

-

18. :$1;200 1_*far:tierocif for house--old one starting to leak.
19. -$501II.Orneliz_clothei:fOr School_.
-20: -_-$200-:. fkr,
:. savings, ...accdunt:.
.

._

.OPPOI\TUNITY COSTS

CHOICES

List alternatip totaling

$2,000

or

less _that woul yhave been _your next
'combination of choices. These are-your
opportunity :costs because they _are
_desi rable- chOices\ that you could not do...

'

$

total ($2,000 or
-lessYr
_

.

total .($2,000 or less)

4*

THE CITY COUNCIL'S PROBLEM

Introduction:

Scarcity requires every society to make choices.

OpOurtu-

it'efers to what must be given up When decisions are made to use
scarce productive resources to produce particular goods or services. A
decision to produce one good means giving up the possibility of producing
.something else. :this-activity is designed to introduce students to the
concept-of opportunity cdst that all levels of government must resolve.
Time Required:

25 minutes.

Concept and Skills:

Opportunity cost.

'Instructional Ob'ectives:
a e to:

At tl end of the activity, students will be

1.

Define the Wm "Opportunity Cost:"

2.

Determine the opportunititcost of a given action:

3.

Explain why the cost of an act or decision is the best alternative
given up.

Material Required:1.

The Real Cost-worksheet.

Procedure:'
1.

Review with the-class the definition of the term "opportunity
cost" and the concept of "opportunity cost is opportunity lost."
Write definition of opportunity cost on the chalkboard as follows:
OPPORTUNITY COST:

A decision to do something resulting in giving,
up something else in order to get it.

2.

Distribute Worksheet:

3.

Instruct students4to read the worksheet and to fill out the choice
and opportunity cost columns.

.

"The Real Cost."

A31ow students time to read and complete the worksheet (10 minutes).

5.

After the students have. completed the assignment, draw the shoice
opportunity cost chart on the-chalkboard. Ask students to explain
their choices and why the decision is the best alternative given
Pill in chart with students' responses.
up.

6.

Dismiss the-relationship of the decision with the opportunity cost.
Ask students for examples of current problems facing their local,

1-9

4

I
-state or na lonal ,:gevernMente and. the
'portunity dusts of the
decisions.U.S., tax cut, hote room tax, r4eal of the
-On-

odañd
_..

7.

Review-deff
student que

f-

OPPORTUNITY-

ST and answer _a

final

Source of ktivity: Adapted fromless n Five, In the Nark
ace Office_
of the Superintend nt of Public Ins uction,,Was ngton
sed with
Ste.
permission.

-

e
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THE REAL COS'

Me-city of Odeita, the countiseat, has 10,000 ppoOlet most of whom
work iefarming, small businesses and-county government. It has recently
been:deterOined that-an:arRY-infantry- training base .will be located nearby.
The base will bring.to.thetm0-10,000_-more,peoPle over three years. _Abouthalf williturn Ovef-every twelve months: IV: provide for this population
growth tHe city should provide the following services:
,

.

10 new police! officers

S.

new sewer lines

2.

3 new police cars

7.

1 new school

3.

10 new firefighters

8; new glibm,4144-

4.

2 new fire engines

9.

'T.

5.

-

41..new sewage disposal plant

20 more teachers
100 miles of new roads

10,.

%

The city council's = problem is that it has the resources to provide
As
only three of these ntipded services by the time the base= is = finished .

a member of the city council, which would you provide and which would you
notprovide? Tell the benefits = the town will receive and eiplain the
opportunity costs involved in this decision. Be preprred to explain your
decisions to the class.
.-

OPPORTUNITY COSTS

CHOICES

r

nbe

1.

2'.

%It

O

0-

3.

04
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WHAT' CAN. WE PRODUCE?

COLONIAL- AMERICA

- ,

Introduction; .All societies Dave to deal with the central economic problem
of-.1.`scarcity of productive-_resources " and. the "allocation of their limi,te_d
resources." This' activity -iilates--to the .economic- problem of scarcity= and
.allocation of resiitirceS;'faCet_iiii:_the,eirly
_

Time Required:-, 60 Minutes.

_

:

Concepts:

ScarcitY,,- Allocation of PrAoductive Resources.

Instructional Objectives:__ At -the end of the activity, studenti-will tie able
to:
.0

Define the terms "scarcity and -"productive
-resources:"
.4-

1.
2.

Classify specific examples- of:productiv -resources according to
capital of the- three
whether _they_ are examples-of-land;
Aeographie,--areas-Ottolpnial.
.

.

.

.

Materials

Required

cd. "

e-_in-Colonia

Reading:

-

2:

Reading:

3.

Ch

"Crafts

Colonial- America:"

paper -aid:magic marker- pens (optional ):

Procedur

I. Write the -definitions of '-'scarcity" and "productive resources" on

/the

_

SCARCITY

-

- Limited-resources to satisfy human wints.

PRODUCTIVE RESOURCES

.4,gesources.that can be used to produce other

things ,.(f.
2.

labOr-.and .capital;,on the chalkboard.
Litt snme..examples--_
Ask the .:student.s. tn.-_:-tategorlze-:t he _ekampl es into 1 and ,--labor,, and

capital
LABOR

soil -i:favorable: climate, natural harbor;
.weavers., shipbuilders, \farmers ;; CAPITAL

tobacco,- indigO:)
3.

Distribute the 2 readings:
a.
b.

4.

whale! 611

_

"Life in Colonial. America"
"Crafts-in Colonial America"

Instruct students to find examples of land, labor, and capital for
each geographical. area - New England, Middle, Southern Colonies.

fs.

'
5.

.

V

.

_

.

_.

Allow students rime to -read the handouti (10 minutes).

6. After StudentS- haVe---completed the-readings, have students get into
groups-of four:S.- `Each-- group: is- to make a- chart listing the productive
resources of4acb- cOlontal:-.geogi'aphit-; area-into. Categories of land,

labori:-andl:Capitalificio--the,infoniation oh-the ieadings,
EXAMPLE:

NEWINGLAND-

_,--- -

ND_

.

;SOUTHERN:

::-MIDDLE-

*'-

:

ghtk:
A

r

Select one -studrifo. nreach*--group to-report-toAhe,slass their
findings. DraW:a.,--sample.-:chWf: hirthe thal kboirdi Or.-_hiVeeach group
make a chart _on _thart-:-Oepei

nitirking?-pen..

-Ifavej-students _fi 11

in -chart -froor:tbeirooirp_lindfrigt.:_
Discs

of the categories

with the' .:ClaSi-=class

abOr,

t

7: ,-

EW4NGLAND::

,

Ports:
Fettije Soir-.-.:

.-oo-oi.:

LAND

:OUHER

MIDDLE ---

_

:Coopers-,7.1

.Traders

Black Slaves

_._.,

_..C0000-,:.

fld:_Clipiate,
_

'-= Hatters .-

Cai:-Vari:---

:.Shipnights. --COinetmakrS'

.

erti-lc--SdiI
.

Favorable=rC1 imateLABOR.

:

.

:Blacksmiths
1S-allmakhrs-:;:-

CAPITAL.

Shipbuilding
--

9.

74:

--,
.
Toluca

Beet

Whaling

Rice _ .: - ____
jndi go

;Pork--Pork
I

/

,-

._

.
' : -/
For closure, -r-ev),*_.-the definitions_of SCARCITY,. and PRODUCTIVE
-. RESOURCES- and ayiswer-.-any -final student qUtins.
es o
--....
-; ..

--.--,

-/---

-.- . --.

r.-

:

-:

_

Source,Of-AetiVity:
High School.

:

,

Adapted from a lesson-plan by Carol Ta'kamoto, Millilani.

:/

.,

_

:

.

_

.
.
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--CRAFTS IN COLONIAL AMERICA

/

The artisan-- was-'an- important MeMber' of the cminunity i

co 1 orii al times.

At .first ; many Crafts- such at, bakiqemit weaving Were. varri ed on in each
AS:Ihe:poptilation grew, ProfesSional artisans established
coPonist's
Setting- up Shop required- little,_ more than
.
tool_S; Materialt,.and a-;place--to-' Work.: Aftea this Was the ground floor ,pf
the artisan'sUsual 1 3i.,:tkarti sal- did- the workjv _hand; perhaps risi t
the help of family- meMbers-,antione or?_
In larger tOwnt-Ihe. artisan :WO a shopkeeper as well_ 'as a skil let. worker.
A sign over the door:off-the shop:_picturingthel'product made, -along with a good
a typical
reputation, Were = often tbe only,._adiertiseMent-needed. Artisans
businesses -in loWns-

colonial town-1 included cabineVniakerti:ifeaverti -dyers; bricklayerti shoemakers,--and-.bakers: -f-Other skill ed- WOrkerS..included coopers or _barrelmikers,

orthel:tOstirivottant workeit in the southern -.col o:
ries,- Befoire--crops_ suth as Wheat, -,floUti- Om; ent-tobac_ca-.could leaye the

4

Coopers
plantation, --they had -to._ be packet_into=CaskaTbOxes1,.:and:__barrels
also_ played anAmpogtaritliple: tr_aties: == .`Every -- household had to:keep: kegs

for st.eriiig_-aWay,-,kgittef ;.-:saltedjfitharsit .;MeatV.- Theiniandfacture. of these
containers:-(cooPer199Ywas7.-a--small`i wry:An-Itself,- employing many skilled
people. Host.of the
pieces-- of,":wood -*re- split into
thins- slats cal led -staves. ' ThOeg:iwife-ltrlayped.*_prinieeiwidth-:ant sham,.

i

nd
ae.fkulOKIt'apie::----_,NetalhOpi*re- Plated, around
the ends- --of
--:-.wOodwitas? steamed
tightly together
to-.make it -bend-and take_ shape-:_:.-Then
ant:the- toms- were put- -into

pl

-Another -Important foraft.;--eSPed
NeWYOrk,--:was_ hit-making. The'
hatter-Was.
turni ng" fur intc4_elt andAtaPintthe felt into top
bats -call ed:_beaver:_tats'..-: ---creatfng±tbeiver-hat too* a _great deal of ,work..

first- -a felt: foundation.-was ingde.-by-A,PAOtingilinall:lartitlei_ of xabbit fu,
onto .pieoesof Wet- linen-.101oth.:.:-_-NeWcaine-the:-tipping--;'
thrinki ng,
and-. stiffening of:the 10-tindatiOni:_101-10wed-,_
the- addition. -of beaver fur o
Out-Side..

--

.-_Hats -Were -womby -both. the._rith:-_anEthe-poor-, whether-Viey;_were work ng,

walking, -or-riding. Hatmaking :betaine-Isuch a SucOssful tra.de in the
' colonies that Ingl and- passed- a .1 aw:prohibiti ng _the eiPorting of hats, fr the
-the-:crafts was that of the New E gland

----Peehapt the moat' detnanding-Of,

shiptOlder.
.

.

ldi iig :a- shl p took -a year , -.and manY arti s s were invol ed .
Pmong these: were shipwrightS; ,carvers_ -_cabinomakers ,.c
ers, and bl a
sin ith
theltetseI: tOtil 0: be- latinChed,...the.the sail er
.

and_ rigger-, Were needeC taige----Cinvae--sheeti-Agere_

properly.

it. ched, and itted

When they were ready, the;:jsat1S--Were-iiyigged, or attszhed,

the

New ships Were alwaYs: needed to-carry on the-"growing trade be een the
a major
colonies and -countries.-oVerseas-.- -So. ShiPbuilding end _trade beta

part of the coTani al-ecOnomy. As a- matter of-_fact-, *0- than h
- that plied the waters -between _the Colonies' anzd En-gland were ma

f the ships
in America:

=

'*- SoUrce:---Adaptedt-Iroialaiety 8: O'Neill , Strategies for Teaching Econclaics:

United States illitotylSeCondary)1 1980, Joint .Council on Economic Education.
reprinted-, with-permission.
.

_

.

.

.

_
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LIFE IN COLONIAL AMERICA

The NMI England, middle, and southern colonies shared many similarities
and were distinguishedby many differences.
In general, the New England
colonies had been founded by'groups of people,, who formed a religious community. They hid agreed to cooperate in discussing and drawing up laws for the
common good. Since the rocky New England soil was not suitable for large scale agriculture,. people usually raised only enough food for t i own use.
`Many depended on fishing and whalifig or shipbuilding,and trading t r their
livelihood. New Englanders tended.to settle in towns, where the lived in
closely knit asocial groups. This led to a form of local government called
the town meeting.
Here the citizens of the community met to discuss" town
business, vote on local-laWs, and elect town officials.
In the southern colonies, the mildsclimate and fertile land made it
possible to establish plantations where tobacco, rice and indigo (a plant
used for making blue dye) were _grown. These crops were then shipped to
England andr'exchanged for manufactured products.. Many of these colonies were
founded by people who had/oeedived land ffom the king. Because people lived
scattered-about on large land holdings, the country was the local political
unit. A.county court, made up of justices of the peace appointed by the
governor, passed local laws and tried civil and- riminal cases.
Because of their central location and excellent ports, the middle colonies carried on coastal trade,with the Newtngland and southern colonies.
Here the excellent soil' and favorable climatemade wheat an important and
profitable crop. Large amounts of beef and pork were.alio produced and
shipped to southern Europe and the West Indies. In'the middle colonies there
were both.comity and tewnonits oflocql goyernment.
.
No:matter where a colonist lived, certain:aspects of domestic life were
the same. For example, fireplaces provided the only way to cook and heatthe
\ house. Candles, whale oil lamps, in addition to the fireplace, were usually
\the only, sources of-light But depending upon the location of the colony and
the social statusof the colonist, differences in life-styles did exist. A
typical southern housion a plantation-was often located on a hill. There
weraNgardens and orchards to'supply fresh fruits and vegetables.
The kitchen,
.pundry, and smokehouse were located in separate, buildings near the house.
And omeh of the household labor was supplied by slaves.
Northern houses usually had small rooms with low ceilings to help keep
them warc\In addition to fireplaces portable heating devices filled with
charcoal were used to help fight the bitter cold. ,
Another tmportaht.aspect of daily life thatvaried from region to region
was education. The close-knit settlements of New England made the founding of
schools for children of townspeople practical.
Because Bible reading was so
important to the Puritans, town leaders in Massachusetts and Connecticut were.
legally bound to provide elementary schools. Next to-Massachusetts, Pennsylvania was tRe colony tha;:took the most active role in education. .Emphasis
was put on learning useful skills.is well as reading and writing.
In the
southern, colonies there were fewer educational institutions because settleThe wealthy students.usually had private teachers.
ments were scattered.
Stddents who were able to continue their education entered One of the
colonial colleges, such as Yale, Harvard, or William and Mary, or went to
England for further training. 'Young colonials who wished to learn a craft

?

'
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worked tInder.a master until
for themselves.

hey were skilled enough to go into business

Source of Activit : Adapted from tr to ies for Teaching Economic: tan
C airperson, Joint *mil on
States H story Secondary), James B. 0 Neil
Economic Education.

M.
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WHAT IS PROFIT?

Introduction,:
Profits can, be defined as the amount a firm has left after
plying its expenses including .taxes. The desire to increase profit is also
what leads a firm to produce particular goods and services and how they will
be produced. It is important to realize that firms cannot stay -11:t business
if they do not'make a profit in the long'run. After tax profits have aver-

-

aged about 6 )ercehras a share of national income,
Time'Required:

Two class periods of 40 minutes.

Profit.

Concept:

Instructional Objectives:.
to:
1.

At the end of the activity, students will be able

Define the term profit.

2. 'Distinguish (identifj) between examples and non-examples of profit.
Materials Required:

A

1.

Attitude survey "What Do You Know About Profit?" (2 copies per student.)

2.

Worksheet:--"What Is Profit ?"

3.

Worksheet:

4.

Reading:

"What Isn't Pro'fit?",.

"How Big Are Profits?"

Procedure:
1.

Hand out attitude survey "What Do You Know About Profit ?" to students.
Allow students time (10 minutes) to complete survey.

2.

After students:have completed the4Turveyi4distribute worksheet "What
Is Profit?" tothe.students., Allow students time (10 minutes) to read and answer the questions with a yes or no answer.

3.

After students have completed the worksheet; write possible definitions of profit on the chalkboard. Possible definitions are the
following:

.

,

.

.

.

a.

Profit is the difference between the price a company
pays for a'particular product and the price it charges
for that product.

b.

Profit is what remains for the owners of a company
after all the expenses, including taxes, have been
paid.

5.1

-

c.

Profit is the mon
used to pay the salaries of the
managers ofa business:
tt

d.

Profit is the amount of money a business owner decides
to take from the business...

e.

Profit is the money business persons make by charging
high prices for the foods they sell.
41%

Add any definitions students may offer to the list on the
chalkboard.
4.

.Before discussing which is the accurate definition of profit, distribute worksheet'"What Isn't Profit?". Have students read the
situations on the worksheet. AlloW students 5,minutes to complete
reading of examples A-D. After students haVe completed the reading,
watch and discuss the definitions of profits given in the previous
activity that may illustrate some of the common misconceptions of
profits.

5.

Then discuss with.the students the proper, accurate definition of
profit written on the chalkboard.
Circle #b on the chalkboard as
the correct definition.
"Profit is what remains for the-owners of a company after
all the expenses, including taxes, have been paid."

0

6.

Distribute reading "How Big Are
to complete their reading.

rofits ? ".

1

Allow students 5 minutes

Second Dky:1.

Hand out attitude survey "WhatTo You Know About Profits?". Explain
to students that they may have changed their attitude toward profit
after yesterday's lesson. Allow students time (10 minutes) to complete survey..

2.

Retu
they

the original survey to the students so that they can see how
y have changed their attitude.

t.
*

3.

Discuss with the students which changes are greatest and why. Ask
the students why they answered the way they did and request that
they present some."facti" to support their opinion.
NOTE:

Where students are reluctant to have their opinions discussed, take the mean on the pre-teit.
After the post-test,
take the mean again. 'Discuss the differences in attitude
with the class.

Soufee of Activity:
Adapted from material from the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States of America, 1975.
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WHAT DO

KNOW ABOUT PRoFITS?
(A titude Survey)

I

.

.

Instructions: Listed below are ten statements related to profits. Please
indicate whether you agree or disagree with these - statements by answering
each item as follows:

5
4
3
2
1

-

strongly-agree
agree ih general
am uncertain
disagree in general
strongly disagree

V

1.

Every business product g goods or services is entitled to a profit.

2.

The entrepreneur deserves a profit because he/she takes

3.

The profit motive underlies the exploitation of workers.

4.

The-entrepreneur performs a needed function in a market economy.

5.

PrOits are unnecessary.

6.

Some systems operate without anyone acting as entrepreneurs.,

7.

Many large companies make large profits.

8.

'Profits are a legitimate cost of producing goods and services.

9.

Consumers should boycott companies which make large profits,'

10.

The economy would be better off if profits were more heavily
taxed.

11.3
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WHAT. IS PROFIT?

Situation:
0.

Let's.imagine for a moment that you have suddenly come into a
large sum of money. After resisting the immediate impulse to
run right out and spend it, you'decidejto Invest it.
Now the
. .
question isi "What 'will you do?"

Instructions:, Answer the following statements with either a YES or NO.

I.Willyou-Invest it in a company-which-manu actures after -shave
lotion for horses, electric coffee spoons, fur-lined at cage,
and sardine flavored cake frosting?

2.

Will lou invest it in a company whose produ is cost three,tims
as much to produce as almost identical prod cts made by another
company?

3.

Will you invest it in a company which promis s to return only
your annual investment to you at the end of ach year?

#

Note:

If you answered "NO" to. each of the,questions,
of seeing your !Limey grow, for you already have
of how a business works. For example, you know
can succeed if it makes products nobody wants, (
succeed if it can't compete with similar busines
ness can succeed for very long if it doesn't

54
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u have a good chance
basic understanding
hat (1) no business
) no business can
es, and (3) no thisia profit.

0
-s

;4

WHAT ISN'T PROFIT?

Instructions:

Match the situations to the definitions of,profits given in
the previous activity: and written on the chalkboard.
1.4

,EXAMPLE 1:

Malia Kealoha, a dress shop owner, sells fashionable dresses for about
.$40. She pays a wholesale distributor about
for each dress.
If she sells
each $26 dress for $40, she takes $15, or 37.5% profit.

of

EXAMPLE 2:

Pobert Lopaka and Stephen Chang are partners in
Gung-Ho Home Improvemint-Lompany. Both have sons who will be starting college next year. To
finance their sons' education, Lopaka and Chang decide that they will increase
their profits by 10% in the cominryear.

EXAMPLE 3:

s

Bill Nakamura is one of-dozens of young men and women who deliver The
Daily -Islander to the citizens of rural COahu eNiery morning. There are TM
customers on his route. Each customer_pays:hiV164 per,is(ue,-1144_of which
a-to the newspaper. Bill would like to increase his profit by'charging
eah customer 164 per issue, giving him 444 per issue profit rather than 44.

EXAMPLE 4:

Econo-Markets, a national discount department store, did not have a very
good year last year. Consequently, this year its managers,badto take a
reduction in pay.
.

.0

,
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WHAT ISN'T PROFIT?
(Answer Sheet)

I.

Example I:

/a

J7

The.37.5% is gross profit. Out of that 37.5% mat-to
running the dress shop -- salaries, rent, lighting, e
racks, etc.

2.

Exathple 2:

the money for
ipment, display

#d

Generally a business must sell more products, or complete\ re services,
to increase profits. Prices can be increased, but the bus ness
risks competition from businesses with lower prices.

3.

Example 3:

#e

lip delivery person, or salesperson, cannot raise the price of a product.
Only the company can do that.

4.

Wavle 4:

#c

A store would probably have a 4ery difficult time lowering wages.
It may
be necessary to reduce the number of employees or close unprofitable
stores.

4
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HOW BIG ARE PROFITS?

To get an accurate idea of the size of profits, one has to consider more
than specific sums of money. Four million dollars may be a.hu4e profit in one
business and quite small in another. To decfde how large or small profits are,
you must compare them with something, to arrive at a percentage.
Profits are determined by two methods of comparison. One method compares
profits with total amounts paid by consumers, or profits as percentage of sales.
For example, if a store owner pays a wholesaler $2 for an item and sells it in ,/
his/her store for $4, the profit would seem to be 100%. However, out of the
gross profit he/she pays, perhaps $1.80, toward rent, salaries, advertising,
maintenance, utilities, interest, supplies and other costs of operating his/her
business.
This leaves 20t net profit, or 5% as percentage of sales.

The second method compares profits with the amounts owners have invested
in the business,, or profits as percentage of owners' investment.
For instance,
if a man invests $100,000 in his own business in the course of a year and his
net income (what's left after all expenses, including taxes, have been paid)
is $18,200, his profit as percentage of owner investment is 18.2%.

PROFIT-AND-LOSS STATEMENT

Introduction' Profits are classified as gross profits or net profits and are
determined by Completing a profit-and-loss 4tatement also called an income
statement.
Time Required:

45 minutes.

Instructional °Whiting:
1.

The student will be able to:

Complete a proft-and-loss statement.
-0

2.
3.

*Determine netprofit or loss.
Compute gross and net profit as a percent of sales.

Materials Required:
"Profit-and-Loss Statement."

orksheet:

1.

%

2: Set of problems.
3.

Diagram of the relationship of sales, costs, and profits.

/Procedure:
1.

Explain the items on the income statement.

2.

Students complete a profit-and-loss statement for each problem.

3.

Students compute gross or net profit as a percent of sales as inithe
following examples.
Example:

I

If a store earns a gross profit of $64,000 on sales of $160,000,
what is the percent of gross profit?

$64.000
$166:100

.40 = 40%
41.

If a supermarket sells $150,000 worth of merchandise and has a/dit
profit of $1,600, then the net profit is what percent of the sales?
1,600

Source of Activity:
High School.

;0106 = 1.1%

Adapted from lesson plan by Shoshana Herzig, Moanalua
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PROFIT-AND-LOSS STATEMENT

Company

1

Quarterly Income Statement

June 30, 19_

Imbue
Net Sales
Cost of Goods Sold

Gross Profit

Operating Expenses,
Labor

.Rent -%
Utilities

Advertising
Damage and Theft
Deprectati on

Insurance

Shipment and Delivery

Total Operating Expenses

* Net Profit or Loss

*Note:

The expression "the bottom line" comes from the last line
of an income statement. In other words, after all
the
details are said and done what is the final verdict, is
there a profit or a loss?*

II-lb
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DIAGRAM OF SALES,-COST & PROFITS

SALES

GROSS PROFIT

COST OF GOODS SOLD

OPERATING

EXPOSES

so
II-7c

NET PROFIT

.111,11

SET OF PROBLEMS

1.

The Shave Ice Co. showed sales of A200,000.

They paid wages and salaries

of $130,000, rent $10,000, utilities $800, insurance $700, and advertising
$500.

The cost of the goods sold was $48,000, and depreciation was

calculated at $2,000.

Complete a quarterly income statement for this

company.

The grdss profit is what percent of the sales?
The net profitlis what percent of the sales?

2.

The E-2 Discount Co. had total sales of $7.5 million. ,Cost ot-goods sold
totaled $5.4 million.

Operating expenses are rent $0.2 million,

depreciation $0.2 million, interest on loans $0.1 million, wages and
salaries $1.1 million, shipment charge

$0.05 million, and advertising

$0.15 million.

ome statement, and compute the

Complete a quarterly i

gross and net profit as a % of sales.

4

3.

Classy0lothiers Co. had total sales of $151,500 and returns of $1,500,
wages $20,000, rent 9,000 interest on loan $2,000, theft$1,0b0, and
miscellaneous $2,000.

The merchandise sold cost'$90,000.

Complete a

quarterly income statement and compute the gross and net profit as a
% of net sales.

J

I
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ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS

1.

Gross profit.
200,000 - 48,000 = $152,000.

Net profit is:
1527000

- (130,000+ 10,000 :I, 800 + 700+500 +z,006) r- $8,000

Grosi profit is 76% of sales: 152,000
200,000 =. .76 a 76%

Net profit is 4%-of sales:
2.

8,000

mop

.1c

.04 = 4%

Gross proftt is $2.1 million.
Gross profit is .28% of sales:

E.1

- .28 = 28%

Net profit is 4% of sales: 2.1 - (.2

4

.2-+ X+ 11 + .05

.3
775- 3.
1

151,500 -1,500 = 150,000 net sales-.

Gross. profit:

$150,000 - $90,000 .= $60,000

Gross profit is 40% of net sales:

60,000
160,000

40 a 40%

ilet%profit is:
60,000 - ,30

= $30,000

Net profit is 20% of net sales:

.20 gg 20%

4

A
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HOW NCH?

Is

Introduction: This activity is designed to enable high school
students to understand how changing' conditions can change the demand for a
good in a mdOet. Special attentionls given time-related factors and the
availability of iubstityte godds..
Students will become sensitive to the
difficult task producers and suppliers have in predicting how much pia
good or service consumers 411 buy at various prices. Hypothesizing also
has a motivational effect in this activity by giving students a psychological
stake in the outcomes of the,activity.
be useful in showing how
innovation has altered traditional business and production arrangements in
historY-

Time Required: 45 minutes".

Economic Concepts/Skills: Demand, Interpretation of a Demand Curve.
Instructional Objectives:
to:

At the end of the activity, studynts will be able
%-

Hypothesize the_demand for a good in the clasp and collect data
to test their hypotheses.

1.

2.

Hypothesize the effect on demand of the availability of a substitute
'.good and collect data to test their hypotheses.

Materials'Required:
1.

Several oranges or apples or any commodity such as candy, crackseed, gum, etc. .

frocedure:
1.

Ham it
Auction off an orange (or something else) to your students.
up a little with the idea of generatini/ame student interest. After
auctioning off the orange, ask how mans others would like an orange.
Tell the students that you will supply some but first you want to
determine the demand for eranges

2

Introduce the, concept of demand as economists would define it:

Demand - a list of quantities1(amounts) of a good or service that an
TridiVidual or group is willing and able to purchase at different prices.
3.
.

Ask the students to assist you in determining the demand for oranges
in this class today. Pat a demand chart on the board like the one on
following page.

4d.
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DEM$ND
`f

Price
401

Quantity

30 0

25
15
10
5
1

4.

Ask the class how many oranges each person will buy at 300 per
orange and each succeeding lower price. A'show of hands and fingers
should facilitate quick-data collection. An assistant *till also
help.
Emphasize that each student must indicate the quantity at
each price which he or she will buy. Once a student indicates a
willingness to 1)q,that student must raise his or.her hand at each
lower price. The quantity demanded may not increase, but a willingness to buy must be expressed. Emphasize that the oranges
they are willing to buy must be consumed by-the buyer and his or
_her family and:close friends.
The following is the data from this activity in a particular clais:
Price'

Quantity

'300

'0
2
5

25
20
15

"

10

5
1

5.

9
21
45
79

Explain that this list of prices and related quantities 'illustrates
demand as economists define it. A quantity at a parttcular price iq%
called quantity demanded.
.

6.

Illustrate4ow demand curves are
on the chalkboard:4;

aerated by graphing.the class data

Q
7.

Ask the students to discUss the following clues
a)
b)

Why were some students willing to pay a higher price than others?
Why is the demand curve almost vertical at high prices and almost
horizontal at low prices;$

11-9
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c)

d)

8.

How would the demand schedule of ani8:30 a.m. class compare to an
11:30 a.m. class or a .3:00 p.m. claSs? Why would they differ?
(Depending on What you sold, another comparison might make more
sense.) If you have data from other classes, graph the demisnd curves
and have students test their hypothOses.
What other goods or services are characterized by greater demand
at certain times? (Examples: flow?rs on Valentine's Day, dinner
out on Mother's Day., tinsel at Christmas). How could NI verify
these observations?

Ask students to predict the demand for ?ranges and the demand for apples
given that they can purchase either oripth.
Students are to record
their predictions on the.handout. Put
chart like the ones below on
the board :leaving room for student pred ctions.
Demand for Oranges

0

I

Price- Quantity

I

10.

Price

30t

30¢

25
20
15
10
5

25
20
15
10

Quantity

4

1

1

9.

Demand forApples

Now ask the class howmany oranges they want and fill out the chart on
the board. Identify the demandlor apples in a similar manner.
Graph.the demand ourvp for oranges with apples available on the same
coordinate axes with thi earlier demand curve for oranges. Ask students
to articulate why the demand for oranges has declined. Point out that
apples are a substitute good.
Define term "substitute good" on the
chalkboard.

demand

Q
11.

Have students graph their predicted demand for oranges and have them
explain why they were or were not reasonably accurate.

12.

Ask students for examples of goods and services that may be substituted. (Vamples: bus rides and taxi rides, chicken and beef,
hamburgers and hot dogs, TV movies and local theater movies, bicycles
and cars).

Source of Activity:
Guide to Economics:

Adapted from Weidenaar and Weiler, Instructor's Resi.urce
An Introduction to the World Around You, 1976, Addison

Wesley Publishing tothijany, Inc.

Reprinted with permission.
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HOW MANY SHOULD WE BUY?

Intivduction:
uyers
given time.

Time Required:

Demand is the quantity of a good or service a buyer or group
be willing and able to purchase at various prices at any
-c
45 minutes.

Concepts and Skills:

Demand, Plotting a

InstructionalObjectives:

Demand Graph.

At the end of the activity, students will be

able to:
.

I.

Identify the quantity of a good they would be willing and able co
boy.

2.

Collectively construct a chart (schedule) illustrating the cfass
demand for the good.

3.

Collectively construct a graph depicting a demand curve, using the
class demand chart (schedule).

Materials Required:
I.

An apple.

2.

Copies of student response -sheet - "My Demand".

3.

Transparency - "Class Demand".

4.

Overhead projector.

Procedure:
I.

The teacher brings to class an apple ond shows the apple to the
class. )fter describing the apple and letting students examine
it, the teacher asks, Have you ever bought an apple before?"
"Would you be willing to buy such an apple?"

2.

Distribute the response sheet, "MY Demand," to class members and
explain that in the column entitled "quantity" they will ie
writing the number of apples they would buy at each of the listed
prices.

3.

As the teacher asks the question, "How many apples would you buy
if the apples were
t each," for each price on the "my Demand"
sheet, each student-Tins in the number of apples he/she would
Wy. Explain how the sheet is to be completed. Point out that if
a person would be willing to buy two apples at 30t each, he/she
would be willing to buy at least two apples (and perhaps more) at
25t per apple.

1
1

I

4.

Upon completion of individual demand sheets, the Klass collectively.
-'(and perhaps orally) adds up individual responses' for the total
number of apples demanded by the class at each pttice. As totals
are derived the information is added to the tra sparency, "Class
Demind."
.

S.

On the graph paper below, draw a demand curve f m-the demand
schedule.
A graph such as the one illustrated elow can be constructed on the chalkboard or presented in tran parency form.
Select students to pint points on the graph illustrating the class
demand at each price. Connect the points..

Price
per
apple

-7-7

e

,

.

1

SOt

J.
1

,

4St

.
40t

.

t
i
i

t

1

:

35t
I

304
.

.

1

25t
I
I

20t

i
i

_.4

15t

!

.
1.0t

i

.

5t
.

.

Ot

10

20.

30

40

SO

60

70

80

Quantity the Class Would Buy

67

90

100

6. Ak questions requiring students to read any interpret the graph.
For example:
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

7.

How many apples was the class willing o buy at 25t per apple?
At what price was the class willing to buy
apples?
As the price of each apple went up, w at happened to the number
of apples the class would buy?.
As the price of each apple goes down what happens to the number of apples the class would buy?
What general statement can you make About how the price of
apples influence the nu ter of applIfs the class would buy?
Do you think these statements are tfor other goods (candy,
cars, hats)? How could you find o

Follow-up:
a)

If the teacher would like to give individual practice at plotting a graph, each student could ake a graph of his/her
individual, demand. The teacher ould explain that:
1)

The various prices are list d vertically on the left hand
side of the graph paper (as per the chalkboard example).
There should be an equal
unt of spacing between any two
prices.

2)

The number of apples the individual was willing to buy are
Number
listed horizontally along the bottom of the paper.
of apples should be in a iet sequence (e.g:, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8;
not 0, 2, 5, 6, 10) with the same amount of spacing between
any two numbers listed./
4.

3)

Titles should be compoiled for the column of prices and row
of numbers. A title should be created for the entire
graph.

4)

Plot the responses jfrom your individual "My Demand" sheet.

b)

Encourage abler students to conduct a survey of the demand of
several (at leastiive) persons for a different product. Their
graphs illustrating demand for the products could then be presented to the class.

c)

Introduce information to the class which would change the demand
of apples (e.g., consumers suddenly have more income, oranges
are on sale, etc.). Speculate as to the effect these new circumstances would nave on the demand for apples.

Source of Activity: Adapted from Worksho Leader's Handbook, Joint Council
eprinte by permission.
on Economic Education, New York, 1978, pp. 8 -8 .
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,MY DEMAND

PRICE PER APPLE

,

QUANTITY 'I .WOULD BUY.
,

s. Mt
25$

20t

lit
lot

`CLASS DEMAND

QUANTITY THE ENTIRE
CLASS WOULD BUY

PRICE PER APPLE

50t
1

45t
be

40t

Mt
30t

11

2St

20t

k
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OEHAND-SUPPLY DYNAMICS

Introduction:' After you have taught your students the basics of supply and
demapd, they will need'some practice in applyingtnpply and demand to "real
xorld" situations. The following worksheets are designed to give them this
practice. Before attempting these exercises students should have a thorough
understanding of supply, demand;; the determinants of supply and demand,
equilibrium price and quantity, .and should understand the distinction etween changes in supply or'demand on the one hand, and charges in quantity
supplied' or quantity demaleed on the other.
Time Required: Each worksheet will take 20-30 minutes to complete.
of answers will take another 20-30 minutes.

Concepts and Skills:

Review

Supply, Demand, Equilibrium, Graphing.

Instructional. Objectives:
able to:

Given specific situations students should be

1.

Specify'whether orlota determinant of supply or demand has
changed.

2.

Cite the specificdeterminant involved in the given situation.

3.

Predict the effect of the change in determinant on both'equilibrium and quantity.

4.

Show the direction of change by shifting the proper curve in the
appropriate direction.

016

Material
1.

Required:

Demand-Supply Worksheet.

Procedure:
1.

Conduct a brief review of the basics of demand and supply. Remind
students of the distinction between changes in demand or supply on
the one hand, and changes in quantity demanded or supplied on the.
other.

2.

Although different
Review the determinants of demand and supply.
textbooks may classify these determinants in slightly different
ways, the determinants are most often listed as:
DEMAND - (1) Tastes, (2) Number of buyers, ,(3) Price and availabIlity of related goods (substitutes or complements)
(4) Income, (5) ,Expectations, (6) Other

SUPPLY --(1) -Price of inputs, (2) Technology, (3) Number of selleis,
(4) Expectations, (5) Other

DETERMINANTS OF SUPPLY

Cost of production
A. Natural resource cost
B. Human made resource cost .
C. Human resource cost
D. Availability of inputs .(example:
E. Advance or decline in technology
F. Interest costs
G. Taxes
H. Governmentiregulations

I.

.Price of Inputs

act of nature)

Increased or decreased competition
A. Change in number of sellers
B. Input tariffs or other input restrictions

II.

//

DETERMINANTS OF DEMAND

Consumers' income
Price and/or availability of substitutes
Price and/or availability of complements

I.

II.
III.

(substitutes and complements
are often called "related
goods")

rtes

(change in popularity)
Quality of .00qUact (changes in quality)
Decreases or increases in population

IV.
V..

VI.

3.

Remind students that if one of the determinants of demand or supply
changes, the appropriate curve. will' shift. If no determinant changet,
the curve will remain fixed.

11

4. Hand out the worksheet. Tell students that in every problem except
one, the supply.or demAd curve will shift due to a change in one of
the determinant. In one of the problems neither of the curves will
shift, but rather 'a legal price restriction will result in a shortage
or surplus.
0
5.

Instruct students to read each situation, specify the determinant
involved, shift the curve in the proper direction, then specify the
effect on equilibrium price and quantity. Give them 20-30 mina es to
finish.

6.

RevieW the answers with students (see answers on following page ).

Source of Activity: This activity developed by Steve Jackstadt, UM Center for
Economic Education and Shoshana Herzig, Moanalua High School.
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DEIIAMO/SUPPLY WORKSHEET #1

WALL STREET. JOURNAL - AUGUST 11, 1969
Bras - U.S

1.

"Getting Things Off their Chests - Girls
Take td No-Bra Fad:" Women's tastes shift
favor of bra-less fashions.,

Determinant
Effect on Eqyilibrium P

EffectorIEqulllbriunQ
Bat Guano

2.

World

New, easilyaccessible supplie of bat
al highlands.
guano are found ingft
Fantastic,' -says In

President Manuel Yu
need the expensive
guano. We can do th

's

o to er will we
pment to mine the
jqb with shovels!'

Determinant
Effect on Equilibrium.P
Effect on Equilibrium Q

.

S.

L.A. TIMES - MAY 1971''''Bowl of Rice - Hong Kong

3.

°Bowl of Rice Has Lost Prestige in Hong Kong"
Prosperity is no longer just a full:bowl of
rice in Hong Kong. Now it can be a bowl of
Japanese instant, noodles, Danish ham or Australian beef. Consumption of rice is steadily
declining as eating habits change and supermarkets become more popular. According to
government statistics, rice consumption has
been declining since 1963 despite a steady
increase in the predominantly Chinese population.
Determinant
Effect on Equilibrium P
Effect on Equilibrium Q

/73
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S.F. CHRONICLE, SEPTEMBER 12, 1977
Chicken - U.S.
,

4.

Chicken prices drop as sunnier turns\into
fall.
Fewer outdoor meals and beginning
of'school are cited as factors.
\

Determinant

Effect on Equilibrium P
I

Effect on Equiiibrium Q
$

Qe

Shrimp - U.S.
5.

Jellyfish beset
Gulf .shrimpers
By the Assoeinted Press

Galyesten, Texas
Gulf shrimpers long have

faced such hazards as

fogs -and storm, but now
they hive ,a3tOthei. prob.

Mau miggition by jelly
througN the Gulf of
Mexico at this .time_of. the
year causes thousabds of
dollars+ damage to.shrimp
nets

and

_

-sometimes

makes it imposbible to
trawl,
The shrimp season opens
asst, March and closes in
December.

Determinant
Effedt'on Equilibrium P

Effect on Equilibrium Q
P..

Fish - England

6.
Pe

Potato famine reduces supply of potatoes
and sends potato prices soaring.
(Hint:
Fish and chips is a very popular dish in
England.)
Determinant
Effect on Equilibrium P
Effect on Equilibrium Q
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Orchids - Hawaii
_

The

stand of Hawaii has experienced exly bad weather this year. There
were several severe storms and ggsts' up to
75 mph. Many of Hawaii's flower crops
have been damfged, especially' thOelicete
.0*
orchids.
tre

P

Determinant"
Effect on Equilibrium P "':

fff ct on EquilibriumQ

Figs - U.S.

Complaints from U.S. Fig farmers that "we
'can't earn a/decent living with fig prices
at current equilibrium levels," have caused
Congress to enact a law fixfng' the price of
figs'at11.00 per basket. (Note: Equilibrium price in graph at left is originally
$.8O per basket.)
Determinant
,Effect on Equilibrium P'

Qi

Effect on Equilibrium:11

HONOLULU STAR BULLETIN - JULY 6, 1972
Beef -'U.S.

9.

No end seen to soaring meat prices'until
next year, if at all. The reason behind
'higher prices is an increase in demand for
Demand
meat with to increase in supply.
is up becausejthe buying power of Americans
is greater than ever before.
Determinant

Effect on Equilibilum
Effect on Equilibrium Q

75
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Strawberries » U.S

-10.

Mexico pact
on tOttawborties
liAtaitalOrviupi)
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Pe
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i
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Qe
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Determinant
1

Meet on Equilibrium P
Effect on Equilibrium Q

ANSWERS TOSUPPLY/DEMAND WORKSHEET # 1 -

WALL STREET JOURNAL - AUGUST 11, 1969
.Bras
"Getting Things Off their Chests - Girls
Take to No-Bra Fad," Women's tastes shift
in favor of bra-less fashions.
Determinant

Citila$Ce

.,
iN
;pates

Effect on Egtiil ibrium. P DMA)

.

Effect, on Equilibrium Q DOWO

,.,
.

We qe

.

Q

a
The bra -lessfashion-*trend will cause the demand for bras to fall,las
shown by a shift in the demand curve to the left. The determinant, here is
tastes. The shift in the demand, curve to DI will result in a lower equiliIWT4Fprice and a.lower equilibrium 'quantity.

of4

Bat Guano - World

Ss

New, easily accessible supplies of bat
gu'ana are found in Peru's central highlands.
"Fantastic,"-says International Guano's
President. Manuel Yuer, "do longet will we
need the expensive equipment to.mine the
guano. We' can do this job with shovels!"
Determinant

WtOatiQt a:15V.

Effect on Equilibrium P

Tbk),W

Effect on Equilibrium 0
The fact that new, more easily accesible supplies of guano (bat droppings)
have been found means that the world supply of bat guano will increase. The
determinant is change in production costs, since the guano can now be mined
using less expensive equipment. The supply curve will shift to the right, to
5', creating a new lower equilibrium price and a,larger equilibrium. quantity.
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L.A. TIMES - MAY 1971
Bowl of Rice - Hong. Kong
'"Bowl of Rice Has Los Prestige in Hong Kong"
Prosperity As no longer just "a full bowl tf-r
rice in Hong Kong. Now it can be a bowl of
Japanese instant noodlesl, Danish him orAustraliatt beef. Consumption of rice is steadily
.declining as eating-.habits change and 'supermarkets become more popular. According to
government statistics, ride consumption has
been declining since 1963 despite a steady
increase in the predominantly Chinese population.

Determinant

1psTs-5

Effect okquillbritim P
Effect on Equilibrium Q

3JUO

0,1 Qe

.

A change in tastes away from rice-in favor of noodles and other food
products will result
a leftward shift in the demand curve for rice fn
Hong Kong. The shift to Dr will 'mean a lower equilibrium price, and a lower
quantity of rice bothkht and sold.

S.F. CHRONICLE, SERTEMBER 12, 1977
CrAcken
U.S,
llicken prices drop as summer turns into
11'.
Fewer outdoor meals and beginning
of school are citedsas factors.

Determinant

1-15#"C'S

Effect on Equilibrium P

'DOWQ

Effect on Equilibrium-Q

Qe
Chicken, esThe demand for chicken is typically high in the summer.
Kids
pecially fried, is a real popular item in outdoor lunches and dinners.
Changing
taste
is
the
determinant
who are on vacation love chicken toot
as both price and quantity fall.
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Shrimp - U.S.

Jellyfish beset .
Gulf shrimpers
By Om Associated Prot

Galvestopi, Texas
Cult shrlinpers tong have

faced such hazards as

fogs and storm, but now
they have another prob.
)em jellyfish.
Mass migration by jelly.

itesh through the Cult of
ll'exico at this time of the
year causes Oxman& of
dollars' damage to shrimp
nets and sometimes
Pi

makes it imposAte to
trawl.
The shridip season opens

in. March and Clods in
December.

Determinaht

liOrsfASgtliDierNCcias

Effect on Equilibrium P.

UF)

Effect on Equilibrium Q

tDWKI

Since the jellyfish have damaged the shrimpers' nets and have often
prevented trawling, the supplrof shrimp on U.S . markets will decline.
This is shown by a leftward shift of the supply curve. The determinant
'here is increased production costs, since shrimpers will have to buy new
and pay higher wages to r'tir crews
nets, burn more fuel trying trawl,
to
for longer hours at sea. The price of shrimp will rise and eq librium
quantity will fall.

11-24

Fish - England
6,

Potato famine reduces supply of potatoes
and sends potato prices soaring. (Hint:
Fish and chips is a very popular dish in
England.)
Determinant

5

_Effect on Equilibrium P

Effect on Equilibrium Q

UtI

oF itam0

1%0\1
b8V1/41 NI

Potatoes and fish are complements. They are used together to make fish
and chips, one of the most popular dishes in England. High potato prices
will mean higher prices for fish and chips, all things equal. At higher
prices, fewer orders of fish and chips will be sold, and that will reduce
the demand for fis
Thus, the demand curve for fish will shift to the
left, creating a 1 er equilibrium price for fish and a lower equilibrium
quantity. The de rminant is price and availability of Tinted'soods (complement). Remember, when the price of something goes up, demand-for its
If
complement will go own. An analogy here would be beer and pretzels.
prices go up
eople drink less beer and therefore consume fewer pretzels.

Orchids - Hawaii

The island of Hawaii has experienced extremely bad weather this year. There
were several severe storms and gustsup to
.75 mph. ,Many of Hawaii's flower.crops
have been damaged, 'especiallyethe'delicate
orchids.

7.

Determinant'

101°3 COSTS

Effect on Equilibrium P

'40P"

Effect on Equilibrium Q

i:)CIDV3

1
1

Q4 Qe
The physical destruction of some orchids means a reduction it etheir supply,
as shown by a leftward shift in the supply curve. This results in h4211n. orchid
prices, and a lower equilibrium quantity. The determinant here is Higher production costs;-NT5ough you may simply want to cite physical destruction as the
ZUt-TleiTIFWE7-

60
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-Figs - U.S.
V.

Complaints from U.S. Fig farmers that "we
can't earn a decent living with fig prices
at current equilibrium levels,",have caused
Congress to enact a law fixing'the price of
figs at'$1.00 per basket.
(Note: Equilibrium'price in graph at left is originally
$.80 per basket.)
Determinant

:"101)Wg""

Effect on Equilibrium P. :

Effect on Equilibrium Cr"

tls

MIN

Q

Since no determinant of either demand or supply has changed, students
should not show a shift in either of the curves. The legal support price
of $1.00 per basket of figs simply puts the market out of equilibrium. At
a price of $1.00 per basket the quantity of figs supplied is greater than
a fig surplus equal to size of the gap between the supply and demand curves
Fig prices have gone up, but fewer figs are
QD).
-la a price of $1.00 (Qs
Jsold.

.

Support prices always create surpluses, which is why the U.S. government
has developed surplus-purchase and crop-restriction programs for crops such
as wheat and sugar, which are price-supported.

HONOLULU STAR BULLETIN - JULY 6, 1972
'Beef
U.S.
1.

No end seen to soaring meat prices until
next year if at all. The reason behind
higher prices, is an increase in demand for
meat with no increase in supply. Demand
is up because the buying power of Americans
is greater than ever before.
Determinvnt

INICONVG

Effect on Equilibrium P UF
Effect on Equilibrium Q

Of)

Snaring meat prices are the result of higher consumer incomes, which
causes the demand curve to shift to the right. The equilibrium price of
meat will be higher, and will the equilibrium quantity.

81
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Strawberries

U.S.

pact
artaWherlieS
XILVENWitil

(UPI)

'The U.S. and filar.:aangay.
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n "Atroonank War allialt
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eampetitlan from Maxima

Determinant

itoolva

40311

Effect on'Equilibrium P
Effect on Equilibrium Q..

The curtailment of strawberry'impOrts will reduce the supply of strawberries in the U.S., as shown by a leftward shift in the supply curve. The
result is hi her prices and lower equilibriumuanities.

.82.
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DEMAND/SUPPLY WORKSHEET #2

NEW YORK TIMES-OCTOBER 7, 1979

Bikes

U. SI.

1.

A' anner Yea,rior the Bike;.
$chwinn Plans a Commuter Model

SOO 4WD m 11.6

Spurred appaiently oy the gasoline
shortagi and fears of another, the bicycle is having one o its best yearinver.
Sales
approaching $1. billion « ate
tart
30 percent ahead of last year's

D
Q

e
Determinant

.

.

It

Effect on Equilibrium P.
Effect on Equilibrium Q.

HONOLULU STAR BULLETIN-DECEMBER 9, 1979

PairtyLL-Bekinii,

*Worst papaya. crop,

since '75 predicted
(Data and laterpritateara from

2.

Bank of Hawaii)

Papaya production is estimated

by the 'Papaya Administrative

Committee to decline to an estimated 40 million pounds tints rar.

the lowest level s:nce 1975. The

sharp decline from the 64, million
pounds ;produced during 1978 was
caused by a number of factors
,

MN.

eluding heavy *spring rains a 4
flooding ;subsequent high levels 'of

I

postharvest diseases and ship-,
series of strikes by chain wdre-

'pbaF disruptions resulting from a
I

bonsai. truckers and airlines.
Determinant

Effect on Equilibrium P
Effect on,Equilibrium Q

1
.
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BuI1'et -Proof Glass : World

L.A. TIMES - DECEMBER 27, 1979
"Terrorism Spurs Growth for Bullet-Proos
Products." World wide terrorism has
% inspired higher demand and higher prics
bullet resistant glass. Most:of the
increase in demand comes from banks,
armored car companies, and credit unions.
,

Determinant'
D Effect on Equilibrium P

Effect on Equilibrium Q

Chicken - U.S.
HONOLULU ADVERTISER - JANUARY' 8, 1980
"Scientific Br4ak-through To Lower Prices"

,Poultry scientists

A

it South
Clemson University may soon

make
chicken plucking extinct. The researc hers
have hatched a flock of featherlets chicks
that they say will be tastier and cheaper
. than the "regular variety
cheaper because they'll withstand high temperatures
better than their plumed cousins and tasti-

er because the quince of feither follicles
in their skin will perm': the juices to renain inside during cooking.

Determinant
Effect Equil ibrium -P

Effect Equilibrium Q

Flashlights.- Hawaii

D

HiNOLULU ADVERTISER - JANUARY 9, 198J
"Freak Storm Rakes lilandst Flashlights
Scarce." Hotels and individuals have been
buying flashlights by the dozen, according
"They've-been
to local hardware stores.
going. like hotcakes," said Alice'Zane, a,
cashier at Ace hardware in Kaimuki. The
sales are in response to uridespread outages
on Oahu.
Determinant

Qe

-

Q Effect on Equilibrium P

Effect on Equilibrium Q
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HONOLULU STAR BULLETIN

JANUARY 9, 1980

U. S.

Film

Kodak Film Prices
to Increase Again

.

NEW "YORK fAP)
Citing thi
soaring cost of silver. Eastman
Kodak Ce. yesterday imposed
mina of up to 75 percent in film

6.

prices.
The increases come on top of those
announced in October and replace
price boosts liknouncee just two
weeks ago. They take effect Jan. 25.

"What we' hate done is to revise

the previous, increases to reflect the
even highee.prices of silver." said
Henry J. Kaika. a Kodak spokesman

gist Rochester.

Kdart is the we ids leading
are often followed by smaller

maker of film. and its price changes

Qe

companies.
Determinant

41

Effect on Equilibrium P
Effect on Equilibrium Q

HONOLULU STAirBULLETIN
Eggs

7.

JANUARY 9980

Hawaii

Storm hurtss poultry
Hawaii's poultry farms were

among the hardest hit of the agricultural industry in last week's itorra.
The Hawaii Agricultural Reporting
Service said power -(allure. broken'

r

pipes and damage to buildings

1

D

Qe

"created-hardships to poultry, dairy
and other livestock farms."
Hawaii's egg-laying chickens atready were on the decline last year,
with 2 percont.fewer layers in
November than a year earliek.

Q

Determinant
Effect on Equilibrium P
Effect on Equilibrium Q
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PAICIFIC BUSINESS NEWS i.-_,DECEMBER 10, 1979

Sashimi

Matadi

Sashimi to cost $15 a lb.
If you're *inning to serve
sashimi this Christmas season, prepare to pay a high
price for it.
A SISper-pound price, for
obi fillets is Win; predicted
by fish buyers fork and they

8.

say it could gto higher.
Sashimi, or raw fish, is an
oriental delicacy that has be-

come a holidt.y traditio,n In

Hawaii. Thin, cool /slices
from an ahi (yelloyfis tuna)
fillet are the pref rred fare,
although other fish can be
substituted.

Every year at Christmastime the price for ahi goes up
usdesnand increases.
(le

'Determinant

Effect on Equilibrium P
Effect on.Equilibrium Q

o.

.L.A. SUN-TIMES, JANUARY 1, 1981
Rontal.Units = L.A. County
S

"Rent Rollback Takes Effect". All rents
in Los Angeles must be reduced by 10%
effective today. The rollback is the
result of a new rent control law passed
by the Board of Supervisors.

Determinant

Effect on Equilibrium P

D Effect on Equilibrium Q

Q

F

8'6
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ANSWERS ,TO DEMAND/SUPPLY WORKSHEET II 2

. NEW YORK TIMES-OCTOBER 7, 1979

Bikes

erYcar for the Bike,.
&thwinn Plans a Commuter Model

.

Spurred ayipoieetly by the gasoline
shortaseand fears ot another, the bicy.
ate is having morel its best years ever.
Salts appmehing Si billion are
running 30 percent aheadot Iestyeat's

rate.
I

Determinant

..Trate,

Nittakmutti oflYTUM04P4

Effect on Equilibrium P,

Effect on Equilibrium Q

Op

Higher gasoline prices and uncertainty over the reliability of gas
supplies has increased the demand for bikes. The demand curve will shift
to the fight, causing higher prices and a larger quantity of bicycles bought:
and sold..

Higher gasoline prices and .umcertainty over the reliability of gas
supplies has increased the demand for bikes. The demand curve will'shift
to the right, causing higher prices and a larger quantity of bicycles bought;
and sold.

4*
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HONOLULU STAR BULLETIN-DECEMBER 9, 1979
PapaYe.

s tee

- llama

75 predicted

(Data and laierpretadaiss from
Dank of .flaymati)

Papaya production is estimated

.by the Papaya Administrative.
Committee to decline to an esti.
mated 4a million pounds this yeat;

the lowest leyel since 1973. /The
Sharp &cline from the 6 alUliont
pour& produced during ;97$ was
caused-by a number of factors in-

J

neavy spring /taint and

'corAting. subseerent,Mgh levels of

post-harvest diseases and shir.

'ping disruptionktesulting from a
'series of stri*i by chain ware.
houses, trii4ecrs and airlines.

%

.

0SS

Determinant

-VM

Effect (in Equiribri.mc P/

Effect on Equilibrium Q

Various calamities and disruptions have reduced the supply of papayas.
The supply curve 14ill shift to the left, resulting in higher papaya prices
and a lower equilibrium quantity. You may cite physical destruction or the

like arraeterminanWalthough increased production costs would pro ably
be better.

88
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VErsitocia
,

Bullet-Proof 'Glass'- *World

L.A. TIMES - DECEMBER 27, 1979
"Terrorism Spurs Growth' for Bullet-Proof
tProducts." World wide terrorism has
inspired higher demand and higher prices
bullet resistant glass. Most of the
iyincrease in demand comes from banks.
armore car companies,.and credit unions_
Determin nt

D Effect on Equilibrium

04)

Effect on Equilibrium Q

4ei
The upsurge in terrorism has caused an increase in the demand for bulletproof glass. The best determinant here would probably be tastes. As the

demand curve shifts to the right, a higher equilibrium priai quantity
are created.

'Chicken

HONOLULU ADVERTISER - JANUARY 80980"Scientific Break-through To Lower Prices*
.

-4

Q.

Q

.

poultry sciesitilts. at

050
Clemson University may soon ma k*
chicken plucking extinct. The researchers
have hatched a fiock of featherless chicks
that they say will be tastier and cheaper
than the regular variety cheaper because they'll withstand high temperatures
deter than their plum
cousins and testibecause the sin
f feather follicles
in thiir skin will p
the juices to repain insIde duringooMagt
.c
I
Determinant klem) Te4Liutotty

Effect Equilibrium P

.Effect Equilibrium Q

1-owea.
-04414e..

New technolo
has enabled_Clemsokscientists to breed featherless
S nce processors will no loner have co hire _chicken pluckers,
they can save money in the production profess. The supply curve will move
out to the right, resulting in lower chicken prices and a higher' equilibrium
quantity.
chickens.,

89
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Flashlights - Hawaii

HONOLULU ADVERTISER - JANUARY 9, 1980
"Freak Storm Rakes Islands: Flashlights
Scarce." Hotels and individuals have been
buying flashlights by the dozen, according
to local hardware stores.
"They've been

5.

.go in g like hotcakes," said Alice Zane, a

'Pocashier at Ace hardWare in Kaimuki.

The

sales are in response to' widespread outages
D

on Oallu.

Determinant

fk;Ath; AUfitLANIATA 6F-ROTED

Q Effect on Equilibrium P

acs

Effect on Equilibrium Q

The freak storm which caused power outages also caused an increase in
the demand for flashlights. The determinant is price and* availability of
related goods. Electricity,.a substitute for flashlights, is not available!
The demand 'curve for flashlights:shifts`to the right. The price of flash-lights goes tiE, as does the quantity:

90
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nix - U. S.

Kodak Film Prices

crease Again

to.

ilEtiritOltit CAM :-. Cltiiii"t14
soaring cost of silver. Eastman

S I.

6.

'Kodak Co. yesterday Imposed in
'Creases of up to 15 percent in film

0

prices.
The increases come on top of those

.

e
Pe

snnounced In October and replace.
price boosts 11111110118e4te just two

-weeks ago. They take effect 4an. 26.

"Yibat we have-done is-to revise;

4 Alp previous increases to retie/et the

even higher prices of silver." said
Henry 3. Kaska. a
in Rochester.

ak
spokesman
-

Kodak is the 'world's leading
are often followed by smaller
maker of film. and its price changes
companies.

Determinant

7820 C/24.e.hoh 10.1:ST:

Effect on Equilibriuin P

dtry

Effect on Equilibrium Q
.

.

The price of silver, an important component in the production of film
has gone up. This will cause a decrease in the supply of film, as shown
by a leftward shift in the supply curve for film. The result is higher_
film prices and a lower equilibrium quantity. Determinant is production
4?

costs.
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HONOLULU STAR BULLETIN - JANUARY 9, 1980

Egos

7.

S

Hawaii

Storm hurts pouliry
&weirs poultry farms were

among the hardest la of the agricul
rural industry in last week's storm.
The Hawaii Militia:1rd Reporting

Service said power failure. broken

pipes and damage to buildings

'creategl hardships to poultry, dairy
and other livestock farms."

Hawalii egg-laying chickens al-

ready were on the decline last year,

with 2 percent fewer layers in
D.

(-4.1 Qe
Determinant

November than a year earlier.

Teatuudialn egxsir-

Effect on Equilibrium P
Effect on Equilibrium 0

storm
ties,
curve
lower

kb

The supply of eggs in Hawaii has been'dioinished by the storm. (the same
that caused the power outages in #5).
The resultirig damage to facilietc. means hi her roduction costs for poultry farmers. The supply
for eggs in Hawaii shifts to the left, creating a higher price and
equilibrium quantity.

92
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rACIFIC BtAINESS _NEWS -:.:DECEMBER 10, 1979

Sashimi
4.'

Sashimi to cost $15 a lb.
If you're planning to serve
sashimi this Christmas season, prepare tc pay a high
price for it.
A VS-per-pound price for
ahi fillets is being predicted

8.

by fish buyers here, and they
say it could go higher.
Sashimi, or -raw fish, is an
°Antall delicacy that has be.

come a holiday tradition in

Hawaii. Thin, cool slices
from an aid (yellowfirt tuna)

fillet are the preferred fare.
although other fish can be
substituted.

Every year at Christmas.
time the price for ahi goes up
as demand, ncreasys.
ei'

Determinant

l'Ar.SVS

Effect on Equilibrium.P
Effect on Equilibrium Q

me holidays wean a greater demand for sashiml. The determinant is
tastes and a rightward movement of the demand curve will mean a higher
equilibrium price, and a higher equilibrium qunatity.

93
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L.A. SUN-TIMES, JANUARY 1, 1981
RentalcUniti
County
9.

S "Rentlollback Takes Effect". All rents
in Los Angeles must be rediced by 10%
effective today. The rollback is the
result of a new rent control law passed
.

by the Board of Supervisors.
Determinant

is 0I

Effect on Equilibrium P

A)Pk

D* Effect on Equilibrium Q

cis

ate

tip

This is the case of a legal price ceiling go rental housing. No
determinant of demand or supply has changed, The new price, Pr ("r" for
"rollback") is 10% below the old price of Pe. At price. Pr, the demand for
rental units exceeds the supply and the result is a shortage of rental
housing.
Since rent controls have taken effect in Los Angeles, the quantity
and old
of rental housing has declined: New units are not being built
units are being converted to condominiums at a rapid rate.

'94
4,
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SUBSTITUTES AND COMPLEMENTS
41.

Introduction:
The price and availability of substitutes and complements is
an important determinant of the demand for all types of goods and services.
This lession is designed to introduce students to the concepts of "substitute"
and "complement" and to give them practice in determining how changes in the
price of a substitute or complement affect the demand for spec;fic goods and
services.

.

Time Required:

One hour.

Substi*utes, Complements.

Concepts:

Instructional Objectives:

Following the lesson students will be able to:

1.

Define the term "substitute."

2.

Define the term "Complement."

3.

Give examples of goods and/or services that are substitutes.

4.

Give examples of goods and/or services that are complements.

5.

Specify whether certain pairs of goods and/or services are substitutes
or complements.

6.

Specify the effect on the demand for a good or service caused by a
change in the price of a related good or service (substitute or
complement).

Materials Required:
1.

Substitute or Complement Worksheet #1,

2.

Substitutes and Complements Worksheet #2.

3.

Substitutes andComplementsWorkshOeti3.

Procedure:
1.

Write the word SUBSTITUTE on the chalkboard in bold letters, and
ask students what the word means. Accept and record responses on
the board. Ask students to cite specific ways in which they have
heard the term SUBSTITUTE used (such as "substitute teacher" or
"substitute for an injured football player").
Lead students to
agree that SUBSTITUTE means "something used in placeof something
else."

2.

Next, write the word COMPLEMENT on he board and follow the same
procedure.
(Be sure to distinguish between "compliment," with an
Lead students to wee that
"1" and "complement," with an ."e").
COMPLEMENT means "something used with.something else."

95
Y

3.

Now that students understand and agree on the everyday uses of
these words, give_them the economist's definitions of "substitute"
and "complement." For SUBSTITUTE, write the following definition
on the 4oard:
SUBSTITUTE:
When the price of a good or service goes
up (down), the demand for its substitute will go up
(down).

Clarify the definition with several examples such as oranges and
apples, beer and wine, potato chips and corn chili's.
4.

Next, give them the definition for COMPLEMENT:
When the price of a good or service goes
COMPLEMENT:
up (down), the demand for its complement will go up
(down).

Clarify the definition with examples such as milk and cookies,
beer and pretzels, shoes and 'shoe laces.
S.

When students have grasped the econo'ic meaning of the terms, pass
out Worksheet #1 and tell students tp indicate whether the pairs of
goodi listed are, substitutes or complements. (The only one you may
have trouble with is number 10, wood and steel. Although wood and
steel are used together in building and are therefore complements
according to ordinary usage, it is also true that they are substitutes.
If the price of wood were to soar, steel would doubtless, be used as
a substitute in building. This pair can be either substitutes or
complements, although substitute would seem the better answer.)
.

k

6.
1

7.

Pass out Worksheet #2 and see how imaginative your students are when it
comes to thinking up substitutes and complements. Numbers 8 through
10 are blank in order that you or your students be allowed to fill
in your own examples.
Last, pass out Workshtet #3. Again, all the answers are pretty evident
except number 8. During the "gas crisis" of 1973-74, when people had
trouble getting'gasoline, the demand for frozen foods of all types
went up. Instead of making several trips to the store in order to
get fresh foods, 1 or driving to restaurants, consumers took one trip
to the store and stocked up on frozen foods in order to save gas.
Therefore, the answer is "up."

lource\bf Activity:

Developed by Steve Jackstadt, Director, Center for Economic
Education, University of Hawaii.
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,

*

16.

SUBSTITUTE OR tOMPLEMENT
Worksheet 1
.

a

I

coffee,

1.

sugar

complemen.t.

tea

substitute.

k

2.

coffee

j

-

.1

orange'
.

tires

5.

milk

7-up
-4

3.

7.

phondgrap.t)

,cassette tape

LP

record

1,P record

8.

beefsteak

lambchop

9.

cotton

dacroii

wobd.-

steel.

10.

.4

$

4
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.
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.
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Televisign sets.
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, COMPLEMENT

su

r

k

:

4

c

.

1

4
4.

1-f".

Stapler

3.
.

-

.

4. Hoirsetrailer
...

.

.

k
e

4

4

SUBSTITUTES RND COMPLEMENTS
Worksheet 3

.

Price of beer goes upi
Demand for wind goes

1.

1

!

-4*

2 Price of lumber gois.down,
DeNand for paint goes

Price of gasoline goes up,
Demand for tires goes

3,

0

4.
Price of coffee goes up,
------Demand for tea goes
.

1
,

..
i

.

5.

Price of stereo records goes down,
Demand for stereos goes
/

t
6.

Price of cloth goes up,
-Demand for thread goes

.

t.

.

Price of Datsuns goes down,
Demand for Fords goes
.

B.

Price.of gasoline goes up,
1emand for TV_dinners goes

!\
99
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UNIT VS. MASS PRODUC17IO

AN EDIBLE ECONO ICS ACTIVITY

.

Introduction; This actSvity is designed to give students the Opportunity
to compare the-advantages and disadvantages of.bnit production with mass

prodgotjoh.

.

.-

.

.

Time Required: '.0ne-clisS Pertold.of 40 -50 minutes.
A

Concepts:

Division of jabor,mais*production, Unit production.

)
Instructional Objectives:

At the' end of the activity, stu&nts wit; be able

to:
t

Compare the.differences between unit and mass production.

1.

.

2., Compae the,differencea_between division of labor versus single.
worker.production.
.
Materials,Required:

Padage of crackers, jar of peanut butter, jdr of marshmallow fTifG
two bread and butter knive, four apronspr coverups (because pro-

1.

.ject.might be messy); clock with a second hand.
2.

Ohe lodg, covered table.

Procedure

Assemble the following on along, covered table in front of the
classroom: package of cratkers,ar of peanut butter, jar of
marshmallow fluff, two .bread and,butter knives, four aprons.
.

2.

Write,directions on board: "Take one cracker and put a dab of
peanut butter on it. Take another cracker and put a dab of marshmallow fluff on ft.' Join the two crackers together for a, Psandwich'."

3.

Tell students they will be making "Flufferdutters" today.
rules of production from the board.

4.

After student puts on
Select one student to come to the table.
apron or coverup, tell student to make as many "Fluffernutters° as"
(Teacher is time keeper.)
possible in 30 seconds.

5.

Repeat this procedure with three other students, with each one having
30 seconds to make the treats. Total participants will be foup students. Total time will be two minutes.

6.

Add up the total Tuffernutters" made on this unit production basis.
Write the total number completed on the chalkboard.
A

Read the

r

7.

.t
Select four students who form a "production line." First student.
puts out.crackers second puts on peanutbutter, third puts on
marshmallow fluff and fourth puts two crackers together: Total
time is two minutes.

8. Add up.total TFluffernutters" made on a mass pra
tion basis.
Write the total number completed on the Chalkboard'.

.

9..

Compare production outputs by the two methodsof production.

In

terms. of ,output, discds1 the differences between unit .and mass
,Iliproduction and betweell division of labor versus single worker production. Also, discuss how mass production affects costs and
profits.

10.,J)ass out the treats.
II. .Form a*clean-up production
Source of Activity: Adapted from a lesson plan'by Emmett J. Cotter, Social
Studies Department, City of Warwick Public Schools, Warwick, Rhode Island as
Appeared in Econothically Speaking, Center for the DevelopMent of Economics
'Education, University of the Pacific, Stockton, California.

ii
t.

r

1.01

%.

4

LAMA' S DILEMMA.

I

*

duction: This lesson is designed to help studentvdefine the concept
of `opportunity cost" end to formulate a replacement industry for -the
island of Lanai: 'Students will also identify and analyze the "opportunity
cost" of this newly'formulated industry. Opportunity cost is the decision
Int

.

to produce bne good which necessitates giving up the possibility of producing.something else.
,
Jr

Time Required:. 45 minutes.

____,,--

.

Concept:

Opportunity cost.

Instructional Objectives:

v
9

After the activity, students will be ableto:

1.. Define term "opportunity cost." :

L

(

.

.

2.

Determine Ofik Oportuni; ty cost of, a.given action.

3.

Explain why the cost of an act is the best alternativp given up.
-

Materials Required:

.

"pineapple, Bananas,, or Why Ate Young Keep Leaving Lanai."

1.

Reading:

2.

The Real. Cost, worksheet.

k
-

an

Procedure:
1.

On chalkboard, write. in bold letters the, term "OPPORIANITY COST."
Next to the term-, write the following definition as stated:
The cost of an economic action as determined by the value of
the opportunities foregone. Or simply, opportunity cost is
opportunity lost.

2.

Explain the definition and make any clarifications {if necessary)
to the students.

3 Followup with a discussion to provide an apportunity for the students to relate what is the opportunity cost involved with the
following examples:
summer job - picking pineapples
-

eating hambrgers
renting a home

.N.
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1

4

;

4.

Have students relate any examples of opportunity cost of their
own anf d share them with members of the clals.

5.

'Pass out the article handout, pineapples, Bananas, Or WhIr the
Yowl
Leayin Laj ai by San Francisco.Wall Street Journal
Writer, Kat ryn
ris
en (HO 481)14 each student. Inform
them to read silently-to hemselves. (Allow 10-15 minutes,)
.

4

As soon as they appeared to be dope reading the article, 'randomly
select 'students to recall the major highlights of the article.
Discuss 'the majot ideas of the afticle with the clasi.

.6.

Instruct students to construct Gains and Losses columni an a
sheet of paper.--(Relate to them the fact that Castle and Cooke
(C & C) now owns 98% of Lanai's 141'square miles and there is
only .one major industry, Pineapple Agriculture by C teC on the
Under each column,= they are to list those things
(pdbple, businesses, etc.) which they feel are "benefiting" or
"losing" from C.& C's large ownership of the island witty the
present "sole" pjneapple industry. Allow
em 10 minutes.

7.

-

r

C & C's Pineapple Industry on-Lanai
f
Losses
Gains

4

.

-1.

existing (on1j) doctor-

1." young keep leaving island

2.

existing (only.) dentist

2.

"hjgh" cost of living

3.

C & C Industry

3.

'spoor" inter-island flight
schedule

4.

existing stores & banks

4.

5. "safe & quiet" atmosphere

\

-s

lack of qualitative medical
.services
5.
shortage of housing

A0

"heydai" of 'Hawaii1S'yesterday

6.

"winding, narrow & pockmarked"

6:

roads

,
..:

8.
.

.

'

,

Construct Gains and Losses columni od the blackboard. When
studenti have completed the assignment, randomly select students c
to share some of theiObviewpoints and record them under the
-respect5i-011ffihs on-the-blacktmard7=-1f-pbssibte-,--retrteye-as
many responses from the students. -Discuss responses with the'
l,a
students.
.

-.:

9.

.

,

Homework assignment:' Hand out Worksheet The Real Cost to each
Inform them that they may either work singly or in pairs.
student.
Go over the directions with the students and make sure each student
When the
worksheet's objectives and_expectations.
is aware of
assignment is completed, each person or pair will deliver a presentatioh to the class.
I
i

,

k , .', lit.
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a

"PINEAPPLE, BANANAS, OR WHY THE YOUNG KEEP LEAVING LANAI"

On

Saturdays;

whistce

n9°5 a.m.

,

.__.

Mows to summon labtirers_to the

r

.

1,

.pineapald fieldi, Secinatdo Bueno and his Filipino friends gather at the two
la

weathered Acnic tables lothe grassy town square.
,

Sitting on ,cardboard
4

..

.

mats "to protect their clothing from,the.iron-rea 4irtf6aked into the tables,
.

,

.-

.

they spend the morni6 lazily sharing gossip,'a half-pint of Seagram's and'.
A can of 7-Up..

4

I

-,
'

C.-..1

i

This is the best place in the United States," says Mr. Buena, a slight,
.

silver - haired man who has lived on this island foroore than halif his 60

years.' "It is the one placAhere.)ife is safe and quiet.
.

...

change.

a

-

,

It does not

.

..

Herd we depepd only on the rtpeningbf.the pipeapple."

;
.

r

.

So it has been since 1922, Oen am Dole bought this hump of'Volcahic
,

1 \._

I

,

.

*

.

land for $1.1 mill On and trinsforied.Lanal-4e4gribed a century ago by'a
N.
,

Mormon missionary as "a healed-up ulcer

.

.

.

an anciefit pun hbowl of molten

'

.

earth"--into a huge pineapple Olantatio0 Castle & Cooke 1 c., the Honolulu..

'

.

,
.

based company that sells pineapple under the Dole brand, now ownsN98% of

1

*

....10

Lanai's 141 sqOare Hiles, making the island the only inhabited one in the
state still under single ownership.

)fr

.

Off the Tourist Track

,

.

i

.

.

While other HaWaiian islands swarm with jet-age tourists seeking,sun,

,

i

-

drInched, surf-slapped beaches; Lanai, with its.. steep and r0ugh caasti$ne,
'remains thd'picture of a plantation settlement.

Pineapple fields,Ared

soil rich with iron and zinc, blanket one side of the island.

On the other,

/

-7-

wihdward side, hills pf.brush and scrubby-grass slope down to a dense over:
.
AL
.
0
groweh of bushy kiawettrees. Thi two sides are separated.by'a ridge of
.

1

transplanted NO'rfolk IsIandopines,

/

'
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a

O.

1

.

Ah°0-6a3f-Of the 2;100 residents still live in_small, company-owned
blue, 'green or pink wooden houses.

The island's three paved roads are

,..
.

.

.

_

winding, narro* and deeply pockmarked, making premature relics of anything
,

less sturdy than four-wheel-drive vehicles.

Life revolves to ally around

thkVast pineepOle'fields where the fruit is planted and pick d by hand,
.

and to call Lanai quiet is an understatement.

1;

,

)

But this seemingly serene ."

.

ocean isle is elppling with worry:

It is losing its children.r.

.

.

"We've been exporting two things oft this islan° for years pineapples
and

ids," says Duane Blacks.

YEvAl when our children'want to stay here, and
....

i

-

.

many''do, wecan't offer-them the jobs they want."

To*Mitsunaga, who came
,

.

to Lanai in 1925, agrees.

.

40

"This Island.isn't like Ha lii, and if we were

selfish we would keep it that way," he says. 'But of

?number of young people

is shrinking, and that is 1)0 for all of us here." I

If Lanai's total reliance upon pineapples is responsible for its pristine
0-0
existence, that reliance isalso sapping the island of its vitality.
Each
.

.

,

year, the av;rage age of the resident work fOrce,,already in the 5D's, grows
another year older,.Castle & Cooke says, and more seasonal workers must be
imported.

I

.
,.

v

Alarmed, Castle & Cooke and others on Lanai are resurrecting a plan (--%

shelved several years ago that calf for "low density, high-class resort and
%

second=homee development.

They- ope to provide jobs outside the pineapple

(.,..fields without spoiling th- r pastoral island,'but whether thq plan will even
be,undertaken won -'t -be c ear fo k-some'-

_____
time.--

%Awhile, it is obvious why'Lanai's youths are fleeing to the'military
bralcpes or to other islands where bright lights

excitement and easier money.

d tourists promise more

"This is real plantation Ming; there As no
6

outside influence," says Richard Pittsinger, administrator of the -14 -bed

11-50°

1.05

..

.

hospital owned and operated by the,state:

.

"o

,

.

'

"Our young people have to ;leaves

9

tDeV go bananas if they staY .here too fOng."
,

.

1

1

A
Moreover, teenagers here know how tedimetHe plantation job's area

.

..;

--....._-Manybegin working part time in the field s at 15, and they abhor(the pro)

4

spect Of-.picking *wit for the rest of their lives.

Harmesting ofjineapples has changed little in the past 35 yearii

La-

1../
berers-wa4.11owlyugh the dente,waist-high planti to handpick,the fruit.
34.

They gently dropiihe.priCkly pineapples onto aillconveyor belt that -extends
4

like an ,arm, fr om,:a machine that rides atop a truck with a fruit bin.

Despite-

,

1

the oppressive neat; the work gangs are heavily clothed to 'keep from being
scratched merciless1V'b

the plants.

around their faces beca se ,of
-the-thick-fields-to-ea

Some wear floppy hats and wr p bandannas

he dust'.

For eight hours, they pot
tough'

-"Wages-based-on-how many seven-ton bins theyrffil.

An exPeriinced picker working on

productive gang earns about $EL50 an hour.

During the peak harvest ti A.r4,

'd-Juhe

rough August, the

plan

OA

,tat160: 011 shlp. 15,000 to 17,00
& Cooke- "s MOnolulu cannery.

.nt of pineapples weekly by barge to Caitle

t

More than 1;306 laby.ef's will be in the fields,

at least 500 of those will be no -Lanai residents.' The summer invasion
.

4-

.,.

.

.

,.

oio many outsiders, who live in barracks scattered around town, disrupts

iband life very little.

Most ofthe (Iewtomeriare members of organized

'

_groups and are pr)ibitel.from socializing with local residents who prefer it
"

that way

Already. 120 high school boys.from the mainland are here, recruited by a

Salt Like City firm that receives $100 for each worker it sends. vibe.young
4

4
.

men pay their:own way to the island, worm six months at the minimum wage plus

incentives, and attend tbeA.own school a

raght.

Old Ron Wirick, came because "Hiwaii

d like a good place to'spend six

Most, including 17 year')

.106

'

I.

,""
...

.
.

-

_

S umping W
-With exhaustion after" a 'day.

months'.

the field, the 'young

+

,

,..

enc
Califon len says that ple-exp1 rie-etis
good for. me,. but this place sure
..,

'...?

' "it'

----isn't-my
idea_of what a clawaiian-islinewould -he."
.
f

,

.

I

Por Tothers, inai'is one of the

.few remaining examples of what Hawaii

Reminders of the past are everywhere: .a hilltop cemetery where,
.
4
unmarked wooden Crosses protrude crookedly fom rock piles; a rusted ship,
/
v
grounded
on
Shipwreck
Reef
on
the
island's uninhibited northeast side,
*,
-,-,
once was.

/

,

../

ancitnt. rock Orri4gs, yet to be deciphered. At

during the hey-.

day of missionarl righteousnesi.,4inai Was designateda colony for convicte6
.

tatus that lasted only until a nearby, island colony'of

adulteresses, a

>

'-

.

adllteters burl tk anoes ,tcyr*tie-the
Those Lanai

ntencLak_som.
.

,

_

women.

sidents who advocate bridging limited resort industry' here
ti es of the past- would endure and even rivive.
-3.--.-.-+---1......
,

.

td zen--. general store

that rim the.town square would probOl-y continue
their
.
__,

-

.

.

.\

idday habit of _closing for an hour or so, they say, and perhaps someone

iwotAreoPen the bowl ng alley o the movie theater. Mane a veterinarian,
a lawyer or_an acc

tt wbuld move to the island, too, eliminating the

expense ,atraveling,jo

rvices.

some comfort in Castle

Nearly everyone takes

Almost_ to al ownership of Lanai, Suggesting.
'V Pt

.

that the big company is likcely to protect he island from being ovdrrun by
sunburned tourists.

.

But-the strongestargument for chdnge is offered by school librariani
Sylvia. Mitsunaga, who asserts \that Lanal 'can't- afford "to Maintain ,its aloof
,

.isolation if tte price s beco ing a colony of-senior citizens.
.

- -"For now,

-o A
-'-' \
'envelops Lanai 14 enchanting beac .
_

.

--.

this "c1,01oks very pretty and charring,"

.

she says as twilight'

"But 20 years from now, then what?
O

wi.l l we bethen?'

1:0 7

Where

Source:

The Nal 1

Street-

May
May 114.4;981.

1Wyri Chri stensen, Staff RepOrter
.

A-.

Article written by

of The.Val 1 Street -Journal .

Name

"

DIE REAL COST

4,

_

_

'Directions:' You' way .work on thrs assignment singly or in pairs. This
as si gfiment.
ue-tono rrow.
should be=-typed or legible.

Presenth t ion., of- your findings
You-wi)1 be allowed 3 minutes

to present yourfinangs' to

:tile.
.'t

class.

K. Christensen prtiOhted_ in her .article-Lan-ais.i.7possible destiny (Senior
cititeivp- refuge)- if--anOther Industry is noi'developed. One alternative
or solution ..:ited iii the-erticle As -a proposeclhotel-resort on the island's

'pOppler-coestline,- beach=rerits,:liariele-Nolup00.4y, area
,

S

-_

,-:

/.

,

_ObjettiVes:_

.-Develep a.-profitablg industry which also. considers- these

criteriet:'

_

.

_

.

imal water.
ryes have capacity for 12,000_member

7.cik titi 1 ize

empl o

,

-,unskjiled worker..

lriper. the present lifestyle

Axplaih the_opportuitity cost invitved in your choice of
industfy in less than 3 0 -- words: (Also explain the,possible''gains . and los es" with the developed industry.)

GOOD LUCK!

.

L-

4
loc..-

:

Pe'

ROAD TO THE AGE OF. DISCOVERY

I

.

Introduction: All societies have to deal with the economic problem of
scarcity. The allocation of a. society's l%mited resources havCan effect
on the sUpply and demand cif-goods. This lesson, gives the students'practice
in analyting the "economig")notives -behind historical events.
,

.

,

Time: Reouiredie. 40-50

,

Conce ti and Skills: /Scarcity,. Supply, Demand and Predicting- Changes on
ectives :

Ai- the end of the activity, students.will be,

.

a

Define the term scarcity,in relation to wants and. avaiiable

A

resources.
.

1

Predict changes_in equilibrium price-.andtquantity when given a
.change In a 4ddtertainant of demand or supply.
.

'Materials_ Re tilted:Review of Terms- Handout.

.

Historical Worksheet-. (Quo:tes:itaken -.from A History of Our
-American. Rdpubl ic,- Glenn-II, Linden, Laidlaw Brothers, )379.)

Procedure:

I.

I

Distribute 4Review of Terms" handout to students, %Discuss the
terms on the handout with the class.

2.. Divide the class into groups'of three and have a person be the
group_leader and recorder.
3.

Handout the "Historical Worksheet."

directions to the class.

Read" the introduction and

4.' Allow students 15-20 minutes to work in their groups.

.t

_-.

After students hait. cmplileted the worksheet, have each: group
recorder share th ir findings by drawing the original.graph
and the predicted changesein the-graph on the chalkboard.
-

4

T

111 0
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=
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.

;

1:1

.

Eistuss the 4inswers with the '41.0faSs anS ;;vieW the terms- scarcity

and the determinants of Supply and demand.
9)

a

Possible' summary qupstions :
a.

Why :were spices and precious metes in suck high' demand in
Europe ?

=

-

b. .Why were thpse commodities as welf is bther, Asian luxuries
so scarce in Europe during tile Middle Ages?
c.
Explaih him/ thescarctty-oftuch wanted gods motivated indi'
viduali and nations to seek new solutions:'v
d.
List. five. technological advances that resulted from ,Europe's
efforts %o obtain scarcc commodities.
,,Source of Activity:

Adapted from a lesson .plan by L. Kamaile Shultz,

Mililani High School.

A

111

.40

4b,

a'
It

'REVIEW OF TERMS

\ZS,

.

a,
.

:

'

,.

.

available:econbmic resources are inadequate to satisfy all

Scarcity:
..

.,

'human wants.

,

Dema04 the buyer side of the market; it reflectsthe ability and the
willingness to buy something you want to have:

Supply:

the seller side of the market; it reflects the willingness of
sellers to sell,

Determinants:

those things that affect the supply or demand of a good
or semi/ice.

--

5 determinants of demand:

I.

(Own) Price

2.

Income of the community

3,

Prices, of other goods (substitutes
and complements)

4, Tastes and' preferences
5. .Everything else

a

r5determiyalLotjlpilt:'
e

-

1,

(Own) Price

2,

Prices of input (factors of produc-

i

thmiasources

.

3.

Ayallability of inputs

4.

Technology

5,

Everything else

/

-/

a

112-,

-

t
-HISTORICAL WOR6iIEET

Introduction! This, lesson is.,to giVe you the opportunity to apply the
economic Coicepts yoti've learned to thehistorjc events just prjor to ,the
'!Age of Discovery". whin;.due to scarcities of spices and precious metals.
European natidhs embarked upon great voyages of exploration. Yoti will be
asked to draw conclusions-_abolit4iow economic needs provide a motivating
factor in history.

.

Pro cedure:
1.

Read the following paragraphs and draw the effect it would have on
the demand and supply curve.

2.

Identify thedeterminant of the change. Remember that you must
first decide whether thepa-ragraph indicates a change in the supply
curve.. Or-the deand curvq:or both.
4

4

3.

\

Determine *lather there would L.4 an increase or a decreasein the
Equilibrium Price andtfle Equilibrium Quantity.

The manufacture of European goods.

A.

'Between 1000 and 1300'thetrusides
a series of holy wars - were
fought in the Middle East. Crusaders returning to Europe brought goods from
the Middle East back with them.
In this waythe Crusades helped to revive
trade in Western Europe, which had greatly decreased during the Middle Ages.
With the growth of trade, agriculture and the manufacture of handmade goods
also increased."
,

ft.

P
Determinant

:e

..

Effect on Equilibrium P
Effect on Equilibrium Q
e10

B.

Spices and

ecious metals.

":..mhen the Turks gained control of the Middle East in the 1400's, they
blocked many.of the laild routes over which these goods were transported. Asa result, goods - such as sptces and precious metals - from Asia dwindled in
Western Europe ata time when the demand for these items was increasing."

'3

.//'
1

Determinant
Effect on Equilibrium P

,MW

/r;

Effect on Equilibrium Q
14s,_
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.

Precious metals needed.

C.

.,

,

L.

I

:With the growth of trade and commerce in Western Europe, more and more
coins were needed for financial transactions. Demand for precious,metals
from which to make coins out-stripped the mine supplies in Western Europe."
"

P

'

.

4

.

...

7

Determinant

Effect on Equilibrium.P
Effect on Equilibrium .Q

0

,-

Other Europeans seek to break the Italian Mbnopely (on spices, etc.).
*

,

'

.
i

s

"Other Europeans 'resented the Italian monopolyja market where there is
only oneseller'who is free to set any price and produce any quantity that
.
is desired) on transporting goods frdm,the Middle East. As a result, in
the late 1400's voyages to'seardh,for a water route to China were sponsored
\\\0
.

c\

y some Europeans natimee(The water raute was found.)"

p

.

t.

AINIO

Determinant
Effect on Equilibrium P
t%

E.

Effect on Equilibrium 0

New ideas and new technology lead to more trade (spices, etc.4.

"Once kings and merchants in other European countries understood that
better ships, more accurate instAments, and improved maps made longer
voyages possible, they too began to sponsor voyages of exploration.
Their
goal was not mainly to find new lands, but rather to find a sea route to the
Far East and thus increase their wealth through trade with this area (Asia).
I)
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Determinant_
Effect on Equilibrium P
Effect on Equilibrium Q
/1"'

4
J..

ANSWERS TO HISTORICAL WOR

HEET

5
4m

4.

Determinant

,

.rV
d':'

riti:

Introduction of spices,
crusades
.

'Effect on gquilibrium-P Higher
Effect osi Equilibrium Q Higher

1.

.

Pt. elt

"t3k
f4

\-"Turks

Determinant

routes

t of trade.

n Middle East-

Effect on Equilibrium P

Higher

Effect on Equilibrium Q_Sower

Determinant

Italians monopolize
Asian trade

I

'

Effect on Equilibrium P 'Higher

Effect on Equilibrium Q Lower

D.?

Determinant New water routes to Asia

.11-60

Effect on Equilibrium P

Lowet

Effect on Equilibrium Q

Higher

.

*
7

1
I

..

--#13elenai4nt

Technological advances

4

.

A

Effect on Equilibrium P lower
Effect on Equilibrium Q Higher

.

t

.

,

,

A
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v
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i
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A.

I

o
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#
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ANYBODY FOR MONOPOLY?
e

,

.

.

Monopoly (single firm industry) can be identified as an ,
ndustry having no, close substitutes, being a price maker, blocking entry
of new firms, and engagina iri goodwill advertising.- A monopoly has effects
on price and output by maTntaining.control over supply to keep out 'twice
cutting 6ompetitors and trying to increase demand. This lesson introduces
the concepts of monopoly and competitive markets and helps the itudknts to
differentiate the two market yodels.'
Introduction:-

Time Required: .60 minutes.
Monopoly, CoMpetitive Markete:

Concepts:

Instructional Objectives:

At the end of the activity, students will be able

to:

Nonopoly", and !competitive marketT"---------/

2.

List the characteristics,of a monopoly and a competitivemarket.

3.

Differentiate between examples, of monopoly and competitive market.

4.

Apply the conceptual terms of monopoly. and competitive market to
new examples.

Materials Required:
C.

1.

Monopolistic/Competitive Situations Worksheet:

2

Models of Market Structures Handout. -.

3.

A Case Study:

Fort HarrisonOorksheet.
.

.

e

Procedure;
.,

.

.

On the chalkboard define the terms "monopoly" and "competitive

1.
.

marketas-foitows:
MONOPOLY - A market where there is only one seller; pr4ce setter.
COMPETITIVE MARKET - A market where there are 1
umbers of
buyers and sellers; price-takers (accepts the rice that the market
gives.)

2.

Next to the definitions of monopoly and competitive market, list
the characteristics of each market model as follows:
MONOPOLY - (1) one seller, (2) no close substitutes, (3) entry to
market restricted, (4) price-setter.
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.
AN)--

..

..

,
;

,:

.

.,v,

COMPETITIVE !MKT

.-

(1) many buyers ands sellers, (2) varied pro'ucts.,

(8) unrestricted entry to market, (4)price taker 0

-,

qt

_
---For reinforcolent, 8istribute sheet on monopoly /competitive §ityations
asking each tudent.to,-label each situation as monopolistic or 1

3..

v

competiti*and indicate which of the defining attributes they
listgOW-Step lAig: present.,

I.

4

i

.

4

d'

4. .Ask Students to speculate about conditions*giving rise to. monopoly
or competitive,markits and conditions which-result from monopoly
or competittve,liarkets.
.
.

5.

Drawing upon given attributes and student ideas,createmodelsrepresenting a monopoly market and competitive market.
Discuss these
models with the Class, .(See examples below.)

6.

Have students create and share-with their class examples ot.monopoly
and competitive markets
in their locality, justifying theiricate_
_

_

7.

DistributeAhe.Fort"Harrison case'study, asking students
instances of monopoly and:coMpetitive markets.

8.

Students.freq4 uiritbi believe-,that-allmOnoOolies are the r ult of 4.
conspiratorial businist-practices. ANk- them-what .inciden
of monopoly in-Fort Harrisonprobably resulted froM:stith-conspir cies and_

.

.

find

'

.

what intidents.did
Aik_students to desCribe_monopoltes which
were-not-a_resultt_of.consOnacy., (Studentt:-should:Obse se-thatgovernment may:encourage.munopolies in_utilities or in.m_ss-transportatiott-for--exaMple.:fIt shouldlalsobe-noteathat_minotoolies _
may occur naturally when-.the market foritht.not support 78re,than one
efficient supplier or-services
i.e., only oneveteriffirtan in

klightly'populatedarea.).
.

Ask students toideritify the probable sourCeeof monolidly power'in
the events identified in steps.2 or 5.

9.

A..

/

_10..-In-preparat-ice-for_a_futuralessonalListudentstoAptermihi-Whether
.

.

they see advantages or disadvantages. for the consumgr in a"monopol i sti e==
Th..
/
.situation.
t
b
.

-_-..

/

.

.

developed by D. Fei/1 and E. Melviri
v
,Source of-this Activity: This activity
for Teachin Social Studies Methods With Economics, PurduOniversity Center
of Economic E ucation, Denn s Weidenaar, Q rector, 1981. rUsed with permission.
i

i

4

tl
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Monopolistic/Competitive Situations

Directions:

Write the word imotiopolistic'lor 'competitive' in the blank to
the left of each item, depending on the nature of the given
situation.
.
r
..

1. Snyders' has the exclusive franchise to market Tuzuki
motorcycles .in this country. .9
2. Sageway_begins giving trading stamps in An attempt to try,to.
encourage more customers to shop-there.
r

3. Only one .airline has direct flights frok Pittsburghto
Cleveland.
shoppers_go to Ihe,store for coffee,

When brand to buy:
wch

they can't decide

-

S. Dr. Hartwell is the only veterinarian in the area.
,

1.

I

6. A manufacturing coMpany discovers that one supplier controls
the bauxite needed ltr production of its best selling
alumiripm product.

*.

I. fidelity Bank institutes longer hours and adds a drive-in
window to attract more customers.
$

.

.

.

,

8. When Mrs. Brown-decides to.6uy a new color television, she
finds that three stores-tatry the brand and model shewould
.*
' like.
.
.

_9. Only one dealer in A hundred -mite radius sells a particular
make of foreign car..
10? Three colleges and, universities in a state offer majors ill--drama-,--but-only_on.e_offgrs a major in chemicdl engineering.

/
11. Thel-city's eight gas stations all sell regular ga%, at the
same price.
s.

12. Howard's Market runs two-page ads weekly, featuring low
prices and coupon;specials.

111-3
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MODELS OF MARKET
STRUCTURES.
.

-.

1.E

ri-Exam le*A:..Mono Olistic 'Market

.

.

i absence -of price 1
°
.1
competttidn:illegal agreement -.
presence driTirgTal
among, producers-to limit
or small number,. II'
..,
of 'supplites - 4N%
40011 price IcompetitiOn.
_

.-----

Monopolistic

v
y o pro ucer o .1.6.....9.
Market
control 'market price
_
ovey

146.--......),

1

[Wilted market entrA1

negligible market

potential for new firms

pressure for efficiency

fprice 'higher_and
-supply lower-than
under competi 'live
market

.1

$

4

Example B:

Competitive Market

price is a function!
of supply/demand

price competition
and varietlyl present

adyertisement price

,

_spe.cials. are common

-.

no firm or collection I
of firms able to
I
i
control prices

competition in services

Competitive
Market

,,

44--aPft la's
ma

°

_PIPserae_of_malte-i

vaned produceM.

of service .' i

well as in prices

,

f

.

competitive

relatively unrestricted.
-

entry to market for new
producers
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efficiency

.
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-A-Case Stud

Fart. Harrison
.

.

Althauglh not a metrbpolis; .For Harrison is' far. from being a onehorse, tawn-.__ JO _addition-to -tile_pa.bi_it MO school; there are two --private
high schools:- one Catholic, and ane;_lutheran.-' The: 'city_ eV en has .twq"

.

.

tele/IMan stations and bib 4atTy tieWipapers, althoUgh-both aeWsPapdrs are

owned, by the' same- family. City residents:-Obtsin 41 eatri cit$ from- a city-,
owned'. plant;- mor&vers. there is ,service -from one- Water_ company and one

phone catipany in the .locality..._ The city's inain -traffic artery is dotted
with ast.food chains, gas stations-i'And -taverns.. In fact,., residents
'point With, ironic pride to Ithe fact -that:there is 'an equal number of bars
and
prOhes-,:in the town. The city' residents also
with pride to
Harri on- Memorial; the only;:hosPlital-in a_.fort -mil
and.ta the
t' their hospital staff includes._gist
the' only 'ardiolo
and allergist

Z.__ _fact
_
-_

_

.
in--th s part
the state. -_.With the presence' o
e ospital, the area has
' an'Un sual ly gh number of general' prattitioners a d'family pridtice
sptcialists, for a town -of its ',size,: imlIke..-nearby- G nvil_10 which has

. been Seeking a local doctor -for :three years.,. City go\%1
itne:tt also savor the
delitafFies.from "At 'Petit Paris,'' the only,- authentic F nch restaurant in .

I.

.

.

the state.._- Weekends, cars from =as faraway as-= three -hu dredniles:cari be
seen q-f-the: restaurant's' parking Tot- Yet,: tawnsPeople -agree,,.Fort Harrison

\

is a pretty good-place if/people come that far just to eat a meal.

ti

.1

a.

.

.

,
$.

#

.

..

/
WORKSHEET'

4

_

Categorize the. fallowing.Inctustries accordipg, to whethir. they _should
sti.c _competition oligapolyl!pe pure'
be labeled .p.0 re __competcitio_n
monopoly:

.
-

Ct.

r

',

e.

Telephone Seriricel

.4

3.

Razor Blades
,

.1(

ti

.

Chocolate. Caiidy
O

'Detergents
.4

6.

Women's Clothes

Conniercial

B.

Petroleum Refining
0

Tiressand Tubes

Restaurants

to,

-

_

1

PLEASANTVILIA

.

Introduction: Many economic actions affect; people who are not directly
involved in those actions. These effects are celled ext,rnal costs
and external benefitg. Pollution destroying fishing grounds is an
External
example of:external Cost for people who engage in fishing.
benefits Might result when a vacs ...lot is converted into a mini =park
Even people not involved in the use of the park might gain a benefit
fromAncreased land values:, Externat costs and benefits are faced
Whenever people live in groups, therefore, this lesson can be integrated into a unit of study
which people are faced with making
- decisions about the use-of their environment.
This simulation is an activity in which secondary students analyze
and evaluate a-problem by playing the-roles-of community leaders, conconcerned citizens and other members of the community. The activity
requires the students'to make decisions 'related to external costs.

IimAgListt 60 minutes.
Concepts:'

AL,

:Adel or external cost.
Sbeial or

2.

benefit.

Instructional Oblieo ives:

At the end of the activity, students will be able

to:,

Define and give examples of social costs.

I.

2. Wine and give examples of Social benefits.
Materials Required:
_
,

2.

A 24" x 36" enlargement of the, map of Pleasantville or overhead
transparmicy of the map..
Fact sheet on 'the background of Pleasantville.

Procedure:
1.

Explain to the class that they will be assuming roles of community
leaders, concerned citizens and other members of the community of
Pleasantville and will be making decisions about problems in this
city.

2.

Introduce the concept of external costs (See Introduction).

3.

Have students read backgound information on Pleasantville.
information can be displayed through either an overhead transparency
(See Background Information.)
or dittoed student copies.

01 123

O

-Shoal= students .:the map of-Pleas. antville by:
a)

)

POSting_the enlarged map of Pleasantville at the front of the
Displaying the Map.thrnugh an overhead projection or

:DistribUtingAittoed copies of- the mip.

-After :the -cl-eSS:has__ read the- background -Information and studied.

the -map of- Pleasantville ;-_the .teacher -identifies six .groups of
'students who Will:-rePresent. each of the- interett:groups.
6.

-7.

Let-students meet-_-in =thetr---groups for fifteen 115) minutes to organge -their-thinking-in q,rder.t0-:devel op .a statement of support.
or..attionls.deemet.:desfrable fOr ;the* interest-..group.
:
Tell city-_meMbers..tha they should:name fazaliar with the
problem;andlhat;_they-are res nsible:for conducting the town
physical layout of the meeting such as
meeting.
chaii.arrin Men#J_ a_tab le for the council, keeping order; all owin
_

s,

equal Speak. ng opportunities:fur-all groUps., etc.
_

8.

Aftef grokips:hive.w_-.o rke._zcr ogither __fa*fiftienC1 53-minutes

tell the

.eity_-40uncit- to-01.1-_thetew(meeting-to order:

-roXiMately--;fiftetif..minutes before !the i.end_ of the class period
_

_

thc-.cit-y1.-eOtifiti-1 0,-000f:for five (51- minutes and render

theirdecitiokoni_the:iroblet10.

Ap_proXiMately---3en

.

:minutes -before the end of the cl ass_ period
-""

have studepts-::distUss.-ftke.

) Do you ihinkf_7_0e.--ciVidouncil_:Made a fair decision? Why or why
.

b)--:WhichInteresf_kgioUp'.was-the_*St influential?-; Why?
Which-:,-.9rOUp_:,WM4uffer_the-_-greatest external: eosts?-.-Which
(Note;
greatest_. Xternal
.

than
people: oth
d-faccirve
External ;---costs' and
what
--t.hese.4406-,--iliflifenced::the-.:aetUal-deeision.- For 'ex
-groups f:oppoted-40.-thefinal--_ul anM11/-stil 1 ---benef*

d) -,identifSt-Several::kxamplis of external =costs and ternal
---fits:-..accroing-firbk-actions---Ondertiken in the local -community or

Source-Of--Activit :
Department of

Adapted from lesson 13.0 In .the Marketplace, State

ueation, Olympia Washington; 1978 pp .117-122.

permission-.

2'

Used with

r
SACKGROUNO

hF

.73

-PLEKS.ANTVILL4kIS k CITY :ON THE JACKSON RIVER,
LOCATED ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES. POPPLATIOtf

IS 75,000 AND INCREASING, CAUSING DEMANDS FOR
ADDITIONAL DOWNTOINA'ARKING. THE BUSINESS PERSONASSOtIATION
OF PLWANTVILLE-HAS_REQUESTED THE
Mi(COUNCIL TO'REZONE A SECTION OF THE DOWNTOWN
AREA-FO:A A LARGE.P:ARKINO URAGE.I-Ig PROPERTY

I

IN-111JETION IS LOCATED IN. THE OITRENTER ON A

.P4111LANE MAIN-ARTERY
INCLUDES k PORTION-

OFTOE-CITY..PRoPERTY I
irCiTY PARK

k MAW

IS FOR
APARTMENT COMPLEX. THE- -REZONE
ONE_ CITY BLOCK-AND WILL
APPROMATELY 0-0E=-HALF OF ONE
INVOLVED Ig
THE.INTEREST
PARK :400 -CARS.

THIS PROPOSAL ARE:
-1$

A)

BUSINESS PERSONS',ASS061ATION (BPA)

B1

OUR PARKS COMMITTEE ISOP)

CY
.0)

le

CITY. STREET IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE

APARTMENT

I

.

E)

CITY

NAM COMMISSION

,

F.

CITY COUNCtL

ADDITIONAL MFORMATIOH ABOUT THE PROBLEM:
A)

THE PARVIS THE ONLY GREEN BELT
IN THE AREA.

B)

PRESENT PARKING SPACE IN THIS AREA
111.4
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PUBLIC GOOD

Introduction: There are tines when the government must become involved in
market activitiesuch as supplying goods and services, setting prices, (nd
making production and distribution decisions. This is' often the case with
"public goods." A public good is a good or service whose consumption by one
person does not exclude consumption b# others. The concept of public good
is closely related to external costs -- a third party receives benefits.
This lesson is designed to introduce the concept of public good to the
students.

Time Required;

30 minutes.

Public Good.

Concept:

Instructional Objective:

At the end of the activity, students will be able

to:
1.

Define term "public good."

2.

Distinguish (identify) between examples and non-examples of public
goods.

Material Required:
1.

Public. Goods Worksheet.

Procedure:
1.

Introduce the term ."public food" to the class by writing the definition on the chalkboard as fdllows:

A good or service Whose'consumption by one person does
PUBLIC GOOD
not exclude consumption by others.
,

2.

List some examples and non-:examples of public goods on the chalkboard,
e.g.
'

\

.

candy bar
sunset
lighthouse,
television reception
national defense

-

IBi§ Mac'

-

non-example
example
example
exampleexample
don-example

-

.

3.

Hand out Worksheet "Public Gdods."

4.

Instruct students to read the worksheet and to complete the answers.
(Allow 10 minute's)

V-1
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.

4
5.

After students have completed the worksheet, -gamer
with the elass. Answers are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

A copy.'of-Newsweek
A<Harvard-University.EduEationHawaii-Education
The- Pacific- Ocean

the

nonlexample
-..non-example
non- example

-

-

example ,;(
non-example
non-example

-

non-example

-

non-example (not _a. good)

-

A candled apple atithe punahou Carnival
-A seae,at the.4th of July fireworks show
at Aloha-Stadium
A ChevroletSmoke-pollution-from a steel mill
.

7.

8.

9. A painting.in a museum
10.
Police protection
6.

7.

-

example
example

Ask students if.examples correlate, to the defihition of public goods.
if not, why:doesn't it fit the deicription?

For review discuss with the clasp the definition of'a public good
and the benefit of public goods in relation to the cost of goods'
'and services.
I.

Source of Activity: This activity developed by Gail Tamaribuchi,
King
Intermediate School.

k.

4

,

f

,

28.

f-

V-2

Public Goods

Which of the'following are examples of public goods.
answers with a sentence
two

Explain each of your

I: A copy of Newsweek

2.

A Harvard University education

3.

A University of Hawaii education

4.

The Pacific Ocean

4

a

S.

4

A candied 'apple at the Punihou Carnival

6.' A seat at the 4th of July fireworks show'at Aloha Stadium

7.

A Chevrolet

8.

Smoke poslution from a steel mill

9.

A painting in a museum

'VD.

,

-

Police protection

_1.29

.

0

Public Goofs

Which of the following are examples of public goods.
answers -with s-sentatebr-two.

Explain each of your

ti

1. A copy of Newsweek

2.

A Har4ard University education
44,

3.

A. University of Hawaii education

4.

The Paci)ic Ocean

a
5.

A candied.apple.at the Punahou Carnival

,6 A seat at the-4th of July fireworks show at Aloha Stadium

7.

A Chevrolet

8.

Smoke pollution from a steel till

9.

painting in a museum

10. Police Protection,

130
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ECONOMIC GOALS

This lesson is designed to encourage secondary students to
In the
igportant4outcomes expected from our economic system.
end, the students 'Should be prepared,to stipulate .what economic gbals are,
the most important to theft and why. In-addition to gainitiOnSights into
their own values about our economic System, they will explore more closely
society's economic goals and become aware of the difficulties involved ,in
achieving these goals in a pluralistic society.
Introduction:

Time Required:

45 minutes,

Concept:- Economic Goals.
Instructional Oh'ectives:

The students will deMonstrate their understanding

o the difficulties of,systematic economic goal setting in a pluralistic
society by.:

identifying the goals iherbelievelheir economic system should

1.

achi

e.

4

2.

Obs rving the relationship between specific goals and abstract,
g
lized goals.

3.

dgntifying the conflicts andtrade offs involved i'n achieving
multiple economic goals.

4.

Analyzing the values underlyill each economic goal.

5.

Ordering economic goals according to their own beliefs and values.

*,

Materials Required:
1.

Chalk and chalkboard (or overhead projector, transparency, and pen).

2.

Teacher background material (concepts for evaluating economic
actions and policies).

Procedure:
1.

.

Ask the students to suggest in their own words what they want
the economic system to achieve. As these goals are suggested, write
them on the chalkboard or overhead projector. After 10-20 have been
suggested, review them to identify goals which are basically the
Identify those student
same and rewrite them as a single goal.
suggested goals which are really not goals, but means to achieving
For example, a student might suggest "lower
unspecified goals.
taxes" as a goal. In reality, he/she may mean larger disposable
income or a higher standard or living; he/she may mean more economic
freedom with a smaller role for government.

V1=1
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.
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/I

.

t their dPfinitinns on. the
2. Now-140,--thefollow.ing-fi-ve-goa1-s--and
p
chalkboad or overhead:
.
3
II
_

á)

EConoMic growthan increasi ilitandard
!

b)

Economic

c)

Economic

..

b
II

.. .
freedom--the right 0 make unconstrained decisions as

producers and consumers

.11

1'

4)

of living

security--protection from.physica3 and economic

hazards_

..

/

Economic justice:;-freedom from discrimination
ii
activities
V

in economic

1

e)
-

4

f I.

Economic stability--full

/ployment

without inflation

fficiency or sOme other goal...to this
list, e.g.-, an: aCceptable. inylit-Tufient. -Ficinii ne- the -goal s listed
by .thcstudents,- and have'thRin list .each loaliunder one of these
broad goals. -In.-almostevery- cia.e., the student-Auggested goals
You may wish,to add _economic

will be a subset of one. ofihe--abstraCt goals defined4hovi.

.

4.-41k- the students to--rank.Order the goals according to their own
values.and-befiefs-on a 0 et--ofpaper...

dik

.

6.

.

Ask the stu&htt to iient/JY...examples of how attempts to achieve a
specified goal -(e.g., sobial-legitlation,.mibimum wage laws,. etc.)
come into conflict with ,other economic goals.

'source of Activity: Adapted from Weidenaar and Weiler

-,

Economics:

An Intro-

duction to the World Around You; Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1976.
Used with permission.

fAk
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ECONOMIC POLICIES, GOALS CONFLICT AND iRADE-4FS

Introduction: iThis lesson is designed. to teach students the important lesson
that when govetnment action is taken to promote One desirable goal, it is
often. found tofcome into conflict with another desirable goal.
Time Required:,

Two 45- minute periods.

Economic Goals, Trade -Offs.

Concepts:

.

Instructional Objectives: Givena list of government actions and desirable
economic goals the student will be_aEle to demonstrat9 his/her understanding of
the conflicting results of 'these actions by:
1.

Identifying which desired goal is.enhanced and at the same time
which desired goal is hindered.

2.

Obseriing that quite often more than two goals are affected.

3.

Observing that when government policies are formulated difficult
trade3offs,must be. nude.

Materials, Required:
1.

List of broad goals (these come from A framework for Teaching
Joint Council on Ecarmic
Economics: .Basic- Concepts, Part
Education, pp. 25-26, Blue Booklet).

2.

Worksheet:

"Conflicting Goals."

Procedure:
First Day:
1.

Pass oiii?Ilist of broad goais. After students hate read this, go
over the meaning' of the goals.

2.

Add to the list Environmental Needs and Health & Safety.

3.

Have students form small groups of three students each.

4.

Pass out worksheet, "Conflicting Goals."

5.

Go over the example given on social securit*.

6.

Have groups start on worksheet.

Second Day:
1.

Students continue working on worksheet until they are finished.
Students should be able to explain their answers.

VI-3
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2.

Each group picks a spokesperson.

--:--3.--Therteatier-goes-through-the-14st of the various governmental actions-,
_
each:time calling-on a different group.
4.

Answers maif Vary, and-the students may have some difficulty completing
the worksheet,-thus the-teacher.should explain again the meaning of
these goers; Almost all, if not all, of the actions affect the.goals
of economic freedom and-groWth.
.

.

,

It should be pointed out to students that it is not a matter of
Conclusion:
iffilithiF715 action taken is good or bad,_what is important is weighifig the
consequences of actionvtaken. It Ts:always important to examineethe costs
and .the benefits.
'.

Therefoh at the end of this activity the student shbuldpderstand_the
costs /benefits ratio approach-to economic thinking.

:.

?...

i

Source of Activity:
High School.

Adapted fromlesson plan by Shoshana Herzig, Moanalua
-..

.

$.

cO
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CONCEPTS FOR EVALUJTING ECONOMIC ACTIONS AID POLICIES

Broad Social Goals

The heart of economicis decision-making--choosing among alternatives.
Economic decisions art not made in a vacuum.' Rather, they are made in the
light of a set of goal s.- These goals vary from one society to another, and
they vary among groups and individuals within societies.
The goals evident
in the modern world, and_ particularly in American society, are:
freedom,
economic efficiency, equity, security, stability -(full employment and the
A
absende of inflation), and growth.
These goals or criteria provide means for evaluating the performance of
economic systems and parts of them, as well as the desirability of existing
programs and newly proposed policies.
I.

Freedom

Economic freedoms are those of the marketplace--the freedom of consumers
to decide how they wish to aliptate_their spending among various goods and
services,the4freedomi of workers to choose to change their job, to, join a
-union, and to go on strike, the freedom - -to establish a business and -to decide
what to produce andwhen to change-the pattern of produCtion, the freedom of
savers and investors to decide hoW much to sail* and where-to-Invest their
savings.
Econtinists areconcenied about thi freedom ofindividuals and groups,
especially insofar as particular actions open up or restrict freedom in the
market place and affect the other goals of economic efficiency, equity,
stability, Oowth, and security. Some, rgue_that"more governmental regulition
limits the
of people to make individual choices.- At the -same time,
however, such policies may free other peqple to take greater advantage of the
opportunities provided in a market economy." In short, it is essential to
define the kinds of freedom under 4iscussion and whose behavior is most likely
to be affected.
2.

.

Economic Efficiency

There are several dimensions to efficienFy. The first is technical °
efficienby which concerns using the least amount of resource inputs to obtain
a given output, or obtaining the Tirgest output with a given amount of resource
input. This does not necessarily indicate the most appropriate choice, however, because it fails to consider the different costs of 'various inputs or
the different benefits of various outputs. ,Economic efficiency goes beyond
technical effitiency and considers the total costs and total benefits of
various decisions. Economic efficiencY means getting the most out of
,availabie resource*. Actions should be undertaken if the benefits exceed
the costs; they should not be undertaken if the costs exceed the benefits.
The concept of economic efficiency is central. in economics, and it should
receive heavy emphasis in both individual and social decision-making.
,

3.

Equity
Equity is an elusive concept.

There islittle agreement on what is

VI-5
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a

equitable.; people differ in 'their conception of what_ represents- _equity or

fairness. -In evaluating-econoMic' performance, the concept serves, as a
reminder to investigate..who;or what kind's of.peoole are made better-or worse
off as a result, for example, of a change in prices or the implementation of
-a-gew-govertiment4rogramhough.7two-actions,might.appeatrzp_be_equally
efficient from an economic standpoint, one Might, -for example, benefit the
rich and another the-poor-0mq might benefit-consumers and.-another producers.,_..
and so on. Many_:peciple,would. not-be indifferent as to the resultti_ sincethey harbor some concept Of what, is more .or -less egui table.. Ultimately,
the concept of equitY_ manifests- i tsel f in the distribution of ,income and.
wealth.. A more neutral way__Of dealing With this concept_ i s simply to-talk
about the income distribution effects of economic actions: Who gains,and
_

.

who loses?

Full- Employment

Full emplOyMent means '-thae_all _of-an ecogoty's- resources are fully

utilized. In practice, an ,unemploy_mebt rate whith reflects nonmal- frictiOnal
unemployment has come to be viewed As the operational_measure of ftill..emPlOyment\ with continuing_ debate:As Ao -ithat rate- -in- the -34-:.percent ranCis_

indicative of full _employment

The 400 of full,-__ mpl 000 recognizes- the

Wavy 00Sts--in-,10St.._detli.drthat ac-Cf*pany higher =rates:
unemployment, as
aS-t\he-cotts.---tel_lridiVidpals-Ahrotigh='economi.c-tardship*.
5.

Price Stability
.

.

Price- stobilityf-the-AbSence of-. inflation,;-1A:alsoi=a..goal-. While;
reasonable price Stabi ity-Mtght- inveol ve.an_ upward- creep of prices (perhaps,
2 percent per par). substantial rates. of increase 'often require m_di vi dual s
and-busifieSses..to _maki costly acijuttments-.
to. offset the effects of .rising,
-..-.
-

prices

_6.

_

_

Security

-

The goal of economic security concerns the desire-of people for _prot tion7:against.economic.risks, such as unemployment, 'destitution in old age, bus nessfailures bank-failures,,
and preci pitous price declines for one's _produc . The.
ail
'AO-sire for security .has: leCto a .;Variety_ of public. programs and !poljcie
including unemployment.. COmpeksati on s: social- security,_ federal bank rdep
insurance, farm _pritc-supports,. and .FRA7guaranteet housing- loans.. Ec

security alio results frok.prixate .effortsi_such as ,saving.indlnsura
purchases, as well As -froni the growth -Off-the economy, which_ provides

of the peoPle with moie::material wealth'.

sa..engage- in. -fh

for economic security _by_ seeking through_ international agreements
themselves Of-atcess to rkeyi.tetOurOs-le.g. the Sovi. t4mericag-agreement).

or of adequate prices far their--extlorts (e.g.,.intern

tin Ogretint6nt).
7.

Growth

'What eff
.frequently- ask

cussed in thin

-

ill this policy or program have on econo
tion. Though_ this criterion is most
bout a nation's economic growth, indi,
4.

It
A

.
I

also take Account of how their actions and those of others will
affect their
own future economie well-being, is reflected in higher incomes and %creased,
profits. Growth i's a:lonvrun goal, to
be thoOght of in years and decades.
Whereas-growth has typitallibeen'viewed ai producing a _broad range of
benefits, att%ntion-haS recently been called to the various
cost: that'
accompany economic growth. ' ;'Cons4qUently,__growth is a less univietsaily
accepted
goal today than it as -a decade ago.
I
ti

.8.

Other Goals: Inyironmental'NeedsOlealth & Safety

At times there are other goali_importent
in the consideration of specific
.
simply reminds readers that they should
consider othtr;possible-90als thdt fit_the issue.
problems' or questions', -:This listing

Source: -Adapted trom A Framework for:Teaching Economics:
Basic Concepts,
Part I, Joint Council on Econemic-Education-,..pp.- 25-26, -Blue -BookTet:

it

N,

4

0
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CONFLICTING GOALS

4.

,

Action Taken

Goal Helped

Increase in social security
benefits.

Security

Goal Hindered

Example;

jn ttp federal\budget contributito -pat budget defidits.- Budget_

t.

.

Price Stability. _1Social
secullity_ is- kmajor spending item.',,

defic its are generally considered_-?--to be- h major cause of inflationf.)_-,-

,

.

Increase in minimum
wage.

Tariffs on imports.

36

Wage and price controls.

4.

Affirmative action.

L -Farm price supports.

6.

Increased unemployment
compensation.

7.

Pollution control laws.

86

Increased welfare
.payments:

9.

Consumer protection
laws.

VI-8
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ANSWERS,
(other answers possible)

4-

Action Taken

Goal Helped

WiT-flindered

1

1
,

.

I.

4Increase in minimum
wage.

2:

Tariffs on imports.

Equity (greater
/fairness in pay)

Full Employment

1

I

Full Employment (fewer
unskilled workers hired,
'machines replace workers).
Price Stability (prices
2.
rise to coverlabor costs).
.
Freedom (employer cannot
pay what he/she wishes).'

I.

.

----7

Price _Stability Diriteigd---up on Imported products;.
rollegr,r, hs.i._gh.on

domestic

tconomic,Efficiency (reduced
_cOMpetitfOn 'redices:quality,
anCrelievet the ,pressure to
get-mere-output for given
inputs).
.

-Y,

/

.

_.,

..

-:-.:-,

.3.

4.

Wage and price
controls.

Affirmative action
prOgrais for hiring

Price Stability
(in the short-run)

Equity

.

Priqe stability in the long-

.

run.
Freedom.

.

Economic efficiency (since
some workers hired are not
necessarily-hired on merit'
alone).
Freedom.

.

employees.

S.

Farm price supports.

Security

6.

Increased unemployment
compensation.

Security

Price Stability.

I.

Full Employment (the more
money paid for not working
the less the incentive to
find and accept jobs).
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ANSWERS
(continuul),
4

Action Taken
Environment
needs

Pollution contra

7.

laws.

1.
2.

Increase' welfare
payment .

.

Price tability (controls
add to the cost of products).
Economrc Efficiency (more
resouOces used as input$ for
the s me output in the producti n process).

PriceitS0k4lity Odds to
budge, 'deficip'+ see social

seculitYixample)i
.

,

Consumer protec
laws.

9.

on

Health & Safety

Full Employment (see #6).

Same as 411ution controls.

/

,

.

/

,

lk

PRODUCTIVITY

Introduction:
Productivity is the ratio of output to input. Another simpler
way o saying this is, what you get out for what you .put in. The inputs of
production, or the factors of production are land, labor, and capital; Thus,
if one company can put out more widgets per man-hour than another company,
that company has a higher labor productivity.
If one company can produce
more widgets per dollar'than another company, then that company has a higher
total productivity.
Productivity shpuld not be confused with production.
Production is how
many widgets a company produces, what its output is. Productivity is what is
its output compared to its input, that is, output per machine-hour, man-hour,
or per dollar.
_

Time Required:

-----7-Caingt:

50 minutes.

Productivity..

Instructional Objectives:

Tt' student will. be able to:

1.

Define productivity.

2.

Compute labor productivity.

3.

Compute total productivity.

Materials Required:
1.

Worksheet:

"Productivity."

Procedure:
(output)
(input)

1.

Explain the_produCtivity ratio:

2.

Explain the difference between productivity and production.

3.' Show how labor productivity is computed.
Example:
Output:
Input:

output
input
4.

1000 widgets
200 man-hours
1000
200

5 widgets/per man-hour

Show how total productivity.is outputed.
Example:
Output:

1000 widgets

VI-11
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Inputs:

30 lbs. of:copper:at420 a lb.
40 machine-hours at $10 an hour,
200 man-hours at $5 an hour

Output:
Inputs:

1000 widgets
30 x $20
Raw material:
Machine cost: 40 x $10
Labor costs:
200 x $5
Total

Output
Input

= $600
= $400
=$l 000

42,000

1000 widgets
-,1/2 widget/$1.00
$2000

Source of Activity: Adapted from lesson plan by Shoshana
High Scho0J.

MP'

I

Herzig -I- [lanai ua

PROOUCTIVITYNORKSHEET.

ar*

Outputs:

.COMPANY X

COMPANY Y

'4000 widgets per week

12,000 widgets per week

.
Inputs:

1 ton metal 111. $680/ton.

80 machine-hours at $9/hour

'4 tons plastic at $500/ton
400 machine -hours at $10/hour

,

100 man-holurvat $4/hour

Questions:'

800 man-hours at $2.50/hour

'1.

What is the labor productivity for company X and y?

2.

What is the total productivity for Company X .and Y?

t
-

b.?

1.

3.

Which company is more'efficlent?

4.
.

5.

If 6 men Make.24 widget In one eight hour day, thin
their labor productivity is

if 3 men make 18,widgets'in 6 hours, then their labor
productivity is

t

Vi-13
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ANSWERS-TO-PRODUCTIVITY-WORKSHEET

1.

Labor productivity for:

4000

company x

10 widgets/man-hour

t
'company y =

2.

_11&00
8000

= 15 widgets/man-hour

N

Total productivity for:

pmpany X =

4000
680. + 720 +1600

4000
= N6
-

1 1/3

widgets/S1.00

12 III

2C°/"Parrjr1

2000 + .100 +12000
12,000
8,000

3.

4?

1 1/2 widgets/$1.00

More efficient -- company Y.

24
r77)=

18

=

24

'18

= 1/2 widget/man-hour

= 1 widget/man-hour

<-

Q.

"ill 4
-

.

__THE CPI AND CORRECTING-INCOME FOR INFLATION

Introduction:
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) measures price changes of goods
services purchased by the average urban family. Another way of looking

an

at this, is to say that the CPI measutiiWe purchasing power of urban consumers. Thus it is important V distinguish between current income and real
income. Current income is the actual number of dolliFi-fUE a person rigiVes.
If the ase year is 1972, and you convert current income to real income, you
how many
will kn
72 dollars yoy now earn.
Time Reg
Concepts:

mutes.

red:

Pric

level changes.

Instructill Objectives:

The student will be able to

1.

Define CPI;

2.

Distinguish between current income and real income.

3.

Convert current income into real income (often called income in
constant dollars).

Materials Required:
I.

Work;heet:

"Converting to Real Income.!'

Procedure:

.

1.

Explain the meaning of the terms'CPI, current income, real income,
purchasing power, and base year.

2.

Using the proportion shown on t
the chart.

3.

Answer the question at the bottom of the worksheet. Was he/she
financially better or worse off in 1980, 1981, 1982?

worksheet have the students complete

Source of Activity: . Adapted from lesson plan
A:
High School.

by Shoshana Herzig, Moanalua

"--"sl
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ONVERT TO REAL INCOME

Income

Year

CPI

)1 current4 cpliarss

(1972 = 100)

1972

$12,000

100

1976

$16,000

136

1980

$25,000

201

-1981

i26,000*

216

1982

$27,000

Real Income

*230

Income in_ Current Oilers
6

.

Real Income

Base Yeah CPI

Current CPI

The following proportion shows how the real income was determined for
1976.

16,000
136

N

=100

136N = 1,600,000

.

1,600;000
N

36

N = $11,765
Am

Based on the data above, the person was worse off financially in 1976,
since in terms of 1972 dollars he/she'could Only buy $11,765 worth of
Was
goods; whereas in 1972, he/she could buy $12,000 worth of goods.
he/she financially better or worse off in 1980? In 1981? In 1982?

* This is the estimated CPI for 1982.

`v14146

201N = 2,500,000

1981.

440;40
21611 -= 2,600,000

In 1980., he/she was financially better off than in 1972.
In 1981, he/she was financially better. off than in 1972.
In 1982, he/she was finanaally worse,soff than in 1972.

AGGREGATE DEMAND-AGGREGATE SUPPLY

Introduction: This activity is designed
to give students practice in
analyzing the effects of changes in aggregatedemand
and supply on the'
levels of national output and prices; and in maniOulatthg
aggregate demand
And supply curves.
..

i

Time Requira 45 minutes,
Concepts and Skilli:

Aggregate Demand, Aggregate Supply, Graphing.'

.

Instructional Objectives: Give instance's of changing
levels of aggregate demand and aggregate supply, tudents should hesable
to:
mrown11.

1.

Specify whether the given instances represent. a change in
aggregate demand or aggregate supply.

2.

show the direction of change by shifting the appropriate
curve
in the proper direction.

3.

Describit the effect of the change on the levels of
output and
prices.

Matfrial
J.

Requited:

AD-AS Worksheet.

Procedure:
I.

Review the basics of aggregate supply anc,aggregate
dmand with
your students.
Hand out the AO-AS Worksheet.. Teri students to show the
effects
of the various instances of change in.AD or AS on the levels
of
prices and real GNP by shifting the appropriate curve in the proper
direction.

4

3.

Give students about "15 ,minutes to complete the worksheet.

4..

Review answers with students (see answers on following pages).

Source of Activity:
Economic Education.

This activity developed by Steve Jackstadt, UN Center for

14e

AGGREGATE SUPPLY AND DE ivAND*-

#

AGGREGATE SUPPLY ---willingness and,ability of the economy to supply the
composite good called GNP
,s__

-Components or Inputs of AS
1.

',and

2. Labor
3.- Capital
4. TeChtiology (science)

S. Entrepreneurship and management (risk taker not the same as
manager)
.7

AGGREGATE DEMAND -- refers to the demand for goods anlihEervi ces in the
aggregate, (total.,economy)

Components or Inputs of AD

,k
/

l.
1? .

ConsuMergoodi and: SiNiteiT(C)
Investment in capital gOodt and services by products (I)
Government purchasePof;goods.and' P
"ces (G)
_

.

'3.
4. ,- Net exports ;(exports -Minus- imports

AD=C+I+G+X,

I
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DETERMINANTS 0' AGGREGATE SUPPLY AND DEMAND

,

4

'DETERMINANTS OF AGGREGATE SUPPLY

at makes AS increase or decrease)

1.

Increase or detrease in ava 'gable resources (inputs of AS)

2.

Increase or decrease'in prod ctivity

3.

Increase or decrease in the p ice of resqurces (inputs of AS)Example: increase in the
ice of'oil

1 keiAD increase or decrease)

DETERMINANTS. OF AGGREGATE DEMAND (Nhat

r

1.' Consumption (C)
.

.

A-.

Disposable income
Example: 1Taxessincrease
'

Idecrease

----B-.---4opul-atten-tnereases-or.4ecreas

2,

3.

C.

Real.interesITates (stated inte -st rates minus inflation)

D.

Expedtations regarding prices and tate of the economy in the
future

Investment (I)

A.

Real interest rates (see above)

B.

Expectations '(see above)

government (G)

A.

Increased government spending',

B.- Decreased government spending

Source of Activity:
High School.

This activity developed by .Sftshana,Herzig, Moanalua
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AD - AS- WORKSHEET

Shcv the effect of .eachef the. folkiwing on AD and/or AS.
to the price level and *real-.GNP in 'each-case?

is

-AS

What happens

:

Overall labors productivity increasts.

I
Oil prices soar!

Real GNP

AS

!

4

Government. cuts Defense spending.

t-

.

151

Vp1-2

.
.

-

.

.

.

.

---

-

consumer saving increases in anticipation
of Depression.

Real GNP

AS

Inconie tax cut increases consumer spending.

Real GNP

6.

Increased wheat exports to India make
farmers happy.

152

AS

Scientific breakthrough makes cheap
'solar energy a reality.

Real GNP

4

)

Price of wood and wood products spar as
fires ravage Washington, Oregon, and
California.

Real GNP

AP'

I
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AD - AS WORKSHOP'
(ANSWERS)

each of the following on AD and/or AS.
and real GNP in each case?

Consumer saving increases in anticipation
of Depression.

,Weatal

9,0.015 YI"Ati

tk)1VVZtNe

.

Income tax cut increases consumer spending.

trt-rehiga

-k-a*

ctow CAS
4w/441 tivitoeics

Real GNP

ktutatot5

Increased wheat exports to India make
farmers happy.

AV

Fere lea t\eAMOLAL

Real GNP
.iPth

croift-e.A4 at
ofl

CA

Nos
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s\NakE4t
.a(AA

litit

P4-1).

Ais

Atb

.

8 LYN.1406,

bk*Ittivdrow

Scientific breakthrough
makes cheap
solar energy a reality.

A5 S6( etADAvA
ousALi M 1rXrea21

Real GNP

Prcum

Price of wood and wood products
soar as
fires ravage Washington,
Oregon, and
California.
4%-

AD
Real GNP

AS ht610.
tower

riapitsts tegs
prti.g4 Q,,,4

CAUSE AND EFFECT SCHEMATIC

Introduction:

The main purpose behind this schematic is training in cause and
It can be used for any social studies topic. In sample "A"
the starting box was "decreased aggregate supply." Students were asked to show
as many causes of decreased aggregate supply as;they could think of, and in turn,
what conditions decreased aggregate supply itself causes. In sample 'B the
same procedure was used with the starting box of "increased aggregate demand."
Time Required:

50 minutes class time plus homework time.

Cause and effect applied to aggregate supply and aggregate demand.

Concepts:

Instructional Objectives:
able to:

At the end of this activity the student will be

I.

Demonstrate by using a diagram, the many causes and effects of
changes in aggregate supply and aggregate demand.

2.

Demonstrate the ripple effect of such changes.

Materials Required:

None.

Procedure:
I.

Show the students a sample of a cause and effect schematic so that
they hate an idea of4what is required.

2.. Do not let the students keep the samplwince.they then tend to copy
`the sample rather than create their own schematic.
3.

Let students work in .pairs and finish their work outside of class.

4.

You may wish to use different starting boxes in each crass.

5.

Some other starting boxes might be:

increased productivity:
decreased productivity.
increased inflation.
decreased income tax.,_
increased unemployment.
increased federal spending.
increased budget deficit.
increased or decreased money supply.
increased corporate tax.
i
j} *increased tariff on imports.

a)
b)
c)
d)
-e)
f)
g
h

Js

Source of Activity:
High School.

Adaptid from lesson Plan by Shoshana Herzig, Moanalua
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"A"
CAUSE AND EFFECT OF DECREASED AGGREGATE SUPPLY

SHORTAGE

BUSINESSES

.OF OIL

SPEND MONEY
TO MEET

L

INCREASED
GOVERNMENT
REGULATIONS
NS

PRODUCTIVITY

LESS MONEY IS
PUT INTO
RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

THEY DO NOT
GET BETTER
EQUIPMENT

GOESDOWN

REGULATIONS
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'WHAT'S THE RELATIONSHIP?

Introduction: This activity is a discovery lesson designed to help students
determine the relationship between unemployment and economic growth through
the analysis of post-World War II data.

Time Required:

45 minutes

Concepts and.Skills:
thinking-analyzing.

Unemployment, Economic Growth (real GNP), Critical

Instructional Objectives: Students will use graphs to analyze the relationship between the unemployment rate and the annual growth rate in teal GNP
between 1948 and 1278 by:
1.

Identifying time periods characterized by a high rate of unemployment,

2.

Identifying time periods characterized by ilow rate of annual
growth in real GNP.

3.

Making statements describing the relationships between the unemployment rate and the rate.of annual growth in real GNP.

Materials Required:
1.

-Student copies of graphs depicting annual growth rate in real GNP
and unemployment rates.

2.

Transparency of graphs.

3.

Student copies of the worksheet

"What's the Relationship?"

Procedure:
1.

Distribute handouts containing the two graphs and the student
worksheet. Ascertain that students understand the concepts, real
GNP and unemployment rate.

2.

First focys student attention on Graph A, depicting the annual
growth rate in real GNP for the years 1947-1980. Establish the
understanding that lines of the graph above the "0" baseline indicate timRs of positive annual growth rate in real GNP and lines of
the graph below the baseline indicate times of negative annual
growth rate in real GNP. Ask:

-

a)

In what year did the economy experience the latgest percentage
of positive growth in real GNP?

ix-1
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b)
c)
...

3.

In what year did the economy experioice,the largest percentage
.Of decline in real GNP?
What wordd.would you use to describe the annual growth rate in
nal GNP between the years 1961-1969? After discussion about
the growth rate in real GNP between 1961-1969, direct students
to write their description in the appropriate section of the
worksheet, "What's the Relationship?"

,

Direct student attention to Graph B, depicting unemployment rates
between 1948-1980. Ask:
In what year was the percentage of unemployment highest? Lowest?
b). 'What words would you use to describe unemployment in the U.S.
between the years 1961-1969? After discussion, ask students
to write this description in appropriate space of Column TB of
the worksheet.
a)

-

4.

Tell students that they are to use the two graphs. p:
.

a)

b)

c)

.

Complete the description for the other time periods listed on
the worksheet.
After writing descriptions of annual graWth rates in real GNP
and unemployment. rate for the given years, study the accumulated data and write a statement of relationship between the,
two -in the space provided at the bottom of-the worksheet.
If they so wish,-select other time periods depicted in the
graph, write descriptions in the two columns and check to see
if the relationship holds true in those time periods.

S.

When discussing student responSes after completion of the worksheet,
if the students are able, encourage-them to relate what was happening in the United States in-each time period that may have had an
effect on growth rate in real-GNP and/or the unemployment rate.

6.

To bring closure to this lesson cut the.transparency made of the
graphs so that each graph will be separate. On,the projector lay,
the unemployment Oate graph on the top of the growth rate in real
GNP-graph in such a way so students can see that, generally, growth
in real GNP is inversely related to the unemployment rate.

Source,of Activity: Developedby E. Williams for Teaching Social Studies
Methods With Economics, Purdue University Center for Economic Educaton,
N7fri3Tidernrlaar,151Tector, 1981. Used with permission.
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WHAT'S THE RELATIONSHIP?

STATE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ANNUAL GROWTH RATE, IN REAL GNP AND THE
RATE OF UNEMPLOYMENT.

=111.0.1*=
Time Periods

1.

Column B
Description of the
Unemployment Rate

Column A
Description of the Annual
Growth Rate in Real GNP

1961-1969

f

2.

1950-1953

3.

1975-1978

4.

1948-1950

5.

1973 - 1975'

,6t

1955-1958

Other:
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LIVING IN THE "GREAT DEPRESSION"

Introdrction: A resource person who has lived during the Great Depression
can be a valuable resource to the secondary,social stu4ies teacher. In this
lesion, students interview such a person to learn more about that time period.
Guidelines for planning and organizing a lesson utilizing a resource
person are included. Follow-up lessons to reinforce the learnings from the
interview will be needed.

Time Required:
interview.

VOlb or three class periods, plus 60 minutes out of class for

Concepts and Skills:

Depression,

Unemployment, Data Collection, Interviewing.

Intructional Objectives: The students will crIlect data about the Great
De§ression by participating in an interview, awing questions and recording
information relating to a specific topic.
Materials Required:
I.

Tape recorder and tape (optional).

Pro,cdure:
I.

PrepAcft for the resource person
a)

Select a resource person who will feel comfortable being interviewed and be able to provide colorful and accurate information
about that time period.

b)

Explain to the person why he/ve is being interviewed and provide him/her with topics and sample questions which might be
asked.

c)

Provide information about the class, place, time and length of
interview. Preparing this information in written form will
better insure the success of the interview.

d)

Reconfirm the time and place with the resource person a day or
two before the interview.

e)

Introduce th,, topic - The Great Depression. Ask stu
is what
they would like to learn about that time period.
Wri e their
ideas on the chalkboard.
In order to get students pa tici(hating in the discussion, the teacher may want to stimulate
their thinking by sharing a few items of information or
interesting stories related to 'that time period.

f)

Explain toestudents that a person who lived during that time
period will be visit!n3 the class to be interviewed.

116
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g)

Based on the ideas suggested instep five, assign students to
work in groups under ,specific'topics. Suggested topics
include:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

M

income distribution
prices during that time period
values and attitudes of the time period
the types of work people.did
fiscal policy - government
tax expenditures
effects of the Depression on family life
''

.

t)

h)

Each group is terwrite inter ew questions related to their
topic.
This may require'additional research in textbooks,
encyclopedias, etc., in-order to ask pertinent questions.
Students also need to decide how their group will conduct their
)
portionof the interview.

j)

Since'this lesson's primary focus 'is the
about a particular time period, the teac
students how to take notes during the i

j)

2.

Once, the questions are written, the tea
and check them for appropriateness.

of data
each

!.

eel

lew.

it

r should collect them

The lesson
a)

Redistribute the
est'ons to the groups and allow a few
ro
minutes for th
to get organized.

b)

Introduce the resou

c)

Allow the groups to conduct their interviews. Note: The
teacher may want to tape record the interviews for future

e person.

rence.
d)

3.

ank the resource person and briefly summarize the information
s
sented.

Follow-up
a)

It is suggested that the teacher follow the interview lesson
with a discussion and evaluation, f the interview. A portion
1pe interviewing process as
of the discussion/might focus dki
an effective or ineffective tool
or gatherin9 information.

1
b) -Other lessons on the topieoftWe-Great-Wesgion -are impor:
r

Cant for reinforcing the information shared during the
interview. Students may use this information as a basis for
doing additional research and reporting on their assigned
topics.
c)

Send a thank-you letter to the speaker.

16S
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Source of Activity: Developed by M. McGuire for Teaching Social Studies
Methods With Economics, Purdue University Center for Economic Education,
Dennis Weidenaar, Director, 1981. Used with permission.
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MONEY AND INFLATION

a
Introduction:

Inflation, as we all knon), is an increase in the general
The main cause of the inflation the U.S. has been
experiencing sine q 1967 is "too many dollars chasing too few goods," i.e.
increases in the :honey supply relative to the supDly of goods and services.
This lesson is designed to give students a basic understanding of the
inflationary effects of increasing the money supply relative Io the
supply of real goods and services.

Ti;i15?5T-Ices.

Time Required:

50-60 minutes.

Inflation, Money Supply.

Concepts:

Instructional Objectives:

At the end of the activity, students will be

,able to:
1.

Define the term "inflation.

2:

Explain how increases in the money supply, relative to the supply
of real goods and services, cause inflation.

Materials Required:
For two-thirds of the class, prepare $90 per student
in fake $1 bills.
It is possible to get six 3 1/2" X 2 1/2" bills out of
an 8 1/2" X 11" sheet of paper.
For the other one-third of the class, get
some poker chips or reasonable facsimile.j'You should have three colors of
chips - red, white, and blue. One chip of each color per student will
suffice.
Procedure:
1.

Select two students as recorders and one as "Economic Analyst."
Divide the rest of the class into two groups; 1/3 of the class
will be sellers or business people, and the other 2/3 will be
buyers or consumers.

2,

Explain that the object of the Ore is for sellers to Make as
much money as possible by selling red, white, and blue poker
chips.
Thu object for consumers is trY accumulate as many points
as possible by purchasing the chips.
Re&chips are worth 10
points each, white chips are worth 5 points, and tlue chips are
worth 2 points. !rite the number of points that each chip is
worth on the blackboard.

3.

Tell the students that the game will have two (2) winners. The
business person who makes the most money by the end of the game
will be declared the winner among sellers, and the consumer who
accumulates the most total points will In eeclarel the wi,iner
among the buyers.

0
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4.

Distribute one chip of each color to each seller, and give $10 in
cash to each buyer before the round begins.
Explain that the chips
represent goods and services that people desire.
The points represent the "utility" that people derive from consuming the goods and
services.

5.
.

Begin Round 1. Tell students that they swill have 3 minutes to
freely walk around the room and.transact business at whatever price
buyers and sellers agree upon:

6.

When the round is over, sellers should turn in all the money they
have received'to recorder #1.
The recorder will write' down the
amounts received from each seller. The total amount.of money
turned in by each seller by the end of the game %ill represent
that seller's SCORE.

7.

Sellers should also record the total number of chips sold during
the round and their total sales revenue on a "SELLERS INFORMATION
SHEET" like.the one below:
SELLER'S
INFORMATION SHEET
ROUND

Number of Chips Sold
Sales Revenue
The information sheets should be given to the Economic Analyst, who
will write the average price of a chip for Round 1 on the black board or on a large piece of butcher paper. The average price is
found by simply dividing the tJtal amount of sales revenue for all
sellers, by the total number of chips bought and sold.

ROUND

al&

2

1

3

4

5

$6.25

The average price figure represents a price index number in much
the same way as. the CONSUMER PRICE INDEX.
8.

Buyers should turn in their chips to recorder #2, who will record
their Round 1 point totals on a "CONSUMER SCORE SHEET" like the
one below:
__
' Round 1

Round 2

nd 3;

.
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Mound 4

Round. 5

Total

The total number of poi n,
represent his/her score.
9.

.accumulated by each carisumer will

Announce the average prick for chips during the 'round.
If you
want tg,,you can Alspiipnnounce, the scores for the ling buyer
and seller - it adqs to the!eXcitement!

Round 2
10.

Begin round two as before, by giving each seller a bed, a white,
and a blue,chip. Give each buyer $10.
.

.

11.

Start the, round and allow'3 minutes for transactions.

12.

Have sellers turn in their chips for points, and have buyers turn
in their cash.

13. ,Have the econemic analyst record the average. price of chips and
a
announce the aVerage price to the class.

I

Round 3
14.

Begin round three as before, but
SUPPLY by giving each buyer $20.
chip, as before.

this time DOUBLE THE MONEY
Give sellers one of each Color

15.

Allow 3 minutes for transactions , then have the students turn in
their chips and money,

16.

Record the average price and announce it to the class. (Note: since
the money supply has increased and the number of chips has remained
constant, prices will rise. This is where the learning begins:1

Round 4
17.

Start as before, but DOUBLE THE MONEY SUPPLY again.
buyer $40 and keep the number of chips constant.

18.

Allow 3 minutes for transactions and go through the collect-andPrices should continue to rise.
record process again.

Give each

Round 5
19.

For tne last round, return to the Original situation where you give
each buyer $10. 'Al before, give each seller one chip of each color.

20.

Allow 3 minutes for transactions then collect and record. Since
the money supply has been reduced, prices will fall - and some chips
may remain unsold, just like "unsold inventory."
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Review:% When Round 5 is completed, tally de points and announce the winners.
Direct students' attention to the chart showing the average price of chips
per round. Ask the students to describe what happened to prices over the
course af,the game.
Aik theM why prices went up dramatically in rounds 3
and 4.
Ask them why prices fell in row, S.
Ask. them if they can draw any
conclusions regarding the relationship between changes in the money supply
and inflation. Tell them that economists claim that the main cause of
.inflation is "too much money chasing too few goods," Ask them haw this
statement .is illustrated by the game.
SoOrie of Activity: Adapted from a lesson plan by Stephen jackstadt, Center
'071Conomic Education, University of, Hawaii.

1
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THE FEDEIVRESERVE SYStEM

The Federal Reserve has the authority to restrict or increase
Introduction:
the money supply to attain our national economic goals. This lesson is designed to help students understand the functions 04 the Federal Reserve
System.
Time Required:

Concept/Skills:

1 library research period.
1 50 minute class period.
Federal Reserve System, Research Skills.

Instructional Objectives:

At the end.of this.activity, students will be

1.

Identify and list the functions of the Federal Reserve System.

2.

Identify the role of the Federal Reserve System in the money supply.

Materials Required:
1.

Information on th6 Federal Reserve System from textbooks, encyclopedias, etc.

2.

The Story of Checks, pamphlet available from the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York,

3.

Chart of Federal Reserve Districts and Branches.

4.

Chart tracing a check.

5.

Library Worksheet.

6:

Federal Reserve Worksheet;

Procedure:
I.

Meet with the school librarian prior to scheduling a library perio
for the class to set aside books with information on the Federal
Reserve.

2;

Prior to a scheduled library period, hand out "Library Worksheet"
to students. Discuss with the students the instructions and
questions on the worksheet. Schedule one library period for students
to do research.

3.

After the library period, discuss with the students the answers on
the worksheet. Teacher led discussion should clarify any questions
on the worksheet.

4.

Having completed the discussion on the answers to the "Library
Worksheet,' place the chart.on the "Federal Reserve Districts and
Branches" in front of the class. Ask students to find what district
Hawaii is in.

X-5
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5.

Ask students if they have a dollar bill. If they do, ask them to
'look at the letter itamped just to theleft of George Washington's
picture.
If it w
issued by the Federal Reserve Bank of San
Francisco, it will have an "L" stamped on it since "L" is the 12th
letter of the alphabet. The number "12" will also appear on the bill.
If, on the other hand, the bill was issued by the Federal Reserve.
Bank of Buston, the letter "A" and the number "1" will be on the
bill, since Boston is the first Federal Reserve District. (This is
a "fun" activity for studentsto find out where their dollar bill
originated.')

6.

Discuss
Place chart on "Tracirig the Steps of a Check" on the board.
and explain the steps on the chart to the students. Clarify any
questions they may have.

7.

Hand out "Federal Reserve Worksheet." Read -the instructions aloud
to the class. Allow 10 minutes for this activity.

8.

After students have completed the worUheet, go over the answers.
Answers-are:
1.
2.

Y

3.

Y

4.

Y

5.

N

6.
7.
8.

Y

N

N

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Y

N
Y
Y

N
Y

Y

Y

Source of Activity:

Adapted from lesson plan by Alexis Kane, Sacred Hearts

Academy-.
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FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICTS AND BRANCHES.
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LIOARY WORKSHEET

1.

What is the Federal Reserve System .(Fed)?

2.

When was it established?

3.

Why was it established?

4.

What are the specific functions of the Fed?

5.

How is the Fed set up?

6.

What relationship does the Fed play with government spending and
moneta14, policies of the government?

How does it operate?

7.. What historical,events took place prior to 1914 that signaled the need
for an agency tich as the Fed?

8.

Who controls the Fed? Does the check and balance system outlined in/
the Constitution apply to the Fed?

9.

What agencies, if any, does the Fed work with in influencing (monetary
policy? Or does it operate independently?
ti

10.

What is the Fed's role in controlling inflation?

1 7. 8
A-9
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FEDERAL RESERVE WORKSHEET
111

Read each statement cdefully. If the function described in the statement
applies to the Federal Reserve System (Fed), write the letter Y for yes in the
blank to the left of-the statement.
If it does not, write the letter N
for no.

'1.

2.

The Fed prints the federal reserve notes used by American
citizens.
The Fed collects the debts owed to the U.S. federal government.

3...The Fed is part of the federal government.
4.

The Fed regulates the amount of money that banks must keep on
reserve.

5.

The Fed has no claims on national banks.

6.

The Fed can make changes'in the reserve requirements on demand
and time depoSits for member banks.

7.

Th, Fed ts owned and operated by banks which are members of the

re'

Feral Reserve System.
8.

Tne Fed cannot sake loans to individuals.

9.

The Fed provides check-clearing services for its members.

10.

The Fed is responsible for the payment of salaries of all
federast employees.

11.

The Fed can purchase or sell U.S. govdrnment securities (bonds)
on the open market.

12.

The Fed can determine the interest rate on loans to membce
banks.

13.

The Fed meets with Congress to determine fiscal policy for the
country.

14.

The Fed can use the discount rate as a signaling devie to contract or expand the money sJoply.

15.

The Fed is probably the most powerful monetary agency in the
U.S.

41.7.cr'
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RESERVE RATIO

Introduction: Monetary policy,,as determined, by the Federal Reserve System (FRS), is used to expand or contract the economy as the problemi of
nflation or unemployment take over the economy. One of the tools at the
disposal of the FRS is the reserve ratio which may be lowered to expand
the money supply and combat. problems like unemployment or may be increased
to contract the money supply and combat the likes of inflation.
This lesson is designed to illustrate to students the effects of
raising and lowering the reserve ratio.

Time leduiied:

30 minutes.

Concept and Skill:

.

Reserve Ratio, Monetary Policy.

Instructional Objective:
able to:
1.

At the end of this activity, students will De

Describe the effects of raising and lowering the reserve ratio.

Material Required:
1.

10 fake $10 bills.

Procedure:
1.

Chodse five Students and sit them in front'of the class.
the students Banks A - E.

2.

Be a fictitious depositor and deposit ten $10 bills: AIC1the
class if Bank A should hold on 'to all $100. Point out how the.
bank promises an interest to the depositie, how the bank as a
business has expenses and a profit-motive. Also point out the
probability of all depositors asking for their money back at the
same time. Because of °these two factors, banks only hold on to
a percentage; a reserve, as dictated by the FRS.

Label

N,.
3.

Set reserve ratio at $20. Take the $80 and deposit in Bank B;
keep $20 in' Bank $, ,and deposit $60 ;in Bank C; keep $20 in Bank C
and deposit $40 in Bank 0; and finally keep $20 in Bank D and
deposit $20 in Bank E.
DEPOSIT

BANKS

A
.B

C

/
/
/

$100
$ 80
$ 60

/

$ 20

,

E

*

180
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4.

Note to the class how $100 has generated

$300 worth of economic

activity.
5.

Redo the procedure but Jet reserve at $15.
BANKS

A

.

/

B
C
D
E
8

DEPOSIT
.

/,

1

1

$ 70.

/
/

$ 55
$ 40

/

$ 10

6.

Note to the class how $100 has now genera* $385 and how lowering.
the reserve rate has increased the money/supp4.

7.

Set the reserve at $25 and redo procedure.
BANKS

A
B

C
D
E

0

$100
$ 85

DEPOSIT
/
/
/
/
/

$100
$ 75
,

$ 50
$ 25
$
0

8:

Note to the class how $100 has now generated only $250 and ...et
raising the reserve rate has decredsed the money supply.

9.

Discuss the following questions with the students:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

What effect did lowering the reserve rate do to Vie Nbney
Supply?
What effect did raising the reserve rate do to the Money
Supply?
Which policy should the FED follow to combat umeployment?
Which policy should the FED follow to combat inflation?
4

The last two questions are predicated on the fact that the student
has had some prior information in other lessons on the FED. Also
note that a reserve rate and not a ratio was set just for the con venien.e of handling money.
Source of Activity.:
ton High School.

Adapted from a lesson plan by Lyle Heiricksv Farring-
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FISCAL POLICY GAME'

Introduction:
Fiscal policy is the Federal government's use of its tax and
spending powers to offset swings in the business cycle.
This activity is
designed to give students practice in applying what they already know about
fiscal policy to "real world" situations. Students are asked to place themselves in the roles of fiscal policy-makers and to suggest tax and spending
policies which might bring about full employment, price stability and econo-

micarowth.
Time Required:

45 minutes to one hour.

Instructional Objectives:

Given spedfic situatiqs, students should be able

to:
I.

Recommend tax and spending policies which would have a reasonable'
probabilifYof advancing the economy toward the goals of full
employment price stability and economic growth.

2.

Identify factors affecting fiscal policy.

Material Required:
I.

Fiscal Policy Game Handout.

Proce4ure:
I.

Divide the class into groups of three.
Tell them that theirepresent the President's Council of Economic Advisors and that they are
to advise the President as,-to correct fiscal policy in four separate
situations.
Give the groups 20-30 minutes to work out their'recommendations.
(Fiscal Policy Game handout.)

2.

Go over each situation with the class as a whole. Let various
groups present their rethumendations and allow other groups to
crit'que those recommendations.
Answers:

4

Situation #1.

In this situation you want to do something to stimulate a lagging economy. Cut personal and/or business
taxes and increase government spending.

Situation #2.

This .., a tough one, similar to the situation Lyndon
Johnson faced in 1966.
If you raise taxes and/or cut
government spending in order to fight inflation, you're
likely to increase unemployment.. In addition, you
don't want to cut the social services part'of the
budget because of the trouble in the cities, nor do
you want to disappoint Americans by slowing the space
program. Maybe "our students can find the antwer!

x-13182,

.

Situation #3.
,

Situation #4.

This is an easy one.
ment spending.

Cut taxes and increase govern-

1 wouldn't do anything.
You've got to worry about
inflation, but that's about it. Place a call over
to the Federal goverment and ask them to slow the
rate of growth in the money supply:

6

1
r

.

s

.r,

.0

,
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'FISCAL POLICY GAME
(Fun, fun, fun!)

As members of the President's Council of Economic Advisors, what kinds of
fiscal actions would you recommend under the following circumstances?

1.

The economy is stagnant in peacetime, with unemployment at 10% of the
labor force. Consumers and business persons show no signs of wanting
or of being able to increase their spending.

2.

The U.S. is involved in a limited war of the Vietnam variety.
Prices
are increasing at a rate of 9% per year. The unemployment rate is 6%
of the labor for e. The urban poor are agitating for more welfare
money by setting fire to a couple of cities every couple of months,
and the middle classes are excited about the possibility. of putting a
people on Mars.
It is pn election .year.

3.

We are in the midst of a world-wide depression.
and the prices of most goods are falling.

4:

We are dxperiencint, a peakime economic 000m. Prices are increasing
at a rate of 4.1% per year. In particular, business investment is
soaring, with large amounts being spent on enlarging plant capacity.
Consumers are optimistic and spending on durable goods .is h4gh.

Unemployment is 25%

Source of Activity: Adapted from a lesson plan by Stephen Jackstadt,
Center for Economic Education, University of Hawaii.
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TRADE-OFFS OF TRADE

Introduction: This activity helps students understand the trade-offs which
must be made in economic decision,-making. There are costs and benefits for
each choice.
Students must also be aware that each choice incurs opportunity
costs.

Time Required:

45 minutes.

Opportunity Costs, Trade-Offs.

Corcepts:

Instructional Objectives:

The student will:

1.

Identify some of the costs and benefits of international trade and
explain how scarcity affects economic decision-making.

2.

Understand that every choice incurs opportunity costs by listing
opportunity costs of'specific situations and listing or identifying
contributions of foreign trade to our life style.
Required:

Material
1.

Copies of student reading and worksheet:

Trade-Offs of Trade.

Procedure:
1.

Introduce lesson by asking students what would be the determining
factors for buying a good.
(Examples:
costs, quality of good.)
List responses on the chalkboard.
Explain that there are many
factoys to consider when making decisions.

2.

Distribute student reading and worksheet:

3.

Have studen s fi I out the,worksheets.

Trade-Offs of Trade.

For the final trade-off exercise one student will write a scenario
and then ask another slated nearby to fill out the choice-Faking
chart.
5.

After the students have finished their tasks, you might invite.them
to share their responses with specific emphasis on the national
values which are suggested in each phase of the activity.

6.

To bring closuri instruct students to create a list of thE. five
economic/value goals of the U.S.A. for the next decade.

Source of Activity: Adapted from curricular materials developed by the
Used
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Washington State.
"k. with permission.
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Student Reading and Worksheet.
Trade-Offs of Trade
Every economic decision involves trade-offs. There are costs and benefits
every choice that is made. The process is made more difficult to use
there is seldom agreement on any position.

in

As an example, let's look at a very real situation. Japan can produce
steel-more cheaply and more efficiently than can the United States..
This is due in part to the very modern steel plants that were builtn
Japan after the Second World War. By comparison, many of the American
steel plants are old and somewhat out-dated. The United States could
begin buying most of their steel from Japan or they couldcontinue to
produce steel themselves
CHOICE:

Buy

apanese Steel

CHOICE:

Make Steel in America
-3

Costs

Benefits

Costs

American workers
temporarily out

Cheaper steel

More expensive
steel.

Benefits

*4

I

Workers continue
in their jobs.

0 work.
We wouldn't have
our own steel
plants in time

Possibility of
producing other
things with

Forego the possibility of having
workers do other

We would have
our own steel
plants in time

of war.

resource's.

thin's.

of war.

Steel plants are
a sign of an
"industrialized"

We would be able
to use resources
more efficiently
allowing the
theory of comparative advantage to work.

Lesi efficient
use of resources.

Steel plants
give us prestige
ag an
"industrialized"
nation.

Products made
from steel will
cost less.

Products made
from steel will
cost less.

We would not have
to buy imported
steel so our import

nation, and -we

wouldn't have as
many.

Volume of
imports might
increase
greatly.

.

volume- would not
itc:'lase 'greatly.

ft

What decision would you make?
Why?

You realize that the opportunity costs of one decision is the best
alternative you have to give up.

1.86
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Student Reading and Worksheet, continued
Let's look at another situation

Cv2r the years the Japanese have developed a highly skilled industrial
complex that can produce excellent television sets at a moderate price.
People in the United States are buying mare imported television sets and
fewer sets are made in the United Statbs.
Flil out the following chart:

CHOICE: Add protective tariffs to
the price of Japanese
television sets

CHOICE: Allow free price competition

Costs

Costs

Benefits

Benefits

.

%

.
.

.

,..

.

.

r

Whet decis,ion would you make?
Wily?

k
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TRADITIONAL, MARKET, AND COMMAND
ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

Introduction: An economic system is a complex of institutional relationships
that determine what goods and services will be produced, how they will
will be produced, how much will be produced, and who will consume them.
Investigating these relationships.provides students with useful knowledge
of different economic systems as well as the social and political development of different cultures.

Time required:

Approximately five class periods.

Types of economic systems:

Concepts:

Instructional Objectives:

allocation mechanisms.

Students will:

I.

Collect and record data about the three types.of economic systems.

2.

Analyze the data and make inferences about the economic goals of,
particular cultures.

.

Distinguish between economies in terms of the relative importance
of different allocation mechanisms.

Materials Required:
It

One copy each of handouts 1-6 for every student.

Procedure:
I.

Distribute handouts I and 2. Ask students to read the selections
in Handout 2 and then to fill out the three boxes in Handout 1 that
anpear under the heading "What is the main economic problem?"

2.

Distribute Handout 3. Ask students to read it and then fill out
the top box in column 2 of Handout I.

L' Distribute Handout 4. Ask students to read it and then fill out
the middle box in column 2 of Handout 1.
NOTE:

After students read Handout 4, but before they complete Handout 1,
you may want to point out the role that prices play in a market economy,
If the price of a good or service tends to rise durir2 a noninflationary
period (or faster than the average of all prices in a psziod'bf inflation) the usual result will be to reduce the demand for that good or
service and to increase the amount that is produced or offered for sale.
If a price tends to fall in either absolute or relative terms, the
opposite should happen: more of the commodity or service will'be bought
and less, produced or offered for sale. /In short, the market uses prices
as key signals--or information -with which to help make economic decisions
and to bring demand and supply 'into balance.
That tg,why the market
system is frequently called a price system.

xIII-1
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The pdint being emphasized is referring to the hart of the
reading titled "A Model: By Bread and Cheese Alone," and requesting
the students to assume that people in this imaginary economy want
more cheese and less bread. Then ask:
a.
b.

What will happen to the price of good dairy land? To the
wages of bakers?
Why would the changes the students describe take place?

4.

Distribute Handout S'and have students fill out the bottom box iR
Column 2 of Handout 1.

5.

Have students review all the previous readings and then, fill out
the three boxes in Column 3 of Handout 1.

6.

Distribute Handout 6.* Have students complete the exercises given
there.

Have students write an tssay on the following statement: "No
economy is fully a tradittonal, command, or market economy. Each
has traces of ;Al three-Systems."

7.

Source of Activity: Adapted from Lesson Three, Strategies for /Teaching
Economics, Joint Cbuncil on Economic Education, James B. O'Neill, Chairperson. Osed with permission.
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"",...

TYPES Of ECONOMIC SYSTEMS."

'

,

Type of

What is the main

Economic System

economic. protolqin
(1)

How dogs this type of
econo* dOcide WHAT?- HOW?
and- for- WHOM?

(2)

'

What goali/values are implied as
being important in this type of
economic system?
(3)

.

.

1
.

TRADITIONAL

,

,

,

.

,
.

_

.

.

-.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MARKET

.
.

.

\

.

I
.

COMMAND
.

.

,

.

.

..,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
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-

,
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HANDOUT 2: -THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM
.

*

.

.(Much) ecgnomics grows-out of one simple -but powerful fact: There is
never, nough of-everything to go arouhd.
For this reason, the study of
economics focuses upon the concepts of scarcity and choice.
Every society
must find a wayrto divide what it.has among what tt needs. This.generaliza-,
tion applies to such varied:goods and services as food, shelters transportation, and medical care.
#
`.....,,
The world's poorest societies face scarcity in its mbSt severe form.
Anyone living in an underdeveloped country where a typical person's income
may average less than '$100 a year knows that he cannot have everything he
wants.
The same point .applies, however, to the., governments and people of
rich societies, such as .
.
the United States. The United States may have
to-choose between trips to the moon anda clean erivironment.
A rich family
.

.

.

..

.

.

.

in.the United States may have to choose betwe6h an expensive automobile 5pe-N.,
a Vacation in Europe .
.

.

,

Economies Along Spectrums

roughout history, people have developed many ways of organizing a ,.
society to decide what, how, and for whom to produce goods' nd services.
'
Different values, backgrourds, and geography have produced a wide variety
of economies. Out of this variety, however, three general types or cateegories of economic systems'can be identifiedtraditional,.command,,and
4
market.
The oldest, of these, systems is.the traditional economy . .,. Such
systems answer ihe what, how, and foiNhom questions largely according to
what was done in the past. They stress the old ways, not new ways or progruss.
People in these societIes would be puzzled by the emphasis which
(many modern) economies : .
Place on constant change and improvement.
A,second group, nearly as ancient as the first, includes the command
economies. Ruler4 run these economies from above. The comm4ids of these
rulers determine the answers, to the key economic qdestiohs: In the,past,
andin a few mo4yrnsocieties,..the.command economies have often preferred
Ih that respect; .they resemble traditional
old, set ways of 'doing things.
But today manxenationsjOith command economies, such as the
economies.
Soviet Union and China,istress progress.
A third group, only 4 few centuries old, contains the, market economies
(T)hey include some of the wealthiest economies the World has yet
seen, such as the UnitedStates and Canada.
Like the,newer command economies,
they emphasize progress and change. For the most part, the buying and selling
activities of private citizens answer the what, how and 'or whom qubstions in
market economies. Citizens sell their labor to one another fOr whatever price
they can get. They then use the proceeds to buy whatever they want and can
afford. Therefore, unlike a command economY, the general public--not the
rulersdecide what should be produced or how to produce it.
Each ofthe three types of economic syltems has beph descrtbed very
simply here, f reover, when you try to put the world's economies into one
of these three roups, you will find that no economy fits exacpy into place.
Although the Un ed States serves as an example of,a market economy, it has
.

.

.
.

some
For example . .
elements 6f
... traditionaleconomic systems.
individuals, almost without giving it another thought, go into the same
tine of work.as their tattlers or mothers.
(In many instances, wqmen db not
yet receive as mud' pay as men for equal work.)
(T)he Soviet command economy has some lements of a market system:
Some farmereol collective or state farms s 11 parts of what they raise for
whitever they.san.get in the market. Li Kew se, the 'Soviet sydtem has el4r
ments o traditional econgst. The long histo y of the Soviet people still
influences the country toda7.,.Yet, for the most pert, the Soviet economy
operates on commands from the central go'Vernment . .
.
Each
No economy iifully a ttaditilipal, command, or mr.ket economy.
-,
has traces of all three systems.
.
.

.

,

,

-

.

.

-

.

i

....

.

.,

.

i

.

Source:

Adapted from Comparative Economic Systems: An Inq iry ApOroach,
by John R. Coleman, Ted C. Soens, and Edwin Fenton, pp. 18, 4." Reprinted
with permission.
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HANDOUT 3:

WHAT, HOW, AND FOR'WHOM IN A TRADITIONAL ECONOMY
6

Until recent years, the Eskimos produced and distributed food,'clothing
and shelter exactly as their ancestors had done for generations before them.
When they killed a seal or a caribou, they divided the meat and hides according to the customs of the past.
Each husband and wife educated their own
children as they had been.educaled. They also provided Dther services, such
as medical cate,orlaw enforcement, as thelr ancestors had done: A
(The following) readinb(s) concentrate
.
. on the ways in which the
Eskimos answeredithe thr6 bisic economic questions associated with the concept of scarcity: what to produce, how to produce it, and for whom to
produce it
_
.
.

.

.

.

.

,

.,

.

.

i What To Produce:
P

The Seal or the Caribou

'

The4Noahanirgmiut (no-a-ha-NEERG-me-ut) were still living on seal meat
and were making 'no attempt to kill any of the numerous caribou that were continually migrating past .
(they), had.never hunted caribou on the ice and
had not considered it possible. It would in fact be a fairly hopeless thing
for them to try it; and while no doubt some of them *might occasionally secure
an animal, they would waste so much time that the number of pounds of meat
they obtained in a week's hunt that way would be but a small fraction of the
-..
amount of seal meat they might have secured in the same time.
Besides that.,
this is the season which the Eskimo give up .to the accumulation of blubber
for the coming year
.
By getting seals in the spring
.
they secure
an agreeable article of diet for the coming autumn and provide themselves
as well with a sort of insurance against hard luck in the fall hunt. Each
family will in.thespring be able to lay away from three to .seven bags of
oil. Such a bag consists of the whole skin of the common seal.
The animal
ha been skinned through the mouth in such a lay that the few necessary
open'ngs in the skin can be easily sewed up or tied up with a thong. This
(mak .a bag which will hold about three hundred pounds of blubber, so that a
single family's store of oil for the fall will rUn from nine hundred to two
thousand pounds.
$
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

How To Producejt:

s.

Catching a Seal

The whole grin ipe of successfully stalking a seal is just in realizing
from the first tha he is bound to see you and that your only hope is in preIf you act and look so as to convince him
tending ?lat you a e also a seal.
from the first that you are a brother seal, he will regard you with unconcern.
(Imitating) .a seal wel enough to deceiVe a seal is not difficult for, ,to
begin with, we know from experience that his eyesight is poor. You can walk
up without taking any special precautions until
. yoU are within two
Then you have to.begin to be more.
hundred and fifty or three hunklred yards..
.
You must not only brawl ahead, seal-fashion, but you must be
careful
carefi1 to always. present a side view of your body to the seal, for a man
In this way you
coming head-on does not look particularly like a seal
.

.

.

.

.

.

can crawl within five or ten yards of him if you like,and astaatter,of
who under emergencies would go after
nave known of expert seal hunte
fact
S. a seal without ally ordinary weapon anecrawl so near him that they could seize
him by a flipper, pull him away from his hole, and club or stab him.
1.
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For Whotto'N'oduce It:

/

.
,

Dividing the Seal

*

.

...

!0

.(B)oiled pieces of seal meat had already been taken outsf the_pot and

.

.

lay steaming -on a sideboard
My hostess picked out for me the lower
.
joint of a seal's foreleg. ad handed it to me% along with her own copper bladed knife; ti% next most desirable piece was handed to her husband, and
others in turn to the rest of the family .
(0)ne extra piece was seraside in case I should want a second helping, and the rest of the boiled
.

,

,

.

meat was divided into four poriions,with the explanation to me that,there
were four families in the village who had no fresh seal meat.
The .
adopted daughter of the house, a, (child) of seven on eight,
had'not begun to eat with the rest of us,.for. it was her taskto take a small
wooden platter and carry the four (imall) pieces of boiled meat to the fbur
familiestwho had none of their °Willa cook . . . Every house in the village
in which any cooking was done had likewise sent facer portions . . .
Durfhg our meal'presents of food-were MI° brought us from other hoOlesk,
each housewife apparently knew exactly what the others had put in their pots,
ind whoever had anything to offer that was a little bit different would send
-some of that to the others, so that every minute Or two'a'smdll girl messinger
appeared in our door with a platteeof something'to contribute to our meal .
.

.

.

.

.

.

The Influence of the Past on Decision-Making
e

We had several excellent fish nets in our boat, and I had said 'to (thi)
Eskimo in the beginning that I thought we ought to put them out to set if we
could catch any fish; butthey said very definitely that there were nd fish*.
here. At that time I had had mo experience with Eskimo in a count f5, new to
them.
I, had dealt only with'Eskimo near (their) home, and my experience with
them was that they knew exactly where to put nets, and knew, also what places
were hopelesi-as fishing.localities'. I know now that the Eskimo
.
. never
expect to find anything in any place where no one has found it before, so far
as they know, and never having heard of any one Catching fish in Smith Bay
they had felt sure there would not be any
.
.

O

:

.

s

The Influence of Beliefs on Decision-Making
.(T)he wonderi of our sciehce and the wildest tales of our own mythologies
pale beside the marvels which the Eskimo suppose to be happening all around.
them every day at the behest of their magicians . t'.
When I showed them my binoculars that made fat -away things seem near and
clear, they were of course interested; when I looked to the south or east and
saw bands of caribou that were to them invisible, they applauded, and then
(made) the Oggestion, "Now that you have looked for the.caribou that are here
today and found them, will you not also look for the caribou that are coming
tomorrow, so that we can tell where to lie in ambush for them." When they,
heard that my glasses could not seeinto the future, they were disappoin
and naturally the reverse of well impressed with our powers, for they
that their own medicine-men had charms and magic paraphernalia thatenable
them to see things the morrow was to bring forth
.

.

.

.

.

Frongibialinur Stefansson's *famous 1913 account, MY LIFE WITH THE ESKIMO; as

quoted in Comparative Economic Systems: An InqpiTTAFFERETly John R. Coleman,
Ted C. Soeni-Pand Edwin Fenpn,
c. 197A Holt, Rinehart & Wrinston, Pub.
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HANDOUT 4:

fHE MARKET ECONOMY AS AN ORGANIZING TOOL

V
Every ley thouonds of people take part in making or buying such diffe

S.

rent items as groceries, ten-speed bicycles, toasters, steel rods, -houses,*
basketballs', magazines, factories, cars, pement mixers, and clothes.- Who
decides which of these items should be-produced? Who will gerthem? --What
will,these,goods cqist? How mkny.of each item should her made?
It- would be simple if an individual or group could be singled out as
the decision-maker. It would also be simple if some overall plan existed
which'set prices or production goals. However, such decision-makers and
<plank do not exist in a market economy'. -.

.

.

.

THE MARKET
.

A:

:'

%

.

.

we live in-i market-run society; we a"relaPt 'to 'take-for granted
Becau
--indeed, almost paradpical--nature of the market solution to
the puzzl"
But assume for a moment that we could act as economic'
the economic problem.

Ovisers to a society that had not yet decided on its mode of economic_*ganization.
tie.eould imagine the leaders of such a nation saying, We have always
experienced a Fighlypadition-boUrld way of life. Our men hunt and cultivate the fields and perform their tasks n they are. brought up to do by the

4

4

t

force of example and the instretfon of their elders.' We know, too, something
of what can bedoneby economic command. We are prepared, if necessary, to
sign an edict making it compulsory for many of our men to work Oncommunity
'proje;ts for our national developlient. Tell us,, is there any other way we
can organize our societyso that it will function successfully--or better
yet, more successfully?
Suppose we answered, "Yes,'there is another way. Organize your society
along the lines of a market ecop omy:
"Very well,." say the leaders. "What do we then tell' people to do? How
do we assign them to their various tasks?" i
"That's the very point," we should answer. In a market economy, no one
.
In fact, the main idea of a market society is that
i1s,assigned to anyask.
each person, is allowed to decide for himself/herself what to dos"
There is consternation among the leaders, You mean there is no assignment of some people to mining and others to cattle raising?
No manner of
designating some for,transportation and others for weaving\ You leave -this
to people to decide fori-tNimselves? But what happens if no one volunteers
s, or if no oneloffers himself /herself as railway engineer?"
to go into the mi
assured," we. tell' the leaders, "mine of that will happen!,
"You may r
ety, all the jobs will be filled because it will be to
In a market s
.
tage to fill them."
peopl
_____Gur_respondents_accepX__this
with
uncertain,expreslions*
"Nnw 1pok," onel
_
of them finally says, "let us suppose, that we take your advice and allow our
Let's talk -about something specific, like cloth
.people toll° as they. please.
production. Just how do we fix"the right level of cloth output in this 'market society' of yours?"
"But you don't, q we reply.
enough cloth produced?"-he '
"We don't! Than how do we know there` will ,
'la triumphantly. ,
4
,

.

,
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,
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.

.

"Ah, but tbe market will see that tool!'

.

"But what is thq market that will do these wonderful things?
t?"
4

.

..

Who runs.

.

,

"It runs itself. rn fact
as 'the market.' If's just a wordwe use

"Oh, nobody runs the market," we answer.

there really isn't any such

ti

.

thing

-'

to describe the dray peoplebehave."
.
"But I thought people behaved the way they wanted to!"
"And .so they `do," we' .say. "put never fear. They Will want*to behave
.
the way you want them to behave."

'I am afraid," says the chief of the delegation, "that we are wasting

our time. We thought you had in mina a serious proposal: What you" suggest
is inconceivable. Good, day . 14
,-----

,--------

A MOIEL:

BY BREAD AND CHEESE ALONE

.Imagine a market economy somewhere in the world which produces and
consumes only .two products. The people in this economy live.enrelyon
bread and cheese. ktuOy the model, carefully, and considdv how this economy.

s

decides what to produce, how to produce it, and for whom to produce it.
- First, much of the what question is answered by the fad, that. these
people just happen to like bread and cheese, and only bread qnd cheese. But
how mach of each? Since. these people live in a free market' economy, they
are not _told which to buy. They will divide their spending betWeen bread and
e cheese in whatever way appeals to their tastes. Assume that they have been
--spending half of their income on bread and half on cheese. Now suppose these
people decide, of their cdn free Mill, that they want more cheese and 'less

I

,-

bfead. _What happens?

"First, the bakers and the cheese makers learn of -the Change in taste'not,
from a king or commissar, but from simple observation. ;The bakers find themselves with bread unsold at the mid of the day. That i a signal to them-to
cut back on production. The cheesemakers, on the other( hand, find that they
have sold all their cheese before the end of the day. That is their signal
%to try to expand production.
.
But the chain of-events has just begun.* The cheesemakers cannot simply
make mare cheese immediately. First, they will have to get nalre\milk, more
labor, and more equipmeht. If any of these ingredients_is in short supply,
thetcheesemakors may change the way in'which they make cheese as well as the

amoik If skilled labor is,hard to. come by, the cheesemakers may train more
people. work their present staff overtime, cut corners in the cheeseraaking
process, or try to devise new machinery to do part of the work that has been
done by 3abor.

From any of these changes, a new how answer would result.

At the same time, bakers will find that they must lay off some of their
skilled workers as production is cut back. These workers may be lucky enough
to find jobs in the expanding cheese industry. However, the* .1ew jobs will.
probably-neither pay es
nor-be-at-as-high-am-kilt level 'ar-thetroldldbt
in the bread industry. Farmers with land that is fine for raising wheatbut
not so good for ra-ising dairy cattle will also feel the squeeze (at' least

until they can shift t another cop that is just as profitable). Their

friends with good dairy land
'prosper. Thus p there Willbela redistribution of income as a result of the shift of tastes from pread to cheese. The
for whom question is answered not by lays but by impersonil market forces.
,

.

a-

_

.\

k

.
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Those who gain from the shift 19 tasfetget more ipcpme With which they can '
buy more of- the economls bread and chdese than .ever before. Those who Mist
from the shift in,taSte end up with'less mdney to buy bread and cheese.
The realtworTd, however, is more complicated than this imaginary" economy
of bread eaters and cheese eaters, rn the real world, thousands of products
exist.
But,tbe same basic process is still at work.
In a market economy,
'Free market forces, .,responding to the demand of conosumeft alone, make the

major decisions about wAat goods are to be produced, who they are to be Koduced,
V
and for whom they are to be produced:.
'

--- _ _

r.

.

4

4

"What to/Produce: The Seal or the Caribou?" "A Model: By'Bread and
Cheese Alone" are from Comparative Economic Systems: An Inquiry Approach, by
John R.,Coleman, Ted C. Soens, and Edwin.Fenton, pp 38-45. 1974, HoTt, Reinhart
and Winst
"The Market" is.froM The Making of Economic Society,
Publishers.
\ by Robert
ilbroner, pp., 18-19.
Prentice-Hall, Loc:, New.Jersey. Repri.nted.
.
with permis ad.
Sources:
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HANDOUT 5:

An a market,conony, productth resources such as steel, timber, skilled

. .

.

'THE CORE OF 'THE COMMAND ECONOMY

labor and computers, would go to vlhoeVer tids.highest for them. In the Soviet
Union, government- plann.erstdecite where such resources are to go. They say,

"Here are ourmost inwrtant goals, and here.. is the way we will use our avail,,
4
.
able resources to achieve these goals."
When considering the distribution of key resources; the planners face an
important question,:. How should they divide prdduction between capital goods
and consumer goods)? If they chese to, the planners could raise today's stan-

dards of living quiickly. They cold allacate2resotIrces to the Production-a
consume goods 0'10 the people desire >; Hut they knovithat steel used for

automobiles, washing machines, and refrigerators cannot also be.Used for rail- -*`
road cars., bridges,, and more steel mills. And if the stock of-capital goods
does not increase, the nation will not be able to fake more consumer goods in
the future. The problem, then, is: Find a workable balance between giving
the people what they want in the-short run, while providing for the long-term
expansion of the nation's productive, facilities . . .
All of the separate pieces.. in the Soviet Litton's economic. jigsaw puzzle
somehow have to be- fitted together. This. is th task of the GoSpl'an; the;
state economic planning agency. ..of the Soviet Union. This comMitt i of economic
of VV.,
planners__receives its general, directions from the Central econolit
Coiniunist..Party. The party -frames the _five -year :plans for thei.socie jr;
In translating the. general.,comerands of the party-into tuariy closely_ related,
.

specific targets, the Gosplan 'has heslp from subordinate _commissions that goVern
different industries _and. regions. The, pl anning agency Al so' .uses statistics and
computers to help fit the' pieces of the economic jigsaw -puizle together . ; .Even with the .various.types_ofassistance. the GOsplani.receiVes; the task
of the economic planners remains complex._ Theplannert must -Make most of the
economic decisions that the fiee.market makes in thd.Qpited-States. OutSiders
know many of the mfstakes,that Soviet _planners have matte. Too-many shortages
and- -too smany fail Uffes in achieving goals make thete mistakes difficult to con-

i.

.

--

Goiplan takes its orders from the Communist Party. The party is an
/elite The
group and is deliberately kept small. In fact, only about six percent

teal

. . .

.

-:-

:-,

1

j

/

of the adults in the Soyiet Union tod.a1pielong to the party:- But once they "
become-members, each plays a part,. however' minor, in setting the goals for the
nation. The members of the Gosplan are:the key technicians whose skills help
determine whether or not the nations goals are achikved. But the goals them-

selvesand the final control Of the economystill remain firmly in the hands
of the (Communist Party .

,.

. .

..

An Inquiry Approach: by.
John R. Coleman, Ted C. Soens, And Edwin Fenton, pp. 156-59. Riolh art 'and
/ ,'.
_
Winston-,--Publ-i-sherts..--Reprinted with_permission,_
A
.
Source:

Adapted from Comparative Economic Systems:
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HANDOUT 6:

EVALUATION EXERCISE
..;

Ih the space
Below are statements describing various economic actions,
provided label or classify each. statement accordfngo whether-you think it
is typical of a traditional economy (T) , a command'ellohomy (C), or a market
economy (M).

.

"On the farms, the working day lasts from before sunriseunttl
dusk dr dark. As they have done for centuries, women follow
the reapers and binders on foot to gather the gleanings-from
."
the field

I.

.

"The problem of finding skilled workers was immense. There
were simply not enough trained men available. _His competitors

2.

(He)

were fighting for_their share .or the labor supply -:

decided-to introduce a five-dollar-a-day minimum wage.
new - minimum -more than doubled the existing= wage

3.

.

.

The

.".

"The practice of giving certain.inchibtries.(first
scarce Mater 41s) has broUght-Mbre)rapfd-bWr-all economicenliossible."--i
growth-than otherwise mighthaye

"The proclamation of. the (head oaf state)-declared that no:
banking operation's should_ be carried on thrdughout the countryuntil further notice."
.

-

6.

-

off-teal meat and
"The (people.being studied) ierelstill
of_the
numerous
caribou that
were making no attempt to kill any
I.thought
atfirst:that
there
were continually!migratinTpast.
might be some taboo pieventing them from hunting caribou on -Fee,
but this they told me was not so. It was simply Ihat-therhad
never hunted caribou on the ice and hOnot4egnsidered it-possible . . ."

"Hold* prices'in check was difficd)t. A great burden fell on
the Office of Price Administration, created to keep,the'lid on
prig.' by setting ceilings on aNlarge list of comaodities. which
,
0
.---,
were much in demand."
.

{
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Evaluation Exercisd

, Handout 6:,
.

T (traditional economy)

1.

1

-.....

.
..

-.

C (command economy).

4

3. .0 (commatuteonaity)

I

4._2C`(Command ecodo
%

,.

e

T ( traditional economy)

5.

.:

:
.,7.,,

6.

14 (markPf, economy)!..
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